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Community colleges are facing some of the 'greatest cballenget.in---:
their history. This sourcebook is aknu.organizationopinein, a

. concept which has_vast poitrial for assisting the people's colleges
in-meetirchaflenges. , ---- ,

The match is perfectinnmunity 'colleges; l,ving reached
. maturity, are now fitiaiiiiit necessary to change and.to.move in new , "

di rections,,b4 to do so with existing staff,and few; if any, additional
.r9,01u4s1A,4ministratbrs are finding that strategies for change that

.,..,-Were honed to perfection in A growth era are simply fond-memories..
A
_. -of a bygone day and'of lirtlense in aperiod of curtailment. new era

demands a new strategy; one which recoalizes individual heeds and,,goals as. well as those of the organization, relies- upon planned
change, encourag6 participaliqn by all members of the organha- ;

'4ion,,and encompaises a sufficient variety of tichni9ues to allow a
ct:iittingency approach to each situation: 1.

-.. OrgaRizatidn developnzenti0b) is that strategy. Much like
the modern-day coramunity.college, it has grctwn. and evolved.
Todariettancis ready for use; ideally suited as the change strategy for -.
convertipg yesterday's community college into tomorrow's com-
intiftity college. i,-

, ... ,This volume was written to provide a working understandL
ing of thenature of organization development and of ways in'which
organization development might be used./Thepthors have been

1, carefulty selected on the basis of their knowledge and experience in '...
Drganization development antitheft ability to_communicatt ideas

' clearly and succinctly. . A

The first chipter sets the stage for the entire work. Jt. biiefly .
outlines ,the origins and ,history of organization development, "le-
sctibes the steps in'iniplementing the,concept; dYscusses the numeri
ous syitegies and intervention's used in the planned change strategy,

. _ of brganizatiori development,4nd concludes by outlining some or
the expected results.. . f . ;

v The next chapter; by,William Muse, Dean dt'the Cbllege Of
Business at'Texas AIM, and Richard W,00dinan, a faculty member.
at the'iame urfiVehiti, resiews the experiendof business and indus-

., try with organiiation development and offers some,reconnnervla:
tions to-arid rehiventinihe wheel, .

1

,.

I a
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Following this, Glenn Varne a ong- tincho:a -
sultant ina0D in both -profit: an nonprOfit operations,

veral lac mtI-Gling to the development of organizatioridevelop-. A

ment and sonie'of the'unresohed.issues facing thesmerging field of
OD. 'Varney illustrates tt.e dramatic forces of chute at work in our
society today and ways in which changts in sociqty,hav,e, in turn,
affpcted the life - styles of workers and their expec.rations aboin their
vvTirk environnient. The result is tremendous 'pressure ,for rapid

inttie workplace. He then shows how the enierginfield Of .organization development, while offering significant promise for
helping institutions make the necessary transitions, i§ plagiiedby a-
,number ofecfroblems, Most of these relate to the need -.for ,OD to
'become a true profession, with its own certificatid3 o procedures and
theoretical foundatiOns. .

T.he Higher Education Management Institute (HEW) may
not be the first, but it is certainly the largest, Vtional program .fr
designed to use an OD approach to change_ in higher education
institutions. In Chapter Four David Kest, director cf the western

-office of.H EMI, tracesthe development of the REMkmodel, outline
its major elements, arid discus 's the results to date.

P essorik learned by HEMI Thaiaraf general use to institu-
, s and OD practitioners inchide the need to recognize.the unique,

aspects of what appear to be similar institutions with regard to
structuring, training, and intervention strategies; the critical nature
of governing board involvement M-large -scale change efforts; the
importance of management' develOpment and training and theft'.
connection with institutional Assion and goals; and the failure of ,

institutions to agldress institutional renk.wal in a systematic .
InannCt:

Reflecting the current interest in systematic planned change,
the W. K. Kellogg Foundation in 1977 fiinded the National Institute
for Staff and Organizational Development (NISOD), a nafional
project designed to improyeteaching and learning in the'commu-
nity college through the use of at external OD agent (NISOD) as a
facilitatingInd Motivating force. George Baker, direCior of the
project, descrl sits implementation strategies results to date, and
'future 'directio' ' he National Institute for. Staff and Organiza-
tional Devel pment project, while using art approach wry dif-
ferent from HEMI, has demonstrated that significain results can

- be gained from the assistance of an outside agency in providing
- information, tr,aining,,and other on-she assistance to operating

colleges.
i; 0
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A Specific Oil strategies or techniques for causing change
*lilt:lea number of well - developed interventions. Of these, the one
w1.4h is the most popular and the most effective is survey feedback.

r",torcion Watts., who is Director of Staff Development °at Westark
Community College, preildent-elect of the National Council of
Stfr, Prgrzin and Organizatiortal Development, and a Regional
Associate- of the Instructional-ACC-I:ion Consortium, provides a
detailed discusgion of the survey feedback' approach, including:a'
-syggesied outline of steps.to follow in using it 9

Nttinerous studies have demonstrated repeatedly that the
most important person in the community college is the president.

a To succeed, therefore, any chMlge effort Must be understood 1..y tnd
fisie t'he' support of the.presiderit. Bryon McClenney: now, in his
third term as chief executive officer, this time at the San AntOnio

'Junior College District 'Of fers Oerspective on organization devel-
,optuent- from a management-conscious president. ,

.

1'.

0
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James 0. Hammons is a professor of Higher Education .
-ut the'Universitxof Arkansas and President' of
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Some of the most asked q I slions
&mt.!t organization development ar anSwered..

a

1,

Organization' Development:
An 0i)erviefo

James 0. Hammims

I.

'

4

it Although this is the first major work on organization 'development
,

(OD) in the community college, the literature or OD.is-COiisidera-
- ble. The most tecen't bibliography published by' The Atnerican

Society of Training land Developnient consists of 110 pages and
includes several hundred articles and approxiniately eighty books
entries, over thtee-fouiths of which were written since 1970'

.

kWhat Is Organization 'Development?
0

A
Until recently, answers to that question wouldvary, defend-

ink ,.upon whom you .spoke with or what publication you were
reading. Definitions rangedlrom the view that organization devek,:--
opment was designed only to improve human -relations csThe
opposing view ;hat the focus, of OD was upon incr itg the effec-
tiveness and efficiency of organizations. might_also have
gatherd that OD Was equated with e--parliimlar technique,
such as, sensitivity training, e enrichment, or participative
management. . .

Major rea or the lack of consensus about. OD are the
relative new s of the term, the rapid growth of the field of OD, and

tie NMI DinaWOO for CommUnny Wee':Otganszation
LevelotmerstMsge Sootegirs. no.37: San lianciyo: Jowl, ch a 5
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i'.k finally, tie very broatinessof the concept itself. Ttikis lack of consen-
°;Nik as created a sittiation.in which virtually any Change strategy is, . 4carecl OD ''' '

- ,

't ,;?, -='' As .experience with the concepts has 'groWn, however, an
agreenient seemeto.be evolving that ob is a process for beneficial' .:, change. - /, s,

- . Of all the definitions found in the literature, the one that I
.prefer is by French.and Bell (1978):

..-

',.
Orga ization development is a long-range effort to

improvp an organization's-,prolilem--solving and renewal
process, p rtictilarly throSigh a more effective and

i
collaborativ management of organization cultule with
special emphatis on the culture ,of formal work teams with
the assistance of a change agent, or catalyst, and the use of the.
theory and technology of applied behav,ioral science, induct,

. ing action research [p. 14]; ,..

..,
The uth9rs go on to elaborate several key words or
phra sy ,

-.

Problem-solving process refers to the way an organization
. /

faces t be opportunities and challenges of its environment (1978,
p: 14)., ,

. .. AI R newal process is defined by referring to Gordon Lippi
term :`organizationa I renewal," which he defines as "the proces, for
in itiating\crea ti tig, and confronting needed changes so as to Mikeit , s

possible for organizations to become. r remain viable, to adapt to
new conditions, to solve problems, to learn from experiences" (Lip-
pitt, 1960, j:), I). . , .

Cultd e is the prevailing patt of activities, Interactions,
norms, senti eats, beliefs, attitudes, values, rodticts (1978, p. , - -,.

14). Cultuie i cludes the formal, overt aspects o lbe ization,:.,...,.
stich as goals,,teclMolOgy, structure, policies an iprpocedures; a :0 ,'rt

ducts, and fina cial resources; plus informal, cOvertzaspectsstich.as _..--". .,:
perceptions, at itudes, feelings, values, informal tilietactions; and L -C-'

group norms re ating to both the formal and informal systems of die,./organization (198, p. 16).. v.
Collabord

.

ive management of the culture refers to a shared , -
kind of ,Manage ent, not hierarchically imposed (1978, p. 15).

..,
A work tea is a group composed of subordinates reporiing

to,a superior (197 , p. 16). ''. Y- °- ;.
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A change agent or catalyst is a third party, external -to the .

group initiating ant? OD...effort, who may come from within of
without the.larger organization 11978, p. 16):

*lion research is the baiic method that is used in most OD
efforts. Irconsists.of a preliminary diagnosis. data gathering from
the client group, data feehick to the clientgroup, data exploration
by the client group, action planning, and action (1178, p. 17).

t

Ts OD Just Another Passing Fad?

A dictionarydefines the word "fad" as a praclice or interest
followed for mime with exaggerated zeal. The community-college
has seen its share of these: individualized instruction, sensitivity '
training, management by objectives, program budgeting, zero-
based budgetingiPersonalizea Systems Of Institution (P.S.I-.), audio-
tutorial instruction, and, perhaps, staff development. Varney asks.

, "Is OD just anotherpassing fad for which managers may wish to
on the baneWagon; or is it a ftindamentally newiapproach to organt-
zational change?" (1977, p. 56).

. The question has bten one of concern, to OD theorists and
}writers. In 1971 the topic of a symposiUm by the Organization
Development Division of the American Society -of Training and
Development was "OD: Fad or Fundamental?".(Chase, 1971). It has
also appeared as a topic-heading in, two of the more regent OD books
(French and 4978, p. 262; Varney, 1971,15. 56).

Intruth, OD seems to be taking the familiar path of,mo 'st
fads. Certainly, it is being followed with teak The literature is
mushrooming; conferences and workshops are tlourishing; organi7
iations and consultants ivith OD in their titlesare multiplying. But
does organization development have enough substance to .makea
lasting contribution? Varney inditates that "there are many consul-
tants, professors and organizational development specialists asso-
ciated with the aPproach,,whoare making OD look like a 'flash in
the pan': He believes the real test of OD %%till come when a financial
crunch hits and institutions have to decide if4t's worth keepink.
Blake and Mouton, after reviewing several reactions to their article

'on the topic, conclude that OD is based upon sound propositions
and that OD designs that make use of these propositions have the
likelihood of roduring fundamental change (1971, p. 31).

Frenc and llell, aftet carefulanalykis, conclude that OD will
survive for many years to come and that, although current OD
technology ' ill be superseded by additional or modified practices in

. .J
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the years ahead, there will always b_ e a need for something like OD

'0974, p. 262), .

My own belief is that organization development is not des
titled to be another fad for community colleges to try and thereto
discard. Rather, it is a major new Concept destined to be arotmd for
long time, even though it may be adopted sottickly or by near
so many'institutions as it will be in business and:industry:Fr
fully, this will ensure a tlighet,probability of success for ose
community- colleges thatdo decide_to incorporate OD st gies.

What Is the Conceptual Base ,

of Organization-Development?'

review of the origins and evolution 'of 015 is useful' to
anyone seriously-interested iq the field, as it discloses the trerrien,

. dous' changes that have occurred; and are still occurrink,. in its
4. development OD has come a long way from the pression once said

to have Ion described by Harr' Levinson as ?being in a position
similar. to thef ield of medicine 400 years ago wheeit used leeches as
thi4ingle treatment for nearly all ailments" (Randall, 1971, p. 1).

OD eyolvedfrom the contributions of a viumber of behavioral
scientists and practitioners, many of whom are well known. Two
sepawe-but-selated ,developments are con'siderecf to be the dual
'trunks of the original OD tree.

- The first of these,laboritory training, began in"e summer
of 1946 When a leadership team consisting of Kurtiewin, Kenneth
Benne, Leland 13radford, and Ronald Lippitt conducted some
research and training for community leaders. They discovered that
furnishing, individual group leaders and s with data about,
individual and_group behavior stimula

ioppeatiriroducernorefnsights and I
f and seminars (French and Bell, 1978, p.

of tlx4essions the following year. Later, these
to the-birth of the National Training Labora

ater interest, Ind
than did-lectures

result was a repeat
mmer meetings led
ries (how the NTL

Institute for Applied Behavior Science) and co temporary in-group
training (French and Bell, 1978, p. 21). During the next ten years; as
additional workshops were held, the leadership teams noticed that
skills learned in the company of strangers in settings away fro'm the
workplace were hot transferring to the job. In 1957, the late.Douglas

_McGregor:working in Collaboration with John Paul Jones, estab-
:lished a small internal consulting group thabegan to make some

progress in overcoming the problems of transferring behavioral
0,

-.. . ' .t, 3,
O
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_skills and insights that individuals ncguired-in a laboratory setting
to the solution of problems in organizations (Frenchand Bell, 1978,

4

i ,
------

. Another significant-step in the evolution of laboratory train'.,,
ing oPcurred in 1958 and 1959 when Herbert Shephard initiated,a_l_---_-5
series of organization development intery_e.ntiOns-arESSO (now e

*-EXXOST), "using laboratory-tethiiique to improve work group
functioninTaiihree refinerieg:Baltnne, Baion Rouge, and Baywa0----"'- - Joinini Shephard at two of the refineries was Robert_Blake. They

. drew the following conclusions: . - . ,.
... 1. Top management should beactively involved in planning '

and leading the program. ' .
_ .

.
2. More team development and conflict resolution should : -.,

. ....--occur With fellow workers thaamong strangers.-

v

3. In-house personnel could be used as consultants to other. ..
managers. . ,. .. .

. 4. External consultants and internal staff need to cooperate 't 4 -
.. 4.... in or,_ nization development.

---------ht Bay -54:Blakeand Mouton's "instrumented laboratory"
was used; it s latersleveloped titt-offie managerial grid approach
td organization development. While it is not known who coined the
term !`organization develOpmeni," it is generally thought to have
come froT the work,bf Blake, Shephard, and Mouton during thistide: 4%

..--_______ I
___

The second trutik-of the OD tree is known as survey research #-
and feedback, which refers to the use of attitude-suiyeys and data. t, :
feedback in workshop sessions,This concept was developed at about,
the same time by staff members at the Survey Research Center (SRC)
of the University of Michigan, led by Rensis Like: t, who began

. applying the action research model of Kurt Lewin: As a result of
-numerous studies during the next several years, refinements were .
made by ,the SRC, staff in survey inetholiese--inditcled f

-administering the same carefully constructed questionnaire to all
respondents;. the use of rigorous probability &amples, and carefully'_
controlled coding procedures, and the techniques of feedback
rilethotiology, . , I - .I.:

. , , 1 ,'
flow Doc7 OD Differ From Management,Development?

. .s *- r.
4. Siveral ',authors (Burke and Schmidt, l 971; Vat ney, 1977; and

f Zenger, 1978) have written about the differencesaiurthe similaritiest
t
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. between OD-and management development, The consensus appears
. to be that there-are differences, but that there should not be. As

---- commonly practiced, management development is oriented toward
developing thesskills of individuals., It is often initiated tylien spe-
cific Problems in management.are detectedoios part of an institu-
nonalizeil training program fcnone or more categories of personnel.

v Training to corricct specific problems .usually consists of short,.
° intensive activities. Most often, manager training occurraf off-site

locations, where managers attend university seminars short
_ ,cours4 or workshops designed to teach or improve skills in areas

such as problem solving or decision making or to provide informa-
- .

tion about topics such al job rotation- or job enrichment. To become
leaders or trainers in these activities, a person needs skills in diag:.
nosing management needs and the ability to design and conduct
workshbp. Quite commonly, the results of management deielOp-
ment are limited to individual change and are not felt by the manag-
er's organization; infact, managers who use nevpabilities often find
that their skills are. not Compatible with theirsirganizatIon's-nOrms ,--_ _ _... 4 . >.7ancl practice . .

t OD is a much broader concept than-.management develolt
tment. It focuses on nurturing the ability of the organization (or
some subunit) to grow and develop and is initiated wi en prob-
lems in the organization*some subsystem are detected. Typieally,
OD strategies are implemented on the job; involve one or more_
work units, and are focused on group-oriented topics such 3s
team building, conflict resolution, or survey feedback, all of which

\ require considerable time to deal with. Sticcessful OD facili-
iitorj-usually are broadly trained individuals who, in addition

_

to being- skilled in various management development- topics,
4 are capable of applying planned change strategies in a work;

---:situation: ' .A
..

,k
,

-

..

When -vie ewsdat their extremes, manement development
and organization develdpment are markedly different...Idelly, how-
evtor, tney are interielated and Interdependen&The development of

. an effective program reqnires the develoiirnent Df- those who can
manage in the new climate. It does little good to develop iiianagers__
without changing the work environment so that their newly

..
acquired knowledge and skills have fertile soil in which to grow. As
Zenger stated, "Without skillful managers . , . programs aresimply

, frosting lOoking for acake" (1978, p. 3j. - ,,

. ,

I
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What Makes OD Different frOtrIOlher cha'nge Strategies?

This question is asked by administrators who harbor (with
justification)al certain degree of skepticism abotit anything new that
promises to improve organizational performance.

Organization clevelciPment represents change that is plan-
lied, is rsued in a systematic fashion, is expected to occur over a
long peri , is systems-oriented, is managed, is based upon partici-
pation an involvement by those concerned, takes into account both
data and experience, emphasizes goal setting and planning, is
iinpleme ted with a contingency approach, and focuses on intact
work team

Change occurs in every organization. Most changes, espe-, ,

daily in educational, institutions, could best be described as eVolu-
''tionary. Blake and Mouton explain that this type of change occtIrs.

When men are unwilling or unprepared tt) confront
their disagreements: evolutionary change comes.- in
small adjustments in response to emerging probleins within
the statusquO haniework. Such small adjustments rarely
violate traditiori. Underlying these changes is the
assuniption that progress is possible if each problem is
dealt with as it arises. . . This is probleth-solving-acyou-go
development. Only problems which force themselves into
the. focus of attention are dealt with. . But evolutionary
processes are painfully slow [1970, p. 111. .

A second less successful or planned approach to change is
revolution, thelypestf "changes* . , usually championed bYinen
so deeply- frustrated that their overwhelming desire is$or a speedy
change of any kind and the relief thataecompanies it after a long
period of suffering. . . . Negative side effects usually result" (Blake'.
and Mouton, 1970, p. 11). Fortunately, this approach is rare in
higher education:.

;The organization development approach involves systematic
change that relies upoh a deliberate assessment of.ybei,e an,organir
ration wants to be, folloived by consideration of where it is. A plan is'
then developed to close the gap. Simple knowledge of the gap does
not make change happen; rather, change demands the participation
of members of the organization in making things happen that meet

-the-needs and goals of the organization and.the -individual, 'Once.
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-planned, change is managed, to see that events occur according to
plan and that required changes are made. - , -

All i :often, change strategies and change strategists from
inside an upside ga organization offer the promised quick solu-
dons. to mplex problems. In contrast, changes made through ail ..-

Organization development approach normally require much-more
time. Thii is due to two .other characteristics of OD gitange: its

ca

"

-systems orientation and its stress upon widespread involvement,
both of which require additionil time. .

A sstems orientation laws and emphasizes organiza-
-tiOnal phenomena and dynamic in their interrelatedness;
their Connectedness, their int6rdependerfce, and, their
interaction. Issuesi, events, forces, and _incidents Are not
viewed as isolated phenomena. A systems approach encotir-,,
ages analysis OT events in terms of multiple causation rather

\.Allan single causation. One can. nots,hange one par of a sys-.
tem without influencing other parti in some ways. he fi al
point is that if one wants to change a system, one chang the -
system, not just its componentparts. [French and Bell, 1978,
Pp. 7748].

Naturally, this kind of analysis and approach to change takes,
more time than a taidc band-aid approach, More time is also
reguired When. an effort is made to obtain participation and in-
.yolvement: s time is a worthwhile investment because people
support what t y help create (Becichard, 1909,,p: 27).

Ttevalue,placed upon:data and experienctare two other
distinguishing characteristics of OD-induced change. ODjncefvp,n- 4

tionsaredesigried either ib generate data or to plan actions bard on
data: specifiially -data about'the system itself. As a consequence,

. organization members learn how to collect, work with, and utilize
data. Unlike the data generated in other approaches; OD:data are
described, not evaluateda subtle but important difference. When
data are described, the tendency is to become less Aefens.ive about
them than when they are evaluated. Additionally, in OD programs,
data are lised as aids to problem solving, not as ammunition to
,punish people. This reliance on member involvement in gathering
and interpreting data soon leads to making decisions on a factual ,
basis rather than on a basis of power, position, tradition, or persua-
siod(French and Bell, 1978, pp. 78-80).

4t- ,
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The OD approach to change relies upon ,experie:nce and a
belief that people learn through practice., Instead of treating hypo-
thetical problems and abstract_orgamizational issues, OD strategies
emphasize the refl behavior of individuals and groupi and real
problems (French and Bell,,1978,1). 80). .

:Other 'charicteristits:of the OD approach are the stress on
goal setting and planning and the_insistence that these activities be
cartied Out at the individual, group, and organiza tionallevels rather
(had Solely inThe top echelons of the organizations. Numerous OD
interventions concentrate on developing gdal- and objective-setting
skills and on developing strategies for achieving them. In selecting
interventions, a contingency approach is employed wherebyeaCh.
situation determines the specific intervention(s) used. "In OD how
things are done is as important as what is done; that is, the process of. -
the ODfirogra mhow it is doneis as important as the conte.ntof
the OD.programwhat is done" (French and Bell, 1978, p.

' Finally, Organization development effect ge within
.. *tact organizational units:father than t g individual partici-

pation in hinoff--Campus "stranger- training sessions. This is due
. . _. _ ......

to the belief tht significantly greater and more lasting returns
,.

in
`effectiveness come, froth intact work teams.' .. .,..

What Should Be the Outcomes
. of a Sticcessftil OD Program?

The results of an QD will- depend largely upon the objectives
initially established for the program. The rollowing is a composite
of typital objectives found ill the literature (Bennis, 969; Beckhard,
1969; Blake acid MOutoir, 1670). .

'creating an open problem-solving clip e
sup` ilementing tile authority of role and statps with their
authority of knowledge and competence ,

locating decision making And problem solving as close.
% to information sourVses possible
building trust and collaboration aong persons and

A. groups throughout 4hOrganization . <,

developing a reward system that recognizes the organiza- .

.tional mission and the grOwth of people
helping managers to manage according to relevant objec-
tives, rather than past practices . .

increasing self-control and seff-direction for people nithiri
the organization

. ,c, . , . .
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in reasing problem-solving capacities*, ,
.

im rovingsthe ability to take in and communicate infor-
ma on reliably and ..

..
-.: *: clan, ing goals and objectives -- i '''

.

i
impr ving understanding and acceptanceof group pro-
cesses, including decision making and problem solving
facilita *nt the exposure and better management of con-.

. ..:
. ---

. making petition more relevant toggirals
intreasin t se of ownership of organization-objec-

... dyes thrOn bout the work force .

integrating ndividual needs and organiiational goals
:expanding eceptivity to,' changes induced by the
.environment . ,. . (.

-dealing with owth and decay -

..- relating education and training to organizational priorities
increasing canilOr between sUpervisors and subordinates
helping an organization escape the rigidities of red tape

andlixed procedures that hamper sound decision making
'setting high objectives and achieving them
improving personal competency .t ,

enhancing the effectiveneisof work teams
strengthening working relationships among teams
i
-
ncr* easing reweet for_theintlividual

instituting ways to.reward producers
increasing innovation and experimentation

-facilitating flexibility in leadership to suit the situation
making decisions on the basis of information rather than

, ...organizatiOnakroles . .
i creating in internal climate of support and freedom front -,.threat -:

, . encouraging better planning ,
. developing" a willingness-to-learn attitude

a

t 0

How Xifectivels OD in These Objectives?

Research on OD, as with'most of the applied behavioral
sciences, lags behind practice, partly beCau.se of the difficulties of
conducting research on ob and partly because of the emphasis on
getting vesults rather than collecting research clata4,Despite these

'.problems, there is a significant body of research literature which,
although limited in scope.and methodology, is growing steadily. ,

O
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,Thus far, two c ompilations of `research of OD have been
made. The first was 14 Friedlander and Brownin 1974:Their review,
based 'upon 175 sources, -vas .divided into two broad categories:-

- research related, to theories of interventions into the technologV4ask...
'methods and processes), and the structure (the relationships, roles, .
and arrangements) of the organization, and researth aimed at the
huthan participants and, the organization, pt eess (cbmmunication,
probleT solving; and decision making) ;hroughwhich individual' and Organization goals are attained. A second review was conducted
by Alderfer in 1977. Alderfer, while acknowledging a need for more'
systematic research, found "the overall quality of research on op is
showing increasinwigns 'of both rigor and vigor" (p,272). His
review encompasSed 104 citations. A Abird review is scheduled to be
published soon in the Annual Reznewof Psychology. Both of the
published reviews were scholarly efforts tctlocate and sOthesAe s

,s available research. Both contain enough evidence of successful
results from OD interventions to satisfy event' the most outspoken
critics. ,

In addition to these two reviews of OD literature,uthors of
major bookson OD havjalso included rescsrch to in their works
sections. Typical of these is the 'book by Fiench and Bell .(1978),.
considered by many to be a classic in the field. Their conclusion,
after reviewing the published research to date, is quite. simple!
"There is considerable evidence to suggest that OD works" (p. 252).

What Are-.the Steps InVo14ted in Implementing OD?
. ,

Organization development varies among orga,nizations and
practitioners. OD programs normally proceed iri sevelid, stages,
which are described below.

Stage One: Awareness of the Need for Change. This stage is
often called "recognition of the problem." A pwrequisiteto imple-

-menting any change is for managers to perceive that the organiza-
, t op wishes to improve its position or that it is ina state of imbalance

due to some problem. Either condition may result from competi-
lion,. growth, decline; changes in environment, or an internal or
external assessment of the organization's performance against
futureneedsi a kind of "where are we and where do we wanfto be?"

( ahalysis. -
Stage TWO: Diagnosis. The first steps in diagnosis are to

examine the strengths ancrweaknesses of the system, to define the
exact"problem that needs to Vsolved, andto identify causal forces in

22,
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the situ' atioll. These steps are customarily takeii when the change
agent enter? the scene. If the person is a member of the organizatiet-
he or she is called an ititernal thange7,agent; if the person is from
outside, he or she is an external change agent. °

Whether change agents are internal or external, their
rp iori47 is to establish a good workingrelationship with the organi-

-(' fation.-Such a relationship involves open communication, feelings 4\i
of trust, and shared responsibility. It is at this stage that ,mattersfrrelating to responsibility, rewards, and Objectives are settled.

----Pan_of the diagnogis consists of determining which data are,.
needed. Nnmero-us-anthors. have developedelaborate was of con-

, ceptualizing thii prIcess iFrencltand Bell, 1978,,pp., 52-60; Hard-
Blake andVouton 1968) Giitivewill notseview them here.

. Once the needs are determined, the data are gathered and analyzed.
Considerable attention is liven to hOw information is collected and
'whit is done. with it4French and Bell, 1978, p. 62).1,

Stage Three: fiction Plans, StratEgies, and Techniques. This
stage is often referred to as the intervetition stage, the point at which
something is done about those areas, round to be deficientsor prob-

° lematical in stage two. A later section will discustthe extensive array
of OD interventions now available to the,OD practitioner. The

poinrio kmadetlitre is that the best practitioners usually
have carefully de;efopecl plans for conduCting interventions thakare,
designed to fit the situation and sufficiently flexible to accommo-
date changes in thesiivation.

Stage .iffku r: Monitoring, Evaltratiff, and
strategies atCimplemented, the next are to monitor the'situa-,.
tion in order to ensure that things go, according to plan and that
revisions are made if needed; to evaluate in order, to determine if the

2 strateg achieved desired results; and, if results are as intended, to
stabilize4he twit/ behavior so the system will not regress to its former
state. Where external changeagents are used, this stage also includes

'assisting the organization to become independent.

Are There Any Prerequisites for Successful OD?
, .

Holding what is clearly a minorityyieW, Schaffer states that
0.positing a list.olprerequisites for OD succeAs "confuses cause and

effect .. . [.Thee conditions] are likehr io be achievable only as the
result of.agooa OD program and.not in advance ol it." Further,
Sch1ffer contends .that advancing an ideal Management style as a
prerequisite ignores a mbnntain of evidence that effective mana-

..

3_
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' gers employ many different styles and approaches; it alst ignores the'
growing evidence that it isn't possible to force all managers into the
same mold, and that it is self-defeafing.even to try." According.to
this minority view, imposing a list of prerequisites amounts to

-putting the cart before the horse; that, for example, requiring man-.
agers to specify thtir objectivesfirst ignores thaw that "manage-
ments most in need of Organization development arse those least able

. to state their goals . , . and ihakan OD program should "begin with
what the organization's managers are ready, willing, and able. to .
undertake rather than what they are unable, unwiliktg; and not'
ready fo tackle" (Schaffer, 1971, p. 23):--

The majority :view is that there are prerequisites; that to,
16, conduct an effective OD effort, certain conditions must exist or

be prodiked in the organization; pnd that managemirit must be
converted 'into an image of what good management ought to0
-be (Blake and Mouton, 1971). These prerequisites 'include the

Pe Recognition of the need for change and iniprovemLt
f Willingness to change on the part of leaders and members

in order to better meet the needs of the organization and
individuals
Openness to,.new ideas on4the part of managers so that
members (with proper safeguards for their protection),are
willing to contribute to problem solving
Patience by membersjnd leaders toallow adeqtiate time
for the three major phases (diagnosis, interventiin, eyal-
uation) of planned, sItstematic change to occur
Leadership ability to carry out agreed upon changes
Commitment by a majority of members,including
iluential leaders --- v .

Clarity of goals and objectives of the OD-effort
A Support of OD by top-level and unit management to en-

sure managerial participation and cooperation with most
-.suggested changes

Facifilaiive resources within the organization, or sufficient
futlds to them from the outside
Orientation for leaders and members to ensure their
understanding oaf the OD process
Awareness of theinterdependence of the system and
ingriess to change reinterMstems if)fecessary
Group or team involvement of work groups and team lead-
ers, rather than "stranger:: groups

A
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Sufficient organizational health to ensile survival until thew .

., Otr program is completed. ,
, :.

- What Are. the Strategies Used in OD?
.

. .
These strategies are called interventions, which.' means

"interferenee.'t OD deliberately interferes with the ordinary func-
tioning of the organization in order,to correct or modify an ineffec--. .
five operation. The interventions used in OD are changing,
constantly as practitioners mixilfylexisting approaches and devise
new methods. This is due to "new blootr4in the field, new problems-:.
to be4solved, and an increasing k4ow1edgebase.Numerous authort
haye attempted to classify ob interventions (Blake and Mouton,
3976; French and Bell, 1918; garrison, 1970; Schmuck and Miles,
1971). A review of any of these attempts at developing a classification
scheme reveals A certain amount of redundancy because some inter-.
ventions appear iriseveral classification categories and some classi-
fication categories overlap 5:onsideirably. This may be confusing to
some, but it represents wharactually exists. While interventions can
usually. be thcinght of as belonging to one classification category,
most can be Used in-different ways.

With this in mind, a typology of interventions used by French
and Bell (1978) is presented 1$low to outline the currently available
groups or types of OD interventions..

1. Diaghostic c West Fact-finding activities designed to
-

.143, k ascertains state of the system, the s%atus of a problem,
and the way things are.

2. 'Team-building activities: Activities designed to enhance
the effective operatibnpf system teams.

3. Intergroup activities: Activities designed to improve the
effectiveness of interdependent groups.

4. Survey-feedback activities: These center on actively
working with the data produced by a survey and design.

. ink action planbasedon the survey data.
5 Education and training activities: Activities1 designed -

to improve the skills, abilities, and knowledge of
individtials.

6. Structural interventions: Th'e broad classof interventions
or change efforts aimed at improving organization effec-
tiveness through changes in the task:ttructuril; and tech-
nological-tubiystems. Included in these activities are cer-
tain forms ofjobenricliment, management by objectives,.

25
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. socioteChnical systems,. colfillerail organizations, and

,. phystcal-settings intachtions. .
. 7. erocess consultation activities: Activities on the part of

the consultant "which help the client to perceive, under-'
stand, and act upon procesg' events which occur in the
client's environment" (Schein, 19694p. 9).

.Ia., Grid organization development activities: Activities
iiived and franchised 'by 'Robert Blake and Jane/
Mot on, which constitute, a six-phase change model
involving the total" organiiation (Blake and Mouton,
1968).

19

11.

12.

Third-Party Peacemaking ,Activities: Activitiei con-
ducted by a skilled consultant (the third party), which are
designed to "help two members of an organization
manage .their interpersonal' conflict" (Walton, 1971,
p. 1). .

Coaching and counseling activities: Efforts of thecon7
suliant orother 'organization members tolielp,individ-
uals define learning goals, learn how others see their
behavior, and learn new sc.. des of behavior to see if the
new behavior helps them to achieve their goals.
Life- and career-planning activities: Activities that
enable individuals to focus on their'life and career objec-
tives and see,how they might go about achieving them.
Planning and goal - setting activities: Activities that in-
clude Theory and experience in planning and goal

olving inodels.
rsus r

setting, utilizing problet
paradigms, ideal organization
discrepancy models, and*the like.

. As shown above, the tools of the trade of organization devel-
-opment encompass a wide variety of activities: In the hands of a

skilled OD practitioner, they are powerful instruments for change.

annfng .
organization

Does Organization Development
Work in Higher Education? ;,

While there is admittedly a small data base for the use of
organization development in a college setting, the success of two
large national projects involving hundreds Of.colleges does seem to
indicate that 'OD can.be iriipleme,nted successfully in a collegiate
environment. (For discussion of these, see. the 'chapters in this
sourcebook written by pakgranil Kest.) .
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lion About OD_ ?

The-last section of t is book contains a list of' materials
,,currently: available in the-E IC system related to organization
development in the common ty college. As may be expecttd, the
amount -Of literature-is not extensive. However, a number of.excetr

i
lent bibliographies of the gent literature in the field exist, the
most comprehensive of whiCh published by the American Society
forIrrainitig and Development, Organization, Development Div-

:mon, Suite 305, 600 Marylancl Avenue, S.W., 'Washington,- D.C.
20024Ask:for the 1978 Bibliography and the 1980 Siippfemerit:

For those who Ao't. wont to order the bibliography but
would like one or two mator sot\rces t.,) read, I sugge4 two books:

French' W. L., and Bell C. H., jr. Orga'nization Develop-
, men,: Behavioral-Science klnterve ons fok Organization Improve-
ment. gnglimiood- Cliffs,' NJ.: Pr ntice4lall, 1978.

Varney, G. H. Organizad n Development For Managers.
Jteading,,.4ass.: Addison-Wesley, 977,

- Both books provide a gOod verview of the field of OD. The
Varney hook is slightly shorter an is oriented,more to the manager
than to the OD practitioner. The rench and Belrbook is a revised
version of one of the, classics in the field. Both. contain ample
bibliographies, .
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Aderfer, C. P. "Organization Development" In M. W. Rosenzweig and L. W.
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Beclthard, g..Grganizatiol Development: Strategies and Models. 'keading,:Mass.:
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Birinis., W. G. Organization Development: Its Nature, Origins, and Prospect
. Reading,:Miss.: Addison-Wesley, 1969.

. Blake. R. R., and Mouton, J. S. Consultatior/ Reading, Miss.: Addison- Wesley,
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Blake, 4.R., and Mouton, J. S. Corporate Excellence Through Grid Organization
I) ellelopmerit: A Systems Approach. Houston:Cull, 1968:

Blake, R., R., and Mouton, J. S. "ODFad pr. Fundamental?" Training told .-,. ,,,,--
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t-flow can community colleges .profit from
experiences of business in' implementing
organizational develiipmenprokrams?

,

Organizat ion Development-
In the Profit Sector: .

lessonsLetitned

niehard W. WoOflinan
William V. Mti.ie

.

Jiist a short time ago only a handful of business firms had much
experience with organization development programs.'Duringthe

. 1970s this chAnged dramatically. Today theyast majority of large
and mediuM-sized corporations hay elome familiarity with OD. It is
not at all uncommon for firms to have some formally designated
Positions.devoted to organiiation development, usually within the .
pers941 or human resource function. A large number of firms
einploy OD consultants from outside the organization or desegre-
gate-internal people, to- fulfiU thas role. Various OD programs are
likely to be under way aLany time, and OD proCesses andconcepts
have permeated much of the activity performed by personnel or
human resources staffs. In short, what was .once riew is notso new,

.* anymore, For better or worse, organization development is now an
accepted practice ir'many firms. . .-

So, what .,as been-learned?. What sorts of techniques and
methodologits are successful at improving work group or organiza-

J. liammons (bp ou!sr Directtons for Community Coikges: arsannation
Dnviopmentrhang Seraregies. no. 37. San Francisco: josseyBais. March 1982. s 23
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tional effectiveness and tinder what conditions are they useful? The
purpose of- this Chapter is to provide someanswers to these ques-
tions. A basic assumption guiding our efforts is that manyforivate
sector organizations "make greater use of the'secial technology of .

41brganization development than Bo most community colleges. As
community colleges move to incorporate OD, there :s no need t6
reinvent the wheel.

We wilLbegin by looking at the evolution of organization..development in industry and sdme ways in which organizations
(and Our perceptions of them) are changing. Nots we will review
some empirical evaluations of specific intervention methodologies
and provide suggestions for their use. Finally, private sector expe-,
riences organization development programs will be discussed
with regard to their implications for community colleges.

Evolution and Congruent Trends

Many oftheideas, concepts, and strategies alrrently used for
improving organizationi existealong before organization devel-
opMent emergekas a field of applied'behavioral science. Indeed,
there are trends in the way our society organizes_and manages its
enterprises that are very consistent with OD precepts and valu.es
(Tannenbaum and Davis, 1969). OrOdizatiOn develoinent` has
both contributed to and benefited from 'these tree s; IA some sense, it
may be a natural outgrowth of thern. In additi n: OD itself has
undergone an evolution since its emergence distinct field. In
particular, there have been shifts from a high reliance on sensitivity
training as an intervention method to the use of team developrne t,
which provides more foci's on thfigroup's or organization's tar. In.
a like manner, organizations have begun to make more effective use
of attitude surveys, often employing them within the context of an.
OD intervention called survey feedback. Additional trends towarda
greater useofsociotechni61 systems theory to support OD.interven-
timp, agreateftelfance on more complex (and adaptable) organiza-
tional structures, and more comprehensive approaches to 'designing
work will be discussed in turn.

From Sensitivity Training to Team DevelOpment

-Histories of organization development often recognize labor-
atory education or laboratory trainingas one of the major stems or
basic souices for the field (French and Bell, 1978; Nuse, 1980),

301-
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SensiOVity training ovraining-group methodology has long been a
central experience or principal .vehicle for learning within the
labaralory education Iraditioh (Schein and 'Bennis, 1965). This
training focuses on increasing participants' awareness:Of their own
and others' behavior in the gronp-setting, improving understanding
of group'processes, and generally increasingandividuals' skills in
working with others. The foCus is highly interpersonal; the agenda
is focused on behavior occurring immediately in the grou-psetiing.
Sensitivity_training was a 'populkr interiention methocfologrclur-. .
ing the early days of OD. This popularity, coupled with the large
'numbernumber of interventions. havinglheir origin in-early laboratory
'training methodology, has caused the entire field 'cif OD to suffer
from an overideritification with the use of Tgroups (Strauss, .1976).
While thii misunderstanding is not as severe today, some problems
remain (Woodman,.1980).

, Over time, the T-group has proved to be far, less effective in
the organtzational settingivhere the focus often must beon work
group effectiVenessthan it is when the primary concern is increas-

-ing individual interpersonal skills. Thus, gradually, the field of OD
has shifted away Ironfrelying on T-groups as a primary methodol-
ogy:and has concentrated insieacfon the development of groups and
teams with a clearer task focUs (Dyer, 197'7; French and others, 1978).

.

Team development or team building has become one of the
_most commonly used and important organizational change tech -'
Hologies (Beer, 1976). While similar to sensitivity training in its
theoretical foundatiOn and:Concern with the group process, team
development focuses more dearly on organizationally relevant
issues. Simply stated, the objective of team development_isr_to

`improve the effectiveness of work groups, The agenda team
developMentgrQuPs-is the ray-SRI-interpersonal issues are generally
releiraifOlily to the, extent that. they affect performance oi the
grOup's task. .

The shift froln sensitivity training to learn development is
interesting in a larger sense also as it demonstrates the heightened
concern of OD practitioners with group and organizatOonal effec-
tiyeness. While certain interpersonal variables (such as openness
and trust) are !ikely to remain key targets of change in OD programs,

- they are increasingly likely to be viewed as instrunlentat goals rath,er
than as ends in kbemselves. An effective bDiSrogram may result in
technicaland structuralchanges as well as in changes in organiza-
tional and group. processes.
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Aom Aitituck Snrileys to Survey Feedback
,

Surveyfeedback is an OD intervention that combines gather--
; ing survey data from members of the organization with a process of

information sharing and collaborative action planning to effect
Organizational change (Boi,vers and Fratiklin,*1974). O course, large

American corporationAave been conducting surveys of employee
attitudes for along:time. Indeed, the third phase ,(conducted from
1928 to 1930) of the famous 'Hawthorne studies was actuallya
large -scale attitude survey involving some 21,000 Western Electric
employeei (Cass and Vmme 975)., Whattig, in effed, an attitude
survey is i major' ent of survey feedback° methodology.
However, survey feedback-differs 'from the traditional attitude stir,
vey*along several dimensionsmost importahtly, in terms (*who is
involved in the survey andwhat happensto the data from the survey
(French and Bell, 1978). Early attitude surveys typically collected
data from employees. This data was then given to management, whO
used it as a decision-making tool. Surveys done Within the contextof
OD interventions usually collect informdtion at many hierarchical
levels in the Organization. This information is typically shared with
all whoparticipated in the survey, and the responsibilities for cdt--,
receive actions based uRon these data are likewise widely shared.
There is considerable 'evidence that data-based methods such as
survey 'feedback provide a powerful impetus for, organizational
change (Nadler, 1977). Survey feedback will b&described in some

-detail in chapter six.

From Mechanistic Systems to,'Sociotechnical Systems

One of the clearer trends in 'the organizational sciences Was,
been the increasing use of systems models to co e organizal
tioas (Katz and Kahn, 1978). Sociotech systems them regards
the organization as more than just a technical 'system for getting
things done. In the final analysis, the organization is a collection of
human beingsa 'social system. Changes made in the techhical
system ultimately impact the social fabric of the organization; thus,
for organizational change to.be managed effectively, both the social
and technical aspepts of that change must be dealt with.

Early models of organizations as well as many earlier
approaches to orsanizational change tended to take a more mecha-
nistic view of the organization; that is, theozganization was concep-

. tualized in static, rather than dynamic terms and ehange programs

t
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tended to foCus tn_ng and planning-on narrow changes in some

.

tended
specific aspect of the organization. However, research and expe-
rience has demonstrated, th- ime again that organizations are

T',----,both social, and .technical systems; c nges made in one system
without adequateconcern foriheir impact the her are likely to
fail at a rate higher, than expected (Herbst, 1974; itt 95°8; Trist,
1969).

Of cbtirse, sociotechnical systems theory and..research exists.
in its own light apart kern the'field of OD. The concept Of .socio-
technical systems has; however, strongly, inflUenced organizat
development. theory and practice. Indeed, Huse (1980), listsSOCi0-
technical systems theory, along with laboratory4training_p6urvey-
researchifeedliaCk as the three majorlistoritallteins oOD. A large
claWii0D-intervelitonslis beef} developed based pon sociotech-
nical systems. theory':

-

the
objective [of these t rventions] is to opti-

mize the relationship between th social or human systems of
the organization and the tech logy used by, the organization
to produce output: Whe hese systems are arranged 'opti-
mally,lhe organizatio uns more smoothly than when they

- are not; output is igher, employees' needs are satisfied
better, and the ganization remains adaptable to change .

, [Pasmore an herwood,.1978; p. 3].

From Static Organizational Forms to Matrix

only have Models of organizations been changing toward .
complexity, but business organizations themselves have

ome increasingly complex, requiring new formsof organization..
articularly critical has been the need for structures that would be

more flexihle and adaptive than the traditional bureaucracy with
`rigid hierarchy and standardized procedures.

A form of organization 'known as "matrix" has been steadily
gaining in'popidatity during the past twenty to thirty years. A
matrix may bedefined as any rganization that employs a multiple-
command system (Davis an_d rence, 1977). This means that the
traditional concept of one pers -one boss is no longer, the rule. In
the matrix organization an employee may h'ave two (or more) bosses;
for example, a subordinate may report to both a line managerancl a
functional head. A petroleum engineer* in a district -production
office might be responsible to both the head of petfoleum engineer-

:.
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ing-at corporate headquarters, nd the chief of production opera-
tions for the distfict. Matrices are characterized by decentralized

- decision making and the cxtensive use of,temporary task forces and
*teams, ,' -

, 4 .
-7,------

An interesting symbiotic relationship exist_betweerilfieT
,

matrix form of organization and thein 'Creased Iiii-of organization ..

development progmns.--Forone thing, the matrix helps to create a
climlic--thatlih-oth supportive of and receptive to organizatiOnal
improvement efforts. In alike manner, many {moires of an OD
program, such as aniemphasis on collabdrative behavior and the
effective Use of groups and teams, aie also important cornerstones
for implementing aii-natrix structure. ,

. f
,

There-are other examples of. organizational forms that can
become an integral part (or outcome of an OD intervention. A
promising conce in this vein is the "collateral organization"'
(Zand; 1974). As change st

.
collateral ownization means the

.

creation of a ippplemental organization which coexists with the
---- formal strucu pe The collateral organization is designed to utili-,c

ie gawps O people outside the normal communication/authority
. channels to olye problems facing the system. A collateral organiza-

don inigh use to gatber information during a change effort or
to bring .e peril ivar oosome issue that the formal organization
seems u able.or unwilling to resolve. ,. . ,

any, structural and work design changes in oreanizations
are increasingly congruent with organization development values
and-concepts, and OD ;nterventions have often been useful in facili-
tating transitions to these more'effective designs. For example, on
interventions have been used successfully to facilitate an organiza.:
tional change to a matrix form (Tolchinsky and Woodman, 1981).

,
From OneDimensional Job Design
to-More Complex. Perspectives

. .., .

Concern with the design of work certainly not new. What is
new, however, is that we hav come to view the relationships among
the design of the job, the unique psychological makeup of each
individual, and the performance of that.individual in different and
perhaps more insightful ways. .

During most of the Industrial Revolution the major impetus
for job design came from the movement toward ire'ater and greater
task and job specialization. This conceit for increased specializa-
tion reached its peak with scientific management. The central con-.
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cepts of scientific manageMent were an attempt to improve .
effectiifeness and productivity through increased task specialization,
an identification of the best way to.perform each aspect of the work, .and an emphasis on standardized performance of thiibest way once ...------
it had been determined.. However, chatige"4 in Oa society,anitthe role
work plays in our lives forced a greater concern-lor'fie individual's
social role in organizations. Because of this, there was a continual
tream-of job-design-strateg is that supposedly were more consider-

ate of theindividlial. These newer strategies are perhaps epitomized
.. ,--by-the concept of job 'enrichment. -

. \Job hmenas a job design' technique may be described as .
building intg the job greater responsibility, More autonomy, and
increased control over the work. Ag such, it is compatible N$ith*the
values and goals of OD efforts. HOwever, job enrichment, as it isoften practiced, isfas one-ihiensiorial as scientific management. A
major weakness in traditional job enrichment occurs when man-

. agement assumes that all employ_ets'xantenriched_w_oric. In.reality,
,there is a wide variance among people not only in terms of their oOn
personalities, attitudes, and values, but also in terms of what they.'
want from their participation in an ordnization; individuals
responddifferently to thecontent of their jobs. The most successful
job design programs have,recognize this valiance.

.., , In order to maximize the motivating potential of jobs, there
muil,. be 'a complex fit among the individual; the job, and the
or.Kanizationai structure/climate (Porter and others,-1975, p. 309).

i Orianhation development programs, can play an important role in .

discovering and designing this fit. Indeed, theredesign of jobs is
- often an important part Of a comprehensive organization develop-

ment program. The design of work represents another area where
the evolution of ideas and practice is becoming increasingly com-,
patible with OD principles and precepts.

i,

Einpirical Results, of OD Interventions( *
,

This section examines.a number of change strategies thatare
commonly (although not exclusively) used in organization devel-
opment programs in industry arid -ioqcs at the results they have
achieved, The purpose of this examination is to develop an under-

_ standing of the mobable effects of the intervention as well as the
context for aliPropnate use.

There are at least thred reasons an organization development"
program might be iheffective in any given instance: The program
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, just isn't any good (it is ineffective because it simply doesn't wOrk), a

'potentially effective program is conducted poorly, or a potentiilly
effective program is applied inappropriately (the intervention does

. not really deal with the problem at hand). These reasons demon-
strate the need for a rigorous evaluation of organizational change

-` programs in order tctlearn from mistakes. The second reason sug-
gests the need for adequate training.and knowledge on the part of
OD practitioners. The third reason deals with the issue of accurate

'diagnosis of an organization's problems. This diagnosis, is funda-
mental to an effective change program (Bowers, 1976). Knowledge
oncernin& the current state of affs is a logical antecedent to

planning the change effort as well, as evaluating the results of this
effort; indeed, learning about the organization is so essential to OD
that a whole family of diagnostic interventions has been developed
to aid in this regard (Beer, 1980, pp. 111-132). For example, survey
feedback is ofteii used as a diagnostiC

Even if information concerning.an.ori anizatiori can be col-
lected -in a telialile%nd valid manner and the information is used in
an accurate identification or diagnosisof problems, the issue of
linking this diagnosis with action still remains. Some framework is
needed to link problems with specific intervention methodologies
designed to deal with thpse problems in ways:appropriate to the
particular organization:This linkage has often 'been recognized as a
critical element in the success or failute of an OD effort.

,

For constructive organizational charige tooccur, there
must exist an appropriate correspondence of the treatment
(action, in tervention) mith.the internal structure and func-
tional conditions of the organization for which change is in-
tended. Since by definition these internal tonditions pre-
exist, this means that treatments, must be selected, designed,
and varied to fit the properties of the organization [Bowers
and others, 1975, p. 393]. 2

Specifically with regard to linking the diagnosis with further inter-
ventisin activities, what sort of framework exists for 'making these

,decisions? If the diagnosis reveals X, does this mean the organization
should always do A? Experience from indtistiy reveals that a reason-
able middle positiod should be sought betiveen an extreme contin-
gency approach where every situation is regarded asunique and a
prescriptive approach based on rigid guidelines. A number of OD
writers have proposed models or frameworks formatcliing in terven-

. .
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tions with pkoblems revealed by an organizational diagnosis (Blake
and Mouton? 19761 Bowers and others, 1975; White and Mitchell,

,, 1976). Thde models will At be reviewed here; however, a good
*starting point for applying them comes from an understanding of

the probable effects okvarious Change prdgrams. A framework for
analyzing these'effecis is presentedtelow.

flirmm7111.11.17°-.
6

Subsystem Effects of thganizatan
Divelopment Interventions

Six.major fArilies or classes of organizational change strate-
gies are listed in Table 1: process consultation, tearn,development,
survey feedback, sociotechnical, structural interventions, and job
redesign. This list is not intended to be exhaustive, nor are the
categories mutually exclusive. In fact, a comprehensive OD pro-
gram may contain many of these activities. For example, the OD
prop& at General Motors combines the application of sociotech-
nical design: concepts, the use of survey feedback, and the utilization
of collateral or parallel organizational forms (Miller, 1978a; 1978b;
19784,forther, the activities are sometimes mixed together so as to
be almost inseparable. For ermple, team development, which usu-
ally an action research model of data gatherinefeedback,
and action planning, often contains elements of survey feedback; an
action plan based on survey feedback data may be to redesign s
jobs; and so on. -

.In order to isolate posiible effects, we conceptualize the
organization as an open system composed of four; major subsystems
that are identified by their related concepts or constructs as follows;

is work flow subsystemtask, _technology
la social 'subsysteniiriterpeisoual relationships,, informal
Igroups, normsorganizitional climate/cuitute
la tOtnagerial/cOntrol/inforimation subsystemrules,
cedbres, policies, personnel Infortvation systems, man-
agement information systems
an organilational/group structure subsystemcommuni-

relationships, roles, organizational
!design.

One assumption is that a change in one subsystem ultimately affect's
all pSrts' of the organization. Thus, while an intervention may/be
taigetedlat one aspect of the organization it has a potential impact i-;,,.
on the whole (see Figure 1). The list of change strategies in Table 1
are, by dfinition, organization-wide efforts. The second column of

MI



Table 1. SubsystentEffects of
. Organization Development Interventions

Organizational Initial" . s,-

Change ,frategies Subsystem Impact Area of Expected Change

Process Consultation Social Process Variables {attitudes,
values, satisfaction with interper-
sonal relations, interpersonal ;
skills)

Team Development Social- (priniarily) Process Variables
(participation and involvement,

-----attitudes, gsoup decision-paking
and problem - solving skills, organ-
"rational climate, satisfaction,

11/4

possible group effectiveness)

Survey Feedback -Social process Variables (attitudes,
ceptions of the need for change, lz
commitment to change, involve-
ment, organizational climate)

-Sociotechnical Work flow;Social (primarily) Outcome Variables
(productivity, performance,
absenteeism, turnover, job satisfac-
tion, employee morale)

Structural Change Organization/group Process and Outcome Variables.
structure; Social (productivity, performance, corn-

, munications, decision making,.
organ izatiozW climate)

Job Redesign Work flow (primarily) Outcome Variables
(productivity, job satisfaction,
quality of production, motivation,
involvement, absenteeism,
turnover)

Table 1 indicatei which subsystemt(s) is initially chahged by the.
intervention.

When measuring the impact of change programs, it is often
useful to draw a distinction between process variables and outcome
variables (Porras and lierg, lt78). Process variables are such things
as attitudes;-decision-making and problem-solving skills, group
processes, motivition, involvement, openness, trust, and communi-
cation skills. Examples of outcome variable's are performance level,
effectivenesl, efficiency, productivity, absenteeism, turnover, and
job satisfaction. While many of these variables are naturally related,
and results-Are sometimes equivocal, there does seem to be a ten-
dency for different types or classes of interventions to have their



Figure 1. System Effects of Organization Development Programs
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. initial impact in either 'process or outcome areas. This expected
initial change is indicated in the third column of Table L.

Each of these six major change strategies will be described in
general t,.ms below along' with some results from private sector

-corporate experience with their uses .=t

ProcessConsultation. Process.consultation may be defined as
it

. a set of activities on the part of the consultant which help the
client to perceive, understand, and act upon process events which
occur in the client's environment" (Schein, 1969, p. 9). Process
consultation focuses on improving interpersonal and group pro-
Cesses and is characterized by the use of a skilled third party,
'although the process consultant need not be an outsider to the
organization. Process consultation has been selected as an example
of interventions' that

'
focus on process concerns or a concern with

individual and group work styles. Other-infErventions that mighrbe
included in this category are sensitivity training, third-party inter-
ventions that focus specifically on interpersonal conflict (Walton;
1989), and some forms of. team development.

Schein'(1969) argued that process consultation is designed to
change some attitudes and values held by members of the organiza-
tion and to increase interpersonal skills. Ultimately increased per-
formance is expected to be related to these chankes in values and
skijit\although in the short run an evaltiator shbuld look for evi-
dence that values are or skills are increasing. In their
review ofthe OD research literature, Friedlander and Brown (1974)
conclude that process approaches, have positive effects on ,the atti-
tudes of p\articipants, but that there-is no evidence for increased
performance or effectiveness following processual interventions.

,Kaplan (1979b), in'his review of the research literature specifically
devoted to process consultation, reaches a similar conclusion: No
studies exist that support the view that process - consultation pro-
motes task effectiveness. -Oil' the other' hand, several .controlled
laboratory 'experiments -have -provided support for anticipated
cliaiiges in process variables following a process consultation inter-

. vention. For example, Lipshitz and Sherwood (1978) report higher
levels of cohesive\iess and improfed work.processes in task groups
re;:eiving a process intervention when compared to control groups.
However, there were no actual performance differences between
treatment and control groups. In a similar vein,, Kaplan (1979a)
reports greater involvement and satisfacCon with interpersonal rela-
:;onships following process Consultation. Again; actual group per-
formahce was not improved.

40
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.. . .
-rising the conceptual scheme presented hereove can con-

eh de tbat,process consultation interventions itritially affectand -
are, in fact, designecho affettthe social suasystemof die arganiza-

' Atoll. txperience from .business indicates that changes in numerous '
process variableS.(See Table 1 for examples)are likely following a
Well-done proCess consultaticiii effort. Measurable changes in other
subiystems of the organization are problematic probably should,Cot be expected. HOwever, note that changes in outcome
variableg would .ha+ been extremely difficult, to detect in many
reported studies done in" business organizations due to severe
methodological c9nstraints. Often actual performance was not i4a-
sated or was measured inad,egnately. Also,, many studies failed to
ikolate the ittpactiA process consultation'from other activities ofa
change plogratn Xlcaplan, 1979b). Indeed, process Consultation
activities 'permeate much of the change efforts in OD and, in reality,
proceSs cOnsultalion seldomis performed by, its-elf..

- Team Depelopment. There areseveral different models or, .. ,=, ., . =

variations ot interventions that fallNunder the label of team devel-:
opmentL'These Wiry from an initial focus on interpersonal and

',group process issues 'to an emphasis on goal setting, action plan-
' ning, and problem solving (Beer, 1976). Regardless of the form. thSt
ream building takes, all modes generally follow action researchl nll fllw th tio r rch
process and emphasize group participation, the discovery andson-r

frontation of.probleins facing the work group, and planning for
`.- ways to lwercoine These problems. The ultimate goal, again regard-

les,of differences idfdeus, ii,the creation.of healthy workgroups
that are capir4 of recognizing barriers to effective functioning and

_ .'designing and imPlementini strategies to remove these barriers.
IliedPander and Brown (1974).concluded that team develop-

ment activities often ,affect, participant attitudes and-sometimes
affect thyir behavi9r, as Nell,, That conclusiOn is also genera*

,_supported- by a- comprehensive literature review. focusing specifi-
rally ono team desieroPmetit 'teseara (Woodman and Sherwood,:

,1980b). There is considerable empirical support for the idia that :, team development can, .result In a Ararigty of positive outcoles for
groups and orkahizationsabd.many authors consider team build-
ing to 1 'one,of the mOiepowerful and well -developed OD tech-.. niques (Wetter; r977; Beer, '1q76)., However, team, developmenti -
Suffers, as does. rocess consultation, from a lack of hard evidence

.-, ,., that linkS it conclusively with imProved group or organizational
,,., 1*.effectiy-eriess, There is a higher Probability, in any giyen instance,

:' -that impro*enjent resulting from team building is more likelyto
-e. ',*
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manifest itself in changes in proceia variables thanlin changes in
outcome variables. On a more positive note thereA fairly strong
evidence for many of the expected changes shown in Table 1. (§"ee
Wi.Jdman and Sherwood; 1980b; for a review of studies reporting '-) .;-
these results:) Among the strongest expected outcomes Of a team
development interyentionis_an increase in the amount of involve-
ment and participation in thegroup (Friedlander; 1967;Woodinan
and Sherwood, 1980a).This may be.a particularly valuable result k, since organization development practitioners attach great value to
collaborative Rhavipr and often assume that widespread participa-
tion is necessary to effect and sustain meaningful changes in the I

.:. ,
.organiz.afion. , .

, p

In genert al, team development is' designed to inflUence the - ,-

social subsystem of the firm. In addition, one formof team deVelop7
ment focuses on roles of participants in its attempt to improve group
functioning (Harrison, 1972). To the extent that the team building
focuses on role renegotiation rather than simply role clarification,
someinitialtimpacts may be felt in the structural,subsysiemas it js

:ckefined here. b '
Survey Feedback.-As- priviousdescribed, survey 'feedback

consists of the process whereby data are collected (generally by,
. .

questiopnaire) from members of an .organizations or work gibup,
organized in some meaningful fashion, and fed back/to the people

_.3 who generated the data. Some or all of the participant's then use this
k information as a basis for aetion planning to deal yitliidentified

issues. Huse (1980) suggests that if widespread use is any indication .:

otsuccess, then.many organizations have apparently judged survey .7

feedback to be effective, since, the volume of usage of this OD tech; '. - C-

pique is's°. high. SiAte survey-- feedback is so often involved as a
routine part of many ODprograms, as-Well as being used by itself, it

_

may well be the single most frequently used medlodology' . Among -,
techniques that are designed to influence directly the social sUbsys-
tern of theorganization, it may often.he the most effective. In a
well-known study, Bowers (1973) compared the results of survey ,
feedback with several varieties of laboratory education and process, ..
consultation interventions in twenty-three organizations. Survey

- feedbackwas judged the most effectiVeof the four approaches exrr-
ined an w the only intervention consistently associated with,

, positive c anges, in organhational climate.
In general, the, research literature suggests that, the primary "-::

effects of survey-feedback will be on participant attitudei and per:
ceptions. There is titile.evidence that survey feedback, particularly,

r.

_ _

. a
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when used alon e, will result in changes in organizational effective-
ness or performance (Beer, 1976; Friedlander and Biown, 1974).
However, survey feejlback is 'often an effective way to provide a
criticallink-in the OD process, between diagnosis and Oznplan-

-hing. Asindicated in Table 1, survey feedback initially affects the
-* social subsystem and its impact should be'seen primarily in changes

in process variables.
Sociotechnical interventions: As mentioned- previously,

sociotechnical-inierventions focus simultaneously on changing
-both technical and social aspects of the systeib in ways designed to
optimize theft relationship and thus to increase organizational

%effectiveness. The major impetus for sociotechn icai wOrkreltructur-
,

ing efforts came from the Tavistock Institute in England, and for a
long 'time most sociotechnical improvement efforts took plge in
Europe.- During the past decate, however, sociotechnical ap-
proaches have been used extensively in the United States to.design,
build, and manage new plants7Huie (1980) reported that General
Foods, General- Motors, Prottor and Gamble, Industries,

Ctinimins Engine, Mead Corporation, H. K.
Heinz, Dana Corporation, TRW, Rockwell, and ShellCanada,Ltd.,

, as well as a number of smalleffirrnshave recently built new facili-
. ties utilizing sociotechnical concepts. After exploring this trend,

'Huse concluded: "At this stage, no one knows ho*many organiza-
Lions .have initiated new-design (sociotechnical) plants, nor how
manyactually exist; a guess is that at least 25 large organizations
have.at least one; and that than 100 currently in operation, e.g.,
General Motors has built about 20" (1980, p. 249).

Friedlander and Brown (1974) reported that research studies
consistently indicate performance andproductivity increasessattrib-

.

utable to sociotechnical change programs. Some evidence of impacts
on process variables (such as employee morale) oists also. For
example, Shell United Kingdom has a-Successful organizatitin-wide
sociotechnical change program that emphasizes ,both, quality of
work life and productivity improvements (Hill, 1972). However, the
greatest appeal to most businesspirmizations seems to come from
the-potential impact on group )rganizational performance
stemmingfrom sociotechnical changestrategies. Paimore and King
(1978) compared the effects of sociotechnical systems, job redesign,
and survey feedback interventions during a two and one-half year
Study in a food processing plant. The thioe interventions had sim-
ilar positive effects worker attitudes; however, only the socio-
technical intervention resulted in productivity improvements, and



cost swings. Sociotechnical changeprograms'are des ned to affect
both the work flow and the social subsystems, with their major (but
not their only) impaCt being on outcome-variables. .

Structural Changes. Alderfer (1977) argued that-efforts lo
alter structural properties of organizations ecome much more
common in_OD as interventions a en made into larger and
more complex systems. Ge otors has been usingaperrnanent
collateral organizatio , which they refer to as a parallel orginiza-

-.__tional structure, in their Central Foundry Division. _since 1974
19781!)/: The administrators of the division establfshed the

Parallel organization when they became convinced that a more
traditional structure was not allowing th to work together effec-
tively. Stein and Kantor (1980) descri d the successful use of a
parallel organization in a firm manu acturing. high-technology .
electric equipment, Further, based on their experiences, Stein and '
Kanter suggest that paralleLorganizational forms may be a signifi-

"cant ansiver'. to Problems' Rang nrganiiauons in the coming
decades. One of the major advantages of the parallel organization is
that itcan fundtion side-by-side with bureaucracy, thus allowing the
firm to successfully use the efficiencies represented by.bureaucratic ,
structures\and perhaps avoid some of the shortcomings (Stein and
Kanter, 1980). . . ,., .

The expected improvements stemiing from structural
change are not particularly 001 documented. Luke and others
(1973) introduced a\major structural change into a large retail food
chain and repoTd improvements in attitudes, climate, productiv-
ity, and profit. Intererestingly, Luke and others used a team de'vel-
°potent intervention to facilitate the transition to , the nel.w -, .,,
organizationallorm. This transition is similar to what occurs when
team building has facilitated the transition to matriX.(Tolchinsky.
-and Woodman, 198*: ,

,_ t
- , _....----

In general, sUuctural chatige initially affects both the orga.,--....
nization /group structure subsystem and &It social subsystem.
Change is likely to be observed in both, outcome antic' process 0
variables, although structural .6anges are probably undertaken \
primarily for heir anticipated effect nn group or organizational-
perfcmnatici. The impact bf structural change on the organization
call be extremely complex, however. For example, research by
Nadler and others (1980) indicates that control systems, tasks, and
itidividuai maiinoderate the effects of structural
change on organizational or subunit performance.

7

t C.
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- job- Redesign. Job redesign represents a deliberate, planned
Ircstructuririg *of. the Way Avork -is perfdrmed in order to increase ',.,

workers' motivation, involvement; and efficiency --and hence to
iniprcive their performance; As ari organizational change strategy, y.
job redesign represents a whole family of specific techniques,. ,
including work simplification, job rotation, jobeniargement,,and. ,

job entichment (Woodman and Sherwood, 1977). Under certain
cjraimstances each of thesetechniquescan be effectimein improving-work perfqiniancein the organization.organization. `e

. .The literature is full Of reports of fayorableresults stemming
I from job design programs (Davis and erns,- 1976; Davis and- ...

Taylor, 1979). One-of thempst impres 'verecords, in this regard-
liras compiled at AT&T, where sevente n of eighteen controlled
job design studies had positive results (Ford, 1973): It is also true,.
however, that the literature contains many examples of failed job
redesign programs (Lawler, and others: 1973). Redesign efforti
have Iften ignoxed individual differences, technological differen-, .
ces, ,task differences, contextual _differences, and so on. In other
words, the approach has suffered some from an overienerAzatiori ,
in applying specific job redesign strategies and a correspondik

lack of appreciation jor the-necessity_ to refine approaches to
better fit the situation and personalities, involved. Nevertheless,
the tremendous body of theory, research, and practice in this area -
had produced 'One ,of our most powerful and popular organiza-
tional change methodologies. Joh redesign _programs can be
expected to have initial irhpacts on the 'work flow subsystem, add,
if the change program is appropriately -designed-and managed, .
changes --shouldmanifest themselifeS primarily, in outcome
variables. t .

At some .lev61 _ of abstraction most organizational change ,

programs have an identical goal, and, that is to increase system ,:.
'effectiveness. What represents effectiveness is,- in a real sense,
situation-specific. In the most general terms effectiveness tranS-
la teS into -go accomplishment ° by an organization or group.
However, there are, lira complex system, an infinite, or at least a .
very'large number, of paths to the goal. Certainly, within the field:
of organization development, a variety'of strategies havevevolved.
While they may share the same ultimate objectives, the various
approaches do not Work through the system via identical paths,
no should measurable changes be expected to appear in the same
kinds of variables. Thus, ii is iinportantto understand the strengths,
weaknesses, and likely impacts of various changestrategies so that

. .



'= intelligent choices can be made ,by an-organization's Manage
.

, regarding the feasibiliWand appropriateness of any particul
technology.

htplications for Community Colleges

. ...
, _How can

in
colleges profit from the ex rience of

= busineis firms n implementing organization development pro-
grams? While any OD applicItion must be appro iate for the
environment in which, it is used, there would appe r to be some
impligatiOns-from the industrial experience for co munity col-
leges.:AUy ,Community college.administrator planning to imple-
ment one or more organizational developmentle lutiques would

, do well to review the results from- industry a d io seipct the
intervention to be used with some degree of kn wledge as to its
appropriate application, initial impact, and real of expected
change. : ,

Tjle movement from a focus on individua be

ent
r OD

1 .

(such as
the use of sensitivity training) to:More tasiCorentation and team

liar direction for
sensitivity training

n greater awareness
d attitudes, greater
of a group on a task

wlfichi there is Some
development). It is,
which the group has

development in industry seems to signal a si
community colleges. While properly structure
may still be-useful in helping individuals ga
and undeptanding of their own .bellavior a
progress might be made by focusing the effor
in which all members are engaged and for
-shared responsibility Jstich.'-as in team
important that the task be something over
control and that there be a shared concern, for improved, eftec-

,tiveness., A group of department or division heads assigned to
make recommendations, for improveme is in the counseling
system for helping new students to select ajors or areas of study

_ thatis a task tnat meets these criteria,
The technique of survey feedback1also offers considerable

potential for .community colleges., Taki g a survey of attitudes
towaidansissue within a unit (a departm nt or division) and shar-

,

ing, the,,results with the' members of th unit could provide the

'`Such
for identifying problems and ssible solutions to them

Such,an approach might be particula y useful in defining and
clarifying goals for adepartment, divO' n,-or oollege. The Institu-
tional Goals Inventory (Ip') instrume t developed by the Educa-
tional Testing Service is an example 1of a questionnaire that has



. ., .
.been used to survey those involved in an educatiOn41 institution

andto share feedback 'for, purposes of goal setting and planning.
The convincing results on performance in- industry from

.seciOtechnical interventions suggest 'that. community college
adMinistrators need-to be aware of the social dimension to any.

'attempts to-modify or change work flow processes. For example,
a change in the registration 'procedure may affect the 'social/

%, beltayioral processes of studefits, faculty and staff. When combined ,
with other OD` approaches such ash survey feedback and, team
development,. such sociotechnical interventions maio.,have very 4
positive results in ,both process and outcomes.

The industrial research on jolt enrichment has some inter- ,,
eking implications for adminAtiatorsin terms of job assignmeni. `
In f,m'any respects, the job of the claasrobm teacher offeri the
ultimate in job enrichment opportunities, for the teacher has
considerable latitude in the 'use of teaching methodologies. In
short, each teacher has his or her own style, approach, or favored
teChniqUes to get the job done. The research in industry suggests
thav,some teachers may find this freedom attractive, yvhile others

_ _ might prefer a more highly-struCtured task: standardized and
'iletOled course outlines, preprepared visualaiciPackages, common
exams, etc.' An enlightened administrator might provide teachers,
with a'choice., ., . .

Tailoring the task to an individual's needs might also be
poisible. For example, some faallty members might haye a strong

-'need for close interpersonal relations with students and, hente,°
die' assigned smaller classes coupled with considerable individual
counseling. Other faculty embers may dislike close,relatioIiips
and instead prefer to pe 6rm before an audience; they mig t be
assigned large classes wit ttle, if any, ihdividual counseling. 411

faculty

thisinaggests that a sensitivity by administrators to the needs Of
an employee for autonomy versus structure and for interpersona\
contact* in making job' assignments might greatly improve -job \

`'satisfaction.: ,, . ,

' , As in industry, it is important that OD techniques not be used
Simply 'as a means to involve people. The groups involved
students, fate.ty, 'administrators, profeisional staff, etc.should
have an ability to shape and influence the outcomeor decisioninthe-
aregof involvement: And thti issues addressed should be mportant,._._

Jejevant, and ivithin the scope of individttal control. For example,
'the users of a facilifr-to be constructed, such as a classroom building,

--- should; logically be involved' in the design of The space they wil__l____ ---., , <,:___ .7,--
--,=;---



a.,

utilize. Yet the opportunity for involvement should not be offered
link* there is a Willingness to consider,the suggestions made. The
suggestions presented may be unfeasible kir economic, archit&-

.,tural, ()I:political reasons; feedback about this problem is better than
ignoring the sUggestiOn altogether:.*

The experience in industry, suggests that the use of organizer
tiondevelownent techniilues can have very positive results on atti-
tudei, modtation, involvement, and other process variables.
Evidence as to OD' iiiipact on outcome variables such as perfor-,
mance and productivity is less convincing but yet also positive for
some Approaches. However, since the measurement of outcomes in
higher education is often elusive, the positive results on process
variables -would seem to be ample justification' for the use of OD
techniqtWs in community colleges.
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.. . . The field of organization divelOpment, although
full of promise, is an emerging field still

. . suffering front growing pains. . -.

F
1
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,
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;Organization Pep' eldPment:
Unanswered .Questions

Glenn H. Varney:

I

z

The- field of organization development has emerged during the
last several years as an interesting and viable approach to bring-

. ing about systematic change in organizations. The need for change
is made obvious to us as our environment and world economy shifts

-from a traditional and stable environment to a highly reactive
and constantly changing one. Organization development has
emerged as a way of-dealing with the usual confusion associated'
With change.- 4

:This chapter exaMines the field of organization development
(OD) in terms of this pattern of changeand explores thoseforces-that
are pushing organizations to seek the expertise of professionals in

- this field: A brief historical overview is provided, and the viability of
organization development from a professional perspective is.
expleired. This examination requires a critical look at some of the
issues and problems surrounding organization devalopMent. The .

discussion ends With 'some predictions for the future artd some
acl;ice retarding the use and application of OD concepts and prin.
ci*Ples to the commuhity colleges

Havalowitd,) New &fettles sior. C.oeumotity cotters; Orgailiation
DePdoprnirC be+ Stialegks. no. 37. eill1 Francisco: 'Guevara. March 1912 45
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Demand for Organization Development
-c -A-

Qrganization develOpment has been defined as foliOws:

Organization development is a long range effort, to
improve organizations, problem solving and renewal-pro-
cesses. Particularly through a more effective and collabora-
tive management of organization culture with special
emphasis on the culture of formal work teams, with the ",
.assistance of a change ageht or catalyst and the use of
theory, and technology of applied behavioral science,
including action research [French and-Bell, 1973, p. 15].

.

While numerous other definitions of OD exist, the major content in
this one is a clear awareness of Systematic change as opposed to
haphazard or casual change. In the past, the incidew _A character of
change was a direct result of the speed with wMch change was taking.
place. Change was almost imperceptible- and organizations and
their members were, for the most part, unaware of it. This is not true
tdday. The speed of change in organizations. has 'increased at a
phenomenal rate.

Stephan Fuller, a vice-piesident of General Motors, one of the
largest corporations in the world, expresses concern over the rapid-
ity of change today. .

Dramatie4orces .of change are at work in Our society
today. There are signs of crisis in almost every major
institution. Many of these center around people; the desire
of individuals for a richer quality of life in their everyday
lives and on the job...

Industrial concerns are subject to increasing pressures,
seeking improvement in the work fdrce and in the
environment. We hear a lot about blue collar blues, the
dehumanization of workers, monotony on the assembly line,
and worker alienati9n.

Obviously, wq in General Motors are concerned about
the increasing criticism being directed toward theAssembly
line and other aspecti of our business [1973].

Such-conceitifiiiii a major corporation like General Motors
surely is evidence that there is a need for systematiG4pnsideration of
how we deal with the human resources in organi?ations, rather

1

.
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than, as we have done in the past, force-fitting the human organiza-
tion to the mechanical and technical side of business. .

Friedlander explains change as `a direct' retult of environ-
mental factors, both social and technical, in practicing organi-
iations. He has provided a graphic way of thanking about these

.changes.
A further complication we face is that the, social environ-

trent is also rapidly changing. Our society now includes a work
-z-force with well-educated meml-rs who are changing their values.

The work, force is composed of increasingly.younger people; it
is estimated that approximately 50 55 percent is 28 years of age
or younger.

Basically org tions are changing from a group of people t
who have traditionally. 'been formalistic in their lifestyle (who
adhere strictly to prescribed forms or rules) to a social group more
concerned with its own set of values and beliefs. The term "life-
style" refers to an individual's action andthoughts, which are partly
unique to the person and partly shared by others. Thus, a life-style is
a product of one's ,own culture and deliberate choices. It is often
thought of as being comprised of a number of dimensions that
represent various aspects of life that art common to all societies
around the world. One dimension, lot' example, is the nature of the
relationship between father and son; another is the meaning and
significance of work. .

- Research has identified three basic classifications of life-
styles. The earliest of these life-styles, referred to as formalistic,-was
strongest around the iurn of the century. This life-style still prevails
today and emphasizes rationality, control, and order in one's life. It_,
developed along with, and was fostered by, the traditional, bureau-
cratic- model of organization.

' As technological changes becatnc_mottrapid_and_organiza,__
tions became more complei, a second life-style began to-emerge. -

Shortly after World War II, people began to recognize the .social
nature of huinanh., Within the behavioral sciences, an entirely
new field emerged called "group dynamics." Out of this social;
interpersonal, group context developed industrial humanism,
or human relations as we know it today. This new model of organi-
zation stresses personal p-owth, human dignity, work satisfac--

don, and democratic processes through various collaborative, inter-
personal, and group relationships. It also fosters the sociocentric
life-style.
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Figure It The Influence of Changing Environments
.
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Advances in technology for the production of goods,and the
communication of information has led to a much re prosperous

sand better infOfmed society than has ever existed. his increase in'
chi wealth of infC4mation has led to the'entergence of still another
life-style, often referr41 to as personalistic. The personalistic life.
style accepted by many younger people today is Oen idealistic and
emphasizes personal choice and responsibility along with an inter
gration of all the aspects of one's life.

Organizations are at least partially defined by-the combined
,life- styles of the members of the org'an'ization. Once th organiza-
tion's structure and the various processes within the sukucture are
fairly well- stabilized, they tend to foster or deVelop that style of life
and fOrm of person for which they were originally designed. For -
instance, if an organization of 1,000 people introduced 100,,new
members into the organization each year, it wouldn't take pore
&Ian five-to ten years before the total value system'of that organiza-
tion would be changed. With the rapid increase of younger members.
in -our work force, organizations are experiencing an acceleration of
pressure to redefine and restructure themselves more in keeping
with newer life-styles that are becoming more prevalent.

%,
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frorrka manager's viewpoint, a,knowiedge of changing life -.
''Styles is icnporta0. AdTinistrators must be aware of the expecta, '
"tioitslot new members Of an organization who have life-styles

... differeqt (him the present members and realize that they require
- .

;different styles of ,managina'g.'It"js necessary to ,understand what
kinds of 'Conditions are required in order that individuals with

, different life-stiles can gray and deielop and maximize their work
1.,- .,, : "effectiveness. katiager:ican look at thePresent lifestyle dimensions

of college ittidents andother young people to gain some irisight into... ,_

the forms of/organization that wilk be .mOst effective at managing.
-....%people in the future. .. : . . .

-. .
' Beckhard and,HarrissuM7marize it this way: "As a resultof
changes in theitate of the organizational world there is an increas-
ing

. ,.
concern wth the management of change and the need for. .

effective Strategtes for changing large systerhs4,' (1977, p. 15).
Althlitigh Beckhard and Harrislimit their comments to changes in

"i' large Systeths, :change takes place ai all levels; not only ir.large .
-systems but alsoin individuaLre` lationshipsaffdlitall groups.

--- '-'-:-Being-aware-of the need for systematic change as oppoied to
coal and incidental 'change is the key. force that is propelling the.
fieldof,organization deVelopment i to the future. Roeber expresses
it this way. - . ' .

, . .
. 1

. Because' the human environment of industry once
changed, slowly and in relatively predictable ways, it was
possible in the past to, make business decisions on the
impich. assumption that this environment was constant.
That is on the assumption that the human organization

. ,waSi clOsed system. But the environment is now dtat_______igkgt ...... a.

' .. . more .raPidly and in'unprediCtabk-wa-yVTicinfluence
andbeing felt inside the boundaries bf the Organization and

..-

soEfarchange, is
, p.

becoming a factor in all business decisions
:. . [1973 111 . ,

7

.
1 ,
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.4%. Is Orginization Development aProfession?
0 .. --

. ..
Lilie medical professionals, organization development spe-

,. cialists engage lathe art of improving and solying problems; =

however, they do so at the organiza'tiotial rather than at the individ-., ,
ual leyel. And, as'in niedicine, an incorrect diagnosis and the residt-s .
ing prescription cap have a devastating impact. The difference
between th6 profession of medicine and the practice of organization

. .

4
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development, at this state of OD's evolution, is basically the distinc

-tion between a professional and nonprofessional organization.
Figthermore,-when the "patient" is.viewed as.the entire organiza-
tion of human beings (as opposed to a single individual in the case
of medicine), a strong argument can be advanced for professionaliz-,
ing organization development. Although* organization detrelop-
ment has not reached the professional' status of, say, ri4dicitie,
dentistry, veterinary medicine, or-certified public accounting,_it is
emerging rapidly in the direction of a full-fledged proles' slop.

Historical Perspective. Organization development, mamty,:.
grew out of the academic ilisciplines of psychology and sociology
when applied behavioral scientists wantedto enter organizations to
test their research concepts in real situations. Those initially _look.:
ing for research sites were soon followed by othfys who approached
ihe'organization from the pciint of view of helping the client learn
something about itself and helping it change.

As time went on, not-so-well-trained individuals were
attracted to the rapidly emerging OD profession. Many of those w ho

began to label themselves as OD consultants were from other a
demic fields o.- froth 'personnel departments. The field ha
dei0oped out of multidisciplinary philosAphies, so varied back-..
grounds were encouraged. Readers need only lookAt thecredentials
of members in the various OD networks and OD:related organiza-
tionstions to see how easy it is-still for almost anyone to enter this field.

The field has also resisted legal guidelines fordefining What
an OD professional is or does. The Certified Consultants Interna-.,
tional (CCI) maintains that statutory regulations such as licensing
or certification by a state or national agency is inappropriate
because of a lack of reliable and valid standards, because of a lack of
knowledge about how to effectively Lain OD professionals, because
methods for measuring a practitir ler's competency donotexist, and
'because tiaditional means of disciplinary enforcement ,haye not
proven very effective (Pfeiffer, 1976, p. 373j, A fear of losing the
excitement of discovering different and-unique change theories and
strategies may stop people from developing professional standards..
Many think that both professionalism and the cutting edge of dis-
covery cannot simultaneously exist, and, faced with a choice, would
opt for innovation over standards.

The client organizations -must also assume spme of the
responsibility for this ,dilemma, since many are looking for quick-
change solutions to very complicated problems. Their own lack of
understanding of organization theory makes them vulnerable to the
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orgaxtizational 4ch nge a,rtist" who has develbped a flashy picture
of how brganiiittio. s should workand the th(eeeasy steps to achieve

_ .
success.-

;

It is one thi g to recognize, the need for ar' developmental
model for OD profe sionals, and quite another to design it. This is

particularlY a prob em given the range of skills and knowledge.
required of an effe tive organization developrnent professional.
Peter Vaill aptly po nts out that the complexities in defining what'
OD'is (and therefor what an OD professional does) arise from the
fact that OD'profess onal,s,usually lookat the entire organization as

their province. Thi inchides all the social and technical nooks and
crannies Of an or nization. He states that, "the range of activities
they may peifor is huge; the variety of organizational circum-
stances which flier operate is enorrimus" (1971).

Whei is An OD Pririessionat? We_have not systematically
defined what an OD professional is or does.-Ediat Huse notesxhat.
"although many authors have described the personal _qualities of 0
change agents, little empirial research has been done on OD practi-
-tioner's" (Wise, 1975, p. 303). OD practitioneri may deseribe their
experiences, conjecture about what the traitsof successful OD pro-
feisionals are, and even define the appropriate styles to be used in

; varying situations. But there exists no detailed, empiric-ally based

analysisx4 the Skills and competencies needed to succeed as an OD
practitiOnef.The limited docunienytionon OD competencies con-
sists-largely of defining specific traits or talents and various rules of
-rhumb for changeagents (Shephard, 1975). In tile absence of empiri-

cally )15-W-data we must rely on the judgments and opinions of
experienced practitionefs -as-our starting point.

Huse, for example, identifies the following eight persOnal
styles and philosophies as important characteristics for.OD profes-:-
sionals: el) ability to acsess themselves accurately, (2). objectivity,

(3) imagination, (4) flexibility, (5) hOnesty, (6) consistency, (7) trust,

and (8) stable and ecure self-image. Cotton, and others ident4
neutrality., open-mindedness, and flexibility in processing informa-
tion as the personal-qualities necessary to practice OD sty _cessfully'

(Huse, 1975. pp. 306-9). .

Partin identifies the following seven skill areas asessential for

a chahge agent: (I) assessment ofpersonal motivation and relation-
ships to change; (2) helping the changee become aware of the need
for change and for the diagnostic process; (3) diagnosis by the

changer and c 'hangee, in collaboration, concerning the situation,

behavior, understanding, and feeling for deciding upon the prob-

5 7
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lem; (4) involving others in thefdecisioil, planning and implementa-
tion of action; (5) carrying out the plan." successfiiily and

.

,productively; (6) evaluation and assessment.olthe changee's pro-
gress, methods and working, and hunian relations; and (7) ensuring
continuity, spread, inaintenance,and transfer of information (1973,
p. 20)..

-Margulies and Wallace suggest, several aspects of the OD
consultant's behavior important to successful OD practice. These
include (1) facilitating the diagnosis of problems, (2) assisting the
clear statement and communication of problems, (3) pOinting out
those things not seen or said by the client,k9 facilitating the formu-
lation of change plant, (5) acting as an integrator, and (6) providing
internal, continuity (1973,p. 141).

Criteria for Profe.csional Status. Several Criteria must be met
before a field such as organization development truly can be called a
profession, These include:

.
1. A well-developed field of specialized knowledge sup-

ported by an extensive educational "system, including an accrediting
process. Eaucatitbrial faeiliiies should be highlty standardized in the
.v.a.LiVich_they educate professionals in the field:

A-common body Of knowledge supported by extensive
-literature and journi-d-otarnentations.

3. A licerfsind procedure, usuillY-by--examination, with a
renewal requirement after some specified period ortime_-this
licensingor certification procedure should be designed to maintain
a level of competency for all those attesting to be professionals in the

4. Tile establishment of professional standards and ethical
guidelines -by which all professionals would be guided. Variation'
from these standards should subject the individual -o censorship or
possible removal of license or certification. =

5. The creation of professional,association that should serve:.
as an educational, ethical, and congregating body for professionals
in the field.

Issues and Problems in Organizado'n'Revelppment 3

The firit problem is a generallack of theory upon which the
technology and practiCes of OD practitioner's-are based. For, the most
part, the theoties'that are in use come from other fields such as social
psychology or sociology. Until' a theoretical bast: is thoroughly
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developed it is unlikely that the field of organization development
Will take its place among the recognized social sciences.

Second, there are no competency measures for the alma--0/ tional-processes which the individuals go through. Furthermore,
there is felatively,litile consistency and agreement among the educa-

' tors in the field of organizatio development as to precisely whatan
OD person should be learnin . There is some common agreement ___--.5-
around such issues as inter rsonal skills and in geneial.organia=
tional diagnostic skills. Ho vever, the precise definitions of what
constitutes a competent ODipractitioner is still very much up in the/air. , .

Third, thewhole issue of whether the field of organization
development is tl be viewed as an analytical and rigorous
researched-hase process as opposed to a soft and interpersonally
based process is still undecided. Much of the origin'of organization
development grew out of the early work of the National Training "
Laboratory in sensitivity training. Asa directtesult, two camps have
formed among OD practitionerk thOie that areinained towards the
organizational diagnostics and those inclined towards thee inte r-
sonal side. Probably the net effect of this debate will be some sot of
compromise between the two. However, the inclination on the part
of orgaiiir,ations leans iowards the more analytical practitioners.

. Fourth, the whole question of evaluation ofOD intervention
arid the effectiveness of such efforts is still an unanswered question.
Therehave,keeri many debates and articles written on this subject,
but, as of this time, the question is unresolved. Notunlike the other
recognizesocial science fields, organization development technol-
ogy is by iii 'very nature hard to evaluate, mainly because of the'II
sulajective charaetef of the process and the lack of objective,

.Measures. -

. .

Community Colleges and OD

From bath its acceptance and its rapid growth, it would seem--.-
that OD is here to stay. Flom the community college administrator's
viewpoint the question is "Can OD help my college bring aboutan
orderly change that will lead to a more effective organization and as
better organizational piocess in the future?" Although there are
many' issues and concerns relative tcS the organization development
field, OD offers as 'pear a professional approach as can be found to

, systematic change. The growth of organization development over
the past fifteen years shows the potential vitality of the field. The
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number of people wh have declared themselves Oftractitioners
his grown. For exa le, in the American Society fOr TeaChing and
Development 01-ga ization Development Division (ASTD-OD),
(Membership has ri en from 500 ten years ago to 3800 today.. The
same growth has to en place in the-OD Network as well as other OD
organizations aro, d the world. Finally, a number of agencies, such
as the Departmen of Labor, see the field of managing change as one
of the most imp?, tan t vocational opportunities for young people.
This is based on he expectation that this nation and its organiza-
tions will cOnti ue to go through rapid change in the next decade
and will need c mpetent help.
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The west -coast director of one of the largest
Itation2al efforts toward art organizatiOn -. development approaCh loplanned change in
higher idlication desCribes the project and offers
some suggestions for other institutions.

The Higher Education
Managerhent Institute

rgalizcition Developthen
Ti9Yitigh IncreasEd
Management Effectiveness

,David L. Kest

, - -
The Higher Education Management Institute (HEMI) was.Created
in 1976 for ate purpose of designing a comprehensive management
development and training program for colleges and universities.
HEMts primary goal wasp increase the effectiveness of colleges by
increating individual manager's .skills and the understanding of
management responsiblities and functioils within she' institution.
The Exxon Education Foundation provided three-year funding to
the Higher Education Management Institute to support the devel-
opment and testing of ihis comprehensive and systematic higher
education management 'development and training program.

Twenty -four institutions eventually were selected from Tore
than foUr hundred applicants. Thenumber of applications received
was unanticipated; although, the program was announced through

. national publications, it was expected that no more than one,

J. liannnons (Ed.) Arno &rations for-Community Coilega:Orsenustion
, AvtioprnottChant Shatities. nal?. San mantis o: March I982..

C
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hundred institutions would apply. The.pilot institutions'were care-
fully selected to yepresent the diverse profile of American post-
secondary education; public and' private, urban and rural, large '

(over 10,000 student FTE) and small (under 2,000 student FTE), and
two-year and four-yea; Schools. Original planningrecommended
that the pilot group equally represent community colleges, four-
year public universities, and private liberal arts cQl4eges. When the
final selection was completed, community' colleges represented 45
percent of the pilot group.

An additional 'selection criterion particularly germane to
this discussion was the requirement that all participating colleges
and universities had to have participated in some kind of formal
management/organization deVelopment activity. This was done in
the belief that HEMI program success Would be measurably
enhanced by working with institutions previously orie d to
training and development issues, Those institutions particip Ling
in the three-year pilot period contributed immeasurably t the
design and effective utilization of various needs assessment i stru-
ments, training materials, and consultant services.

A major goal of the Exxon Education Foundation funding
HEMI was to.ensure that the Institute would become a major force
in the management development and training activities of Ameri-
can colleges and universities: To fadlitamthis role and to ensure its
close association with colleges and universities and its continued
development as a professional service, HEMI joined the American
Council on Education as a program within the Center for Leader-
ship Development and Academic Administration. Currently serving
over 200 colleges and universities, the HEMI data base contains the
results of surveys completed by over 80,000espondents.

Organiiation Effectiveness.

In its work with postsecondary institutions, HEMI has dis-
covered what several researchers have described in their work on
organization/management effectiveness: there is simply no single
criterion or set of criteria by which to,,measure effectiveness. This
finding was similar to thatof Steers (1975) and to the conclusions of
Campbell (1977). Therefore,' to establish both a philosophic and
programmatic foundation, ftom which to develop its materials and
services, HEMI turned to the most frequently occurring effectiveness
measures of private organizations and public institutions: tile over-
all Rerforniance of people and units, measured by personal rating;

62.,
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the prtxluctivity of a unit or the institution at large, measured in
actual produced .data; the satisfaction of employees measured
through self-reporting .questionnaires; the profit%of a unit or the
insttitution as measured by accounting information; and the with-
drawal of ktsonnel, based on the rate of turnover or degree of
absenteeism -(Van Wijk, 1981`a, p. 39).

It soon becam e clear that institutions In' which these mea-
sures 1eceived positive ratings presented a certain organizational
profile...The components of that profile areidentified as the charac-
teristics of effective management. They have-become the core around
which all HEMI materials' and service are developed. The follow-
ing section dekri,5E 1 and provides,exa Tili-s-of the eight characrris-
tics of effective management. -

Characteristics of Effective Management

Open Communication. This critical manageifient skill
involves listening and talking to people in such a manner as.to share
accurate,and complete informatiOn in a supportive and friendly
-envirOnment. Critical to success in this arena is ensuring that
information is shared directly and in a timely.fashion.

Teamwork. Time and attention be-given to..--ureating a
sense oftommon purpose around:which colleagues choose to rally.
Fora senseof team identity to exist, it is 6sential that Members of a
work group share in Mt discussion of plans and problems and that
individual contributions and participation are encouraged;

Participation in becision Making. Work groups and institu-
tions possesing this characteristic have clarified the roles played by

. various individuals and groups in the decision-making process.
Actively and systematically encouraging openness, suggestions, and
ideas' from others is critical to success.

iEncouragement of Initiative. Managers and their institu,
tions allow considerable freedom i'n determining how tasks are to be
accomplished. Initiative appears to operate at a high .level, when
individual goals are congruent with la goals of the work group and
the institution (Collins, 1970).

Mutual Support. Effective managers recognize and acknowl-
edge thelood performance of other's. A manager's-ability to mini-
mize frustrations sbrroundirig job content, scheduling s or resource
availabilDv greatly assists ip building mutual suppott. An increased
sense of ni .ial support exists when all members of the institution
act quickly ...nd effectively .as problems arise.

I
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' High Standards. The standards and goals by which the insti-
tution,will be measured are most effective when developed by the
largest possible number of individuals. Effective, institutions also
work_ at upgrading these standards by reviewing results with
members of work groups and- by emphasizing the relationship
between standards and perfoimance evaluation.

Use of Objectives. The effective manager works with others to
establish measurable and realistic targets and deadlines and to
develop a monitoring system that accompanies tie use of objectives.

Performance Evaluation. Effective managers provide timely
and meaningful reactions to work performance. These managers
view themselves as trainers, assisting colleagues in accomplishing a
specific task and providing them with insights and recommenda-

) Lions for performance and/or skill development. Finally, perfor-
mance needs to Kevaluated based on the results achieved.

Although no single organization, and quite probably no
§ingle manager, e)nbodies all eight effectiveness characteristics, it is
the goal of the HEMI program (and a generic goal; perhaps, of any
comprehensive management organization development program)
to 4ssist educatiopal professionals in building tangible skills within
these areas. Although specifically addressing the issue of motiva-
tion, Van Wijk's observation' applies equally to the concern that
managers and organizations develop a wide refiertoire of skills to
ensure continuing effectiveness: "The important conclusion-to be
drawn . . . is.that managers must be'flexible enough to adjust their
diagnostic skills to the situation; no single set of assumptions is
comprehensive enough to encompass-the-wide range of.individuid_____
behavior" (Vail Wijk, 1981a, p. 28): .

The following .section describes how the HEMI program
design reinforces, through needs assessment, data feedback, action
planning, implementation and evaluation, the issues and skills
reflected in thecharacteristics of-effective management.

HEMI Proirain Design

The HEMI program is designed to increase organizatiOnal
performance and' effectiveness by increasing and developing
individual management skills. An i .tegral part of this effort has
been to develop a system that allows an institution to integrate intd
organization development the activities'orstaff, faculty, and man-
agement development.
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It became clear, both from shared experiences within the
program design team add from a'revieWof numerous management/
organization development programs, that to be effective -HEMI
had to be comprehensive and-Yet flexible in meeting the needs of
colleges with Widely varying profiles. Thus, the HEMI program is:

'Concerned with managers' piimari, responsibilities; em-
phasizing setting goals; obtaining and allocating _re-, sources, working effectively with'with people, and achieving'
result'S.
Specific to higher education management. The ap-
proaches and materials used in the program have been
'created to .meet the unique needs of higher education
institutions, with enough flexibility to be adapted to
different types of colleges and universities in a variety of
situations and settings.
Organization-i'vide, involving substantially all the man-

,

agers in the ;institution, or major segments of it, in
manageMent improvement activities. All levelk of
managerial responsibility may be included, as well as all
areas of the institution: academic, business, commuhity,
and student affairs..
Focused on the unique needs of each institution, as these
are identified by the institution, using survey-guided
needs assessment instruments.

, Evaluated by each .paOcipating institution, and . the
institute, to ensurthat results areteing achieved.

.
Iristitution-basedt to be delivered almost entirely on-site by
individuals from the institution, once they are trained
to-do-so.---
Integrated intdjob a'-c--ti%Tiiiestatest-extentpossible,
allowing each manager to use immediately what is learlied-.
Ongoing, intended to be used by an institution. to effect
real improvement in the institution's functioning.
Cost and time conscious, taking into account the efficient
use of managers' scarce time and the institution's
budget for development and training.

The HEMI program design is based upon the involvement of
'work groups in campus problem solving, training, and develop-
ment activities. Work groups are made up of individuals, usually
from the same organizational unit, who are concerned with shared
responsibilities and tasks. Work groups often meet regularly, thus
developing a sense of team responsibility' as their identify group ,

q ta
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objectives, relate them to the institution's goals, and support each
other in accomplishing both individual and work group tasks, The'
role of the work group in the HEMI program design is,described in
the following sec' non.

'Program Phases
4

The program phases were designed to re inforeeZthe notion
that development and training activities ought to groU'r out of the

Iteds identified by individual campus work groups. Ther&are five
ases in the HEMI program. Although most colleges will more

throe 0h- the phases in sequential order, the program structure
allows r variation in the format described here.

Pro:. am Orientation, The first phase of HEMI involves the
thorough on cation of all participants to the program goals, objec-
tives, and mec nisms, This orientation begins with a program
oyerview ,presente by HEMI to the president and senior manage-
ment team of an inst of ion. In turn, the information is shared by
this group with the app priate governing /decision- making units
on campus. Once a decisio has been reached to participate in tl(e
HEM! program, an instituti nal 'task force is ppointed by the
president. The task fotce represe thevarious functions and levels
Within the colrege management str'u ture, often including staff and
faculty 'representatives, The task for is trained in the use of all
HEMI \resources by. a member orithe sntute staff. Increasing
widespread institutional awareness of)the ogram and preparing
individuals and work groups 'to 'complete needs assessment
instrument are initial responsibilities of the task orce.

Needs. Assessment Phase. Based upon the mi group rera-
tionships illustrated in Figure I, the needs asses3 ent survey
instruments collect individual perceptions of the operas nal func-
tions performed within the college. The survey instrume s are a
direct outgrowth of the work conducted by Rensis Likert (1976 The
survey results provide the data from which work group and institu-
tional action planning can develop. Administered to the en'tire
college community by the institutional task force, the needs assess-,
ment process provides a comprehensive review of the perteptions

-- held by faculty, staff,_ students, managers, and members of th
governing board. As perceptions are the realities with which indi-
viduals and institutions operate, the needs assessment pr_ocess pro,-
vides substantive information to be used in subseqneift planning
and development activities.
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Encouragd to candidly share their insights and attitudes,
respondents are assured, through.the HEMI.process, of confidential-
ity and am:minify...Work group data belong to the individual work
group, unless* group chooses to share them. Institution -wide
data'are reported only in summaryform. The national HEMI data
bank assembled trom over 200 colleges and universities nol. consti-
tutes a significant new information source on management organi-
zation conditions in-higher edgcation.- .

Action Planning and Implementation Phase. Actioreplan-
ning occurs as a direct outgroWth of the needs assessment process.
Individuals within work groups reVIew data reported in the various
survey categories: In addition, a work group may review_ the
institution-wide 'summary data or the national data reports.
Members of work groups are encouraged to review data independ-
ently and then meet with the group to determine shared concerns
and recommendations for action. In addition to serving as a forum
for disZussing work group strengths and weaknesses and planning
training and development activities, the action planning sessions
encourage, often for the first time with many groups, team building
and mutual support.

As part of the action planning process, each work group
reviews both the various.data and the HEM' program structure.
The:program structure establishes connections between the issues
anil concerns revealed in the needs assessment process ar... the
training and development resources available through the program.
For exiimple, groups concerned .pith the issues of. leadership and

motivution may recommend that the whole group use the HEMI
trainirig modules that deal with those concerns. A group that it
interested in increasing time manaemeut skills would use the
HEMI Tithe Management.Module. Work groups tliat see a need to
'better understand (or redefine) the planning process .11011 Id.usq one
of the several training modules that focus on that operational
function.

Work group ac tion plan recommendations vary based
upon the needs perceived 1.)) ifidividnal groups. RecorrImemlations-
for activities will generally take one or the following forms.

Training Activities. A library of training modules has, been
developed to addresA the skill training needs growing nut of the
assessment process. Intended to serve as agendas for prohlem solv-
ing, the HEMI training modules increase management sr ;Its while
solving operational problems of the work group. ENampl ,of train-
ing modules' include "Defining Goals and Objectives," "Conduct-

*et
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ing Better Meetings," "comtnunication Feedback," and "Deyel-
Opitig. a: Marketing Plan.Y All HEMI *training modules .are
Connected to 'We needs assessment data through the program
structure.

In addition to the training- modyles, aeries of guides have
been' deve/ofied-to assist individual units 'within, the institution in
preparing fOrielrsiuslyKaccreditation activities. Intended to rent*
force the bask tenets of the HEMI developnient'and training,pro-
g ramthe guides establish connections between functions of the,
CoIlege,'Imodulatiraining activities, and the characteristics of effec-

' liyelmanagement.
- .- Developmentat'Activgies. Reco Mendatioris in'

gory ge)terAy fail-outside, the scope o specific HtmI Malular
gevelal examples sh ld illustrate the substance

artifscciPe of developmental activities. A work group may recom-
' Mend 110 the role, 'scope,:attd objectives of various college task
'groupOe redekned in order that their communication and report-_,--_--*
idiresponsibifities be ciarified. It is observedby-the group-that-too' freqUently such task grouris!'iat- the college do not communicate
"laterally, thits ,ProdUcing a duplication -iv effort. Another work
group;may suggest that_starld-arcs -and practices be established for
staff-group_meeting-iTSuch: standards would include a statement of
theAtitOmes planned, the prOcess for distribluingminutes, and the
procedures- to be used to insUe that recommendations are imple-
*merged, Another-work grouplmay recomMend that a college-wide
program tit initiated fear crosstraining and temporary job 'exchange.

.63,

The action' plans of individual work groups are synthesized
- into an' nsittution-wide action plan for,development and training

activiti,6. As acomprehensiye; working document, the institution-
wic.Oaction plan details tre,ngths and concerns with accompanying
recommendations for action by committees, staff, faculty, and ,.
n,tanagels. -

Evaluatiiin Phase.stvaluation of the HEMI process and its
impact on an institution occur's in several ways and at various times.
When initially formed, the task force, in concert with the president,
,develops both .formative surnmaty evaluation- criteria. The ,

-eriteiia are:directly related to bOth the HEMI program objectives and
the progrdui objectivevdeveloped by and for the institution. Shbuld
theinstitution have as a major objective the development or refine-
mein of a ,comprehensive plqmiing system, evaluation measures are
developer' t to chronicle the prbcess by which the planning system i!

be,devised:th,e composition ofgroups which will participate in/ 4



the process, the target deadline through which the process will
move, and the quality control factors to be used in assuring that the
final planning system will serVe individuals, work groups, units,
and institutional goals:

Various techniques may be used for program
personal interviews, action planning documents developed by work
groups and Submitted to the force, training logs deniiling the
specific activities and the participating groups, minutes from the
ongoing meetings of the task iota, and reassessment of the institu-
tion by large or specifically identified work groups

Continuing evaluation of the HEMI process and materials
occurs in several ways. A Close working relationship betweeninsti-
tutions and the HEMI staff is maintained; the training modules and
guides, are evaluated whenever used on a campus; :he national
HEMI data bank is regularly reviewed, generating new materials
and publications of interest at the national level; and, the annual
HEMI conference provides an opportunity fot member institutions
and HEMI staff to explore program successes and identify the need
fOr new or reviled materials.

/Pr Ogram Accomplishments

.
In its six-year history, the Higher Education Managenttnt

Institute has worked with over 200 colleges and universities
throughout the United States, Canada, and the ASian-Pacific Basin.
The impact of the program, however, cannot be measured in demo-
graphicsgraphics alone. Results on campuses and the impact on the larger
higher-education enterprise more effectively measure the success of
the HEMI program. Listed below are benefits scated by institutions
Utilizing the programbenefits derived from tffe needs assessment
process, from the dialogue on each campus that develops out of
systeinatic and comprehensive institutional assessment, from a
review of the national data, and from participation in the HEMI
annual ca- nference.

An improved understanding and acceptance of manage-
ment as a process,that makes it possible to use institutional
resources to better. advantage.
A thorough analysis and evaluation of current operations,
stimulating the institution to take a hard look at its
activities and to plan changes.
Revitalization s "meet and confer" procedures.
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Renewal of teamwork among senior executives, helping
managers to think and plan as a team.
Direction and substance for faculty and staff development
programs. A variety of activities live been integrated and
strengthened, anddevelopinent resources have lken pooled
and are .being used more effectively:
Integration of human resource information as a part of the
manageinent information systeM. Human resources infor-
mation has earned a place along with financial, operating,
and student data.
Improvement of meetings and time savings for everyone at
one -institution as a result of a committee study and
reorgairizatibn.-
Fuller recognition of the dimensions ota nagging problem
in an institution's library as a resi.lt of survO-feedliack-
action planning. .

A new look at the student retention problem, so that new
procedures were adopted to refine retention data and new
Methods were established to deal with recruiting and reten-
tion as components in an integrated system.

The impact of :the HEMI program = on higher education is
evicknced- by several occurrences. Once the pilot phase of. the
Program was completed, ale number of institutions utilizing HEMI
services and materials grew dramatically (see Figure2). With a data
bank comprised of responses from'over 80,000 individuals working
in highei-educatiOn enterprises, HEMI has created a significant data
base. The analysis of this data collection, as well as on-campus
experience, has produced numerous journal articles and mono,
graphs, 'several doctoral dissertations, and a series of technical
reports in which the raw data are analyzed. .

Conclusion

As one of the first comprehensive attempts to increase
management and institutional effectiveness in higher education
through systematic training and development, HEMI has helped to
store clearly reveal the following:

1. Institutions with similar demographic profiles often
require significantly different appioaches to addressing
management development and training needs.

2. Program design of training and development activities
must be organic to the institution, relating directltto insti-
tutional goals and objectives._

4
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Figure. 2. Use of HEMI Services
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3. The process of decision making is often misunderstood
and not addressed as an inst)tutional issue.

4., The role and responsibility of the governing board are
often unclear in statement as well as practice.

5. Managernent development and trail ing are as critical to
the effectiveness of the institution as staff and faculty devel-
opment. .

6. The'process of institutional self-assessment is rarely con-
.

nected with recommendations for development -and4
training. -

7. Management is rarely perceived as a generic -func-
tion applicable to all units and, levels within the
institution.- ,.. -

8. The management profile or style of the institution is too
often inconsistent with the stated mission and goals of the
College: . , .. .

9. Training and development activities are valued_at a per-
sonal level but too often are notereinforced or encouraged
at the institutional lei,el. .

...



10. Institutional renewal, as a phenomenon aird-asa_firereq;:
uisite for cantinuecFeffectiveness and .uccess, is too
not approached in a programmatic manner.

Although staff, faculty, ndmanagement development activ-
ities have evolved. slowly and sometimes sporadically during the
pa'st-decade, organization development and the related issue of
organization, effectiveness may requirea more intensive scrutiny and
rapid implementation period. The fiscal and personnel exigencies
involved in operating a college in the 1980s demand that immediate
attention be directed to the issues,_actiVities,and skills covered in an
organization development -program. The campus activities, the
program benefits, 'and the data emerging from institutions partici-
pating in the HEMI Program reinforce the belief that comprihen.
sive organization development can have a significant impact on the
eifettiveness and ultimate success of an institution.
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A successful organizatioit devetopment .

intervention requires a- true pirtnerShip between .
'7111E-Players, a-pervasive effort; and a cliinate
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he NatiOnalinstitt4e:
Partnershi

or Development --

Geoige A. Bet' ker

Organizational development is both a philosophy and a method of
influencing the behavior of organizations. It focuses on the atti-
tudes, values, and accepted of people in an Organization. It

2.,...-- recognizes that groups influence the behavior of group -Members
anditratchangers Must occur in the organization's culture, particu-
larly in the attitudes-and.vatues that organizae-in members manifest
in the execution of their du-tiei:-----,--_,2:l__ ,,,,-: '

Organizational development strategies-i're-particularly-im-I , -__._. _ --_-portant in Lie Community toilege since Henry Mititzheirplaces
these human resource development.orgahiiations into the familyhe ---.._ . .

Tablsas-_`professional bureaucracies." Such organizatiOns often
need-external ei---ifietrassistance because they are characterized by the
totally different patterns of behaVior utiliied by those at the top to

..._;.-.7--,-. - , --. .-- _ .
The author wishes to acknowledge the assistance in the developmeni of --.

this*chapterof John Roueche, Director of the Community College t.eaefihip
Program and originator of NISOD; Nancy Armes, Executive Director, NISOD;
"Karen Watkins, Editoi, Innoua:Ion abstracts,iNISOD; Carol. Raney, Staff
Development Specialiit, NISOD; and Frances Foster, Support Staff. NISOD.

J. tr a m Th ol t t r A ) N n o n i n e jar Coimilatity Calvet,. Orstatithtian
DevekOonnetchm &fatties. no 37. Sin Frandscoc joutrlion. March 1992.



-71c-to control the organization and those at the bottom who seek to
control their iiiofessional. work without outside interference
(Mintiberg,--1y79);

. .

The Dysfunciional College

1.

_

When an organizational expert views the community college
as a professional bureaucracy, it is difficult to determine why an
organization such-as this works at all. One cannot imagine a more
potentially 4,sfunetional organization type, yet it is the structure
with which the leadership and itkhelpers must deal.

During these difficult economic times, administrators are set
'upon by outside critics asking, "Why can't you control the process?"
The natural response to that pressure is to tighten down the bureau-
cratic screws. Specifically, the administration attempts to use coor-

-dinadn- mechanisms such as direct supervision, evaluatiom
systems,standa iiation-apolicies and procedures, and curriculum
control measures such as competency-based instruction in order to
control the process. -

However, research clearly supports the notion that complex
work such as that delivered by the professional cannot be effectively
performed unless the intrinsic motivation is present for the persons
who delivers the service (Montagna, 1968). If profesSionalsieel they
are not in control of their work, bath conflict and job dissatisfaction,
occur (Sorensen and Sorensen, 1974). .

Thus, leaders of colleges are in the "damned if they do and
damned if they don't" dilemma. Responding to forces demanding
control, they move to increase the use of plans, rules, and codes.
Often this pressure re4ults in poor conditions for-learning. Through
thii process, the student can come face-to-face with impersonal and
ineffective professional services delivered by individuals who have
lost their will to be professionals.

To change the dysfunctional college to a functional one does
not proceed from a' revolutionary approach; it proceeds from an
evoIntionary, one. Change must seep in by the slow process of
changing, theprofessional who deliVers the service, and change also

---:inust_keep into the bureaucracy of the college. Knowing what is
possible and how to_broceed is the responsibility of enlightened
leadership. Part of that wisdom...involves seeking help fr6m an

- outside agency.

f
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community colleges today are faced with much more than
-Unstable external support Systems and poor internal coordinating
mechanisniS:-The time:wh4n_cuStomers filled classroomS to learn
from dedicated professionalt is behindus._Oversize budgets proba-
hly-never will tic'cur again, atleast in our time. The time when stable

. salaries aria flat operating costs existed has given way ,to double-
digit inflation and expensive salary indexing. Meanwhile, our

Clients have changed from young people seeking the first two years
of collegeto a ditietse group of adult learners whowant immediate
payoffs for their tuition invenienti. As our_environment and
clients have changed, we have responded by increasing the size and
`complexity of our colleges, Cross has argued that thei new adult
students brink' an even greaser diversity to community colleges
already staggering under the:diversity inherent in open admissions
(1980). She describes the community college dilemma, as one of
double add-on models. Her example of open admissions, followed
by the need for developmental studies and new and expanded stu-
dent services, demonstrates amply *why the increased.size and com-
plexity .of the community college structure exist. In a companion
piece, Terry Thompson and I argued that not only must the profes-
sional be helped to deal with diversity, but the college must also deal
effectively with the size and complexity issue through improved
organizational and quality control processes (1981).

As colleges attempt simultaneously to copeawith.organiza-
tional complexity and deal with client diversity, they find them-
selves requiring help from the outside. The outside help must come

. in the form of Warmed change. Some argue that community colleges
are ripe .foi-organization development.

Organization Development

Organization development efforts target the beliefs and atti-
tudes of organizational actors (Blake and Mouton, 19673. In effect,
the- theory of organization development seeks to reverse, the typical
sequence orNYstems change people" to "people change systems"
(Hampton and others, 1978).

k To the organization development practitioner, ft is most
important to affect positively personal values and couple these
changes in personal values 'to changes in the ways people treat one
another in -the organization. Current literature suppgrts the idea

s
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that in community colleges the general perception is that the faculty
does not treat Students properly, the administration does not ti-eat
facultYmpmbers properly, and some cases, boards and publics do
not treat, theadministration properly,

Hampton and others,( ipywja summarizing the literature in
organization development;Present the following general model for
organization derclopnient.

1. plan the change processes with the leadership of the orga-
nizaticntinvolved. .

2. Change'''the ,attitiides 'and habits of individuals (ways
people: treat onelaither? _

3. Change iheimoup climate (die collective attitudes and ha-
bits\ of indirickials).

4. 1/V(Mk out new structures (relationships between parts of
_ the organization, tasks, and responsibilities).

5. Soh/eday-to 7day problems involving new demands for ser7
viteSor new innovations.

.1.
, _14:add' ton to the generalized-model of organization devel-

opment, there re several approaches in establishing a relationship
between the he ping and target institution. All of these approaches
involve -gatheriiig data about the operatiOns in the organization and
the state of interpersonal attitudes and values, feedback and analysis,
and team planning of new solutions and operations. The purpose of
this -chapter is to demonstrate how a groupof change agents at-
tempted to infl once behavior in community 'colleges.

Prior t discussion on how the National Institute for Staff
' and Organiza ional Development (NISOD) moved to influence and

improve dys unctional aspects of prevailing attitudes, mores, and
beliefs Of t e actors in community colleges, it is necessary to deter-
mine ho all of the players formed a partnership for organization
develop dn.

A Partderitiip--:
_

A consortium of community colleges and NISOD became

,lL

partners in developthent through an award of more than $1 million
from the W. K. Kellogg Foundation to the- University of Texas in
December 1977. The foundation and the university became partneis_
in attempting to influence the direction and quality of the commu-
nity college movement in North America.

In its award letter, the W. K. Kellogg Foundation made its
expectations dear.' Through the award, the foundation sought to

'Mrw
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provide community collegekw ith inservice training of faculty and
staff designed specifically around the educational needs of older,,
nontraditional students who must, be reached throygh comninnity-

--based programming in order to effect a significant increase in stu-
-di-MrsuccesZsiitforder to accomplish this mission, the W. K. Kellogg

Foundation set gal?"-designecitoil'
establish a2major nenvorle.through the_selection of pilot
institutions;

'develop strategies to implement4n,stitutional 'range;
develop quality products for inservice training and
information;
train community ebllege staff to increase stu dent success;
and

4 .assess program impact.
Out of this genesis, the University of Texas developed an organiza-
tional structure built around the Community College Leadership
Program, two external support arms, and the internaLorganization
whose task it would be to coordinate the efforts. A' description of
each of the parts of the structure follows. ,

The Internal Partners. For ;Approximately twenty years, the
Community College Leadership Program (CCLP) at the Uniyersity
of Texas has provided an- opportunity for prospectiverAmunity,
college administrators to earn specialized doctorates preparing them
for leadership rolef in cdnimunity colleges. Two key aspects of this
program have resulted in.,tkr CCLP becoming the central hub of an

_'organizational development'effort. First,--during its existents, the
CCLP has produced more than 200 graduates. ic recent analysis
indicated that twenty-six of these graduates'currently occupy chief
executive officer positions of single-campuses or multiple-campus
operations:In addition, more than fifty CCLP graduates provide
leadership to community colleges or community college distri s
while functioning at executive -level positions. It is -through is
network of communitylcollege leaders and more than forty tilers
who function in teaching positions in major universities, ommu-
nity colleges, or in state-level public service positions tha the CCLP
is able to influence a central core of the community 'allege move-
ment. Second, the internships that are an integral p. t of the CCLP
have allowed for direct feedback "from the trenc s" as'to curren
cbmniunitycollege problems and opportunities his feedback.
resulted in targeted research and publication relating to th ver-
Changing environment in which the move nt attempts J.6 accom-
plish its mission:

"5'
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NISOD established as the mandated W. Kve Kellogg net-_
work ehicle "too dissemin,ate- the principles, 'methods, and proce-
dures utilized in community -based education programs" jKellogg
Foundation, 1977).. This organization was placed within the
Department of Educational Administration of the University of :
Texas at Austin, with organizational responsibility resting with the
Dean of the College of Education. The staff was assigned under a
matrix concept to both product d6vercipment and field training

. roles, and the, system allowed for tte.aninistrativplanning and
contfol.pecessary 'to concurrently develop products designed to be
thilized in the field and to develop the expertise necessary to deliver.,
the products in the field in a consullthg;W- orkshop, or conference

--fAckually, staff members uf.varying professional orientations
combined their efforts_ to plan, organize, and implement workshop
designs to meet individual college and regionally planned training
needs. For example, staff members with task for assignments in
competency-based education, microteaching strategies, leadership
skills.training, and.module development combined their talents to
design and eventually deliver a, workshop- on microteaching tech-
niques for community college instructors. Concurrent product
development efforts resulted in several new and innovative products
!esigned to promote changes in thefield through distributed publi-

cations. It was in moving to achieve NISOD's mission to network
with itrconsortium through the introc12ction of information ser-
vices that, two external organizations were introduced to the
partnership'

The Eicternal Partneri. In October of 1978, the Fund for, the
Improvement br Postsecondary Education awarded a three-year
grant to the Program in Cominunity College Education at the
University of Texas to develop a series of fifteen self-paced modules
for.cPmmunity college instructors; The modules were to 'be devel-#
oped and distributed from the University to the Kellogg Consor-
tium. The other half of the external partnership team was fonn*0-1,:,..
when NISOD entered into an agreemcnt with Media SystemS Cor-
poration, a subsidiary of Harcourt AraceJovanovich, Inc., to pub-
lislithe modules in a series entitled The Creative Teaching Series. It
was thii-rnechanism that would further augment NISOD:s efforts in
'designing, producing, publishing, and marketing instructional
module to its consortium.'

6 Later the Media Systems contract was expanded lo include
the publication of a minimum of thirty training modules during the
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three yeark. A unique feature of this arrangement was that not only
did the strategy allow for publication of NISOD staff materials bin
also for' those developed by faculty and administrators in the lied.
This strategy provided an excellent opportunity forworkingeduca-
tors to share with others the materials and methodsthat they found
to lie successful for them. The modples themselves were developed
into self-contained instructional packets including information
designed to change the behavior of the reader.

The Kellogg Consortium. The keystone to the entire organi-
zation 'development effort was the Kellogg Consortium. It began in
May 1978, as a pilot network of fifty-thrCe community colleges, an
expansion of the thirty-two directed in the W. K. Kellogg grant
letter.

By September: of the same year, the fifty-three colleges,
divided into twelve regions, worked closely with a staff at the Pin-.
versity of Texas that eventually numbered sixteen. From the outset,
the notion of a developmental partnership was stressed. To anchor
this partnership, each college would demonstrate, its commitment
by contributing its own staff time and money to the arrangement.
Then there would be a careful negotiation process. NISOD wanted
to.engender the notion that membership in a developmental effort
meant commitment to the goals outlined in the W. K. Kellogggrant
letter. It was also importantto communicate a sense of urgency to
the consortium members. At each opportunity, NISOD related its
purpose to its members: the idea of a partnership for sharing was the
central theme.

NISOD desired to create more positive learning outcomes by
ombining knowledge and expertise with solid ideas thror,gh its

consortium. It sought to build something new and more powerful.
Through its intervention, NISOD sought to work with full-time
and part-time faculty, counselors, administrators, staff, and other
college personnel who infldenced directly or indirectly student suc-
cess in all college programs. In order to accomplish this mission,
NISOD sought to organiz , plait, and develop strategies around the
major goals assigned in t g W. K. Kellogg; grant letter. s

Establishing a Major Network

foster more collaborati n between colleges. However, attempting to
The NISOD f s began with individuals but sought to

establish a network ofitnstitutions is a distinct, but important, first
,

1
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step in affecting the behavior of those within the.college who deter-
.mine strident success.

. The challenge for NISOD in establishing a major network
was outliried by Bergquist and Lindquist when they reported:that
the linking agent must get to know the audience, then cbnnect
resources to the audience members at the right lime and in the right
Way (1978).

One of the ways to excite and entice the right consortium
membership is te set criteria that limit membership. The early
NISOD leaders
such criteria. A
regional leadership
of these colleges were
ship in the consortium.
of the open-door policy,

, with external advisory assistance, established
roup of colleges, known for innovation and

`ere contacted by the project staff, The readers
equested to, present a Proposal for member-

residents were asked to verify the presence
I open and creative environment, a coop -

'erative board, a stable environment, and a commitment to the
investment of resources to sustain the consortium activities. Once
the presidents responded to the .environmental issues, most were
invited to form a consortium. None of those institutions originally
selected declined NISOD's invitation to join the consortium. In
order to control each institution's response to the networking and
training aspects, the design of the consortium called for the internal
structures or organizational aspects listed below.

1. Establish a campus development team.
2. Attend at least one conference per year.
3. Provide released time for professional development.
4. C.Ontribute to the network through product development.
5. Proi4de travel funds for professional development.
6. Holt conferences and training sessions.

The init ' group of selected colleges were invited to attend a confer-,
ence ,e University of Texas to orient themselves to the purposes
and activities of the consortium. One of the key purposes of the
conference was to gain the commitment of the college leadership to
change institutional climate in ways that would improve success
opportunities for studeny in all college programs.

Attending. the-conference in Austin were .presidents, board
members, or representatives horn the originl member institutions,
and seven others who were subsequently identified and who had
requested to attend. , .

One of the major outcomes of the conference was the oppor-
tunity f6r the college leadership to select one of four levels of in-
volvement with NISOD.

Laaildr-
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ption A: Committed the institution to mformation services
that wo I include abstracts, noAletters, modul,es, and conference
attendance. --

Opti B: Committed the institution to training assistance.
Each college as offered one unique workshop on campus and three
mutually- agr ed-upon regional workshOps. Also, all Option A
activities were ducted.

Option Included both Options and B. In addition,'it
focused on. the administrative work..of le college. This option
included the establishment of a campus development team. Also, a
planning and needs analysis visit was tirade to the college for the
purpose of developing an institutional staff development program.

Option D: This was the most comprehensive program
offered, designed to deal with total system's renewal. It involved a
joint effort between NISOD and the college in the planning, man-

'agement, ana' evaluation of all aspects of the institution that
involved student success. Under Option D the planning and needs
analysis would be more diagnostically oriented-and would involve
more areas of the college. It was expected that the presidenrwould be
involved directly with the campas development team'in generating'
energy for'cbange. .

Analysis of the decisions made by the thirty-nine college
leaders attending the-initial conference indicated that all but six
colleges chose the level B option. The remaining institutions
chose the level C option. Other colleges made choicesby telephone.
It is interesting to note, however, that (hiring the first yea4r more than
twenty'of the original college* requested a planning and orientation
visit and established Campus Development Teams. These deasions
resulted in these institutions escalating their level of 'nvolvement
with/NISOD.

Thus, the first major goal-of the Kellogg charge was met, as a/.
major network was established and remains viable at this writing.
'The establishment of this network also met the first criteria of the
organizational development,model (Hampton and ptherS, 1978):.the
planning.processes were commenced with the leadership of the
college. Implicit in the strategy of selecting the institutions and
assisting then in deciding their level of commitment was the notion
of getting the leader Personally committed to the purposes for which
the consortium was established. It was the belief of the NISOD
planners that a higher level of institutional commitment would
exist if the president saw the involvement ag a conscious, deliberate
activity designed to improve the success opportunity for students_

g2 .
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and that the pr6ideikt, through advocacy Of the idea, would encour-
age other'S who miebt he less willing to go along with substantial

--,changes. , -% , : _ , i -,4

r The,firstgoal. %vas to, provide arena in, wliiolr NISOD
would operate with its consortium of.committe and innovative
colleges. The second,goal of developirig strategies to implement
institutional' Change would offer a considerable-ckallenge.

Scr4tefgies.to Implement Institutional Change... . . :,... .. . .-;.: ; .

: . ... Tice remainder of the general organizational development
model (Hampton and others, 108) would be tested in thp second
Kellogg goal. Strategies to impleMent institutional change; must

"deal with the ittitudeg and habits of individuals in the college that
affect group Climate. NISOD would facilitate attempts to work out
rieW structures and solve! day -to -day problems, in dea ng withIf
changing services to clients. These attempts were desig ed,to deal
,with the dysfunctional aspects of,IVintiberg's professional bureau-
cracy (1979). Strategies to 4r)plement institutional' change revolved

' around several initial effoiis by the.NISOD staff. These strategies
inchided cu,tivating the salt developer, performing a needs analy-
sis,

,
forming a campus development team, designing 'kcal andeveopmeneam,

-
regional tviirkshOps, and establishing a summer institute.,, , 4

" % . r The Staff Develdper. Member institutions committed them,. ,
selves to two crucial componehts in joining the Consortiunl. The
first cominitinentWaS that the chief executive officer would pub-

4 licly endorse'lhe ideas behind the KellOgg Consortium arid would
4'), ''': commit the institution to the planningproceSses necessary to deal

_with the, aspects of the general_orgardiation model. The second
commitment was that a professional on campus was to be released
for at least one-third of his Or her time to 'coordinate the activities

.?, _ ahn.ing NISOD, the institution, and other consortiminmembers.
Tlieley role to be Played by this contact person, who in alniost all

, - cases became the institutional staff development officer, was
%ISOM contact person and its day-to-day linkage to the college.

. . Descriptions of these staff developmerit/NISOD contacts var-
ied significantly: some were professional faculty who had been
given release" time, some were administrators involved in -instruc-
tional superVision, ''and in a few cases a ,staff developer already

.. existed in the college structure and was assigned the:additional role
'of NISOD coordination. In more than one, case, thepresident acted
in the additional role as staff development/NISOD coordinator.

'4 1
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Some of the contacts were experienced staff developers; others had
no previous experience in operating staff development programs,or
in playing a role of contact person between the college and N1:71D._
However, it was this contact person who, more than any other aspect
of the program, became the sine qua non of the change effort.

Needs Ana lyiis. Once the college and its leadership were
committed to change, some mechanism ivas needed.to determine
what' needed changing. An important approach to solving this
problem was gathering data about the state of operations at the
organization being assisted. Early- Ltukte effort, needs assessment
instruments" were sent to each member institution. These instru-
ments were developed from research that yielded competencies
reported by staff and faculty as highly desirable. These competency
goal statements also became preliminary product development
goals for NISOD in its product development effort. In this prelimi-
nary data-gathering phase, individuals from all areas of the institu-
tion responded to specific competency goal statements listed under
the series of workshopvthat NISOD had begun to develop. The
purpose:of this activity was to solicit the most comprehensive
assessment pOisible by gathering perceived needs from various indi-
viduals, departments, and divisions at each-college. These prelimi-
nary data on the present and desired levels of each area were
employed by NISOD and institutional representatives in develop-
ing and conducting more realistic planning sessions foi involve-
ment with NISOD ant: in realizing a more relevant consortium
design and implementation strategy,

Not only were these data collection efforts important to
NISOD, they provided planning information to the institution.
One of the k..7-y problems, in early, organization development efforts
was the little evidence supporting the conclusion that individuals
who had been exposed to management trainigig lad changed atti:
tu des or values when they returned to work. The earlyapproach to

organization development proceeded from the premise that if lead-
ers changed, subordinenes would surely follow (Mann, 1957).

,NISOD sought to improve on these early efforts by focusing
on individuals, groups; and college-wide performance. Therefore,
competency goals were stated broadly enough to relate to the behav-:
for of.individuals, groups, and in some cases, institutional prob-
lems. Every attempt was made to ensure that survey results vvcre
dealt with by task forces who represented every aspect of a problem.
The needs analysis technique not only met the overall goal of the
Kellogg Foundation to improve the success opportunities of stu-
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dents in all programs of the college, it met the major goals of _tie
organization development model by assisting institutional mem-
bers to examine their relations with one another, improving the.
collectives attitudes and norms of individuals, and, most impor-
tantly-, attacking day-to-day problems by attempting to work out
new structures to better support.student learning;

The Campus Development3'eam. Another key change that
began to develop inmany NISOD colleges was the ad hoc task force
called_the campus development team. As has been pointed out
eis-ewhere in the chapttr, despite awareness of the need for interde-
pendence in order to effectively serve students' needs, colleges have
generally focu& d on various parts of a problem as opposed to the
larger issue. As reported by Comstock and.Mink (1979), these various
parts may be programmatic and bureaucratic. On the proftssional
side of the college, one can change personnel,. reorganize the curricu-
lum, or reallocate space. On the bureaucratic side of the college, one
can allocate space anu resources, estliblish policies and procedures,
and establish means of controlling the process. However, the college
rarely interacts to ensure the smooth functioning of the organic

The idea for the campus development team (CDT)grew out
of the application of action research concepts-as discussed by Sikes
and others (1974). The rationale for applying the team concept
related to the inability of the organization to meet the needs of both
the client and the professional by looking simultaneously at their
various needs. Through the commitment to the tenants of the con-
sortium and the planning and orientation visit, NISOD assisted
college's to assemble individuals ,who would work with presidents,
faculties al staffs, staff developers, and external agents in the'
developme.n, Ind execution of change strategies.

The CDTs were composed of individuals most involved with
_ the notion of improving student success. The teams provided a

central foCus for problems that had historically been ignored by the
. various parts of the college. The central core of CDTs included

faculty, staff, midlevel administrators, students, and others. Because
of the ad hoc nature of the CDTs, there was open discussion of
problems or challenges, a central core to-mobilize activity to carry
out agreed-upon change projects, and the informal power necessary
to increase the ownership of problems through the incorporation of
broader concerns. The benefits, of the CDTs included personal
growth of individuals, an increased awareness of self, unity, and the
general condition on campus.
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Those who assisted in establishing CDTs verified the find-
ings of Gaff (1975), who reported the attributes enhanced by, the
CDT were open and trusting relationships; widespread participa-
tion in decition making; encouragement of administration, faculty.
and staff to be self- directed and responsible for their actions; encour-
Lfement of personal grbwth; acceptance of institutional diversity;
an opportunity to deal with conflict; and the opportunity to deal
with feedback in a nonthreatening manner.

*CDTs took major responsibility for the analysis ofthe data
provided by NISOD. In,most cases, the CDT became the planning
task force to work with the staff developer in executing the responsi-
bilities' previously mentioned. It is easy to see why the CDTs not
only became the central force for Change on campus, but also were
extremely active in all phases of NISOD's training and information-
sharing strategies.

Local and Regional Workshops. From the beginning ofthe
project, it was apparent that one of the most ambitious undertakings
of the Kellogg charge was training the community college staff
toward the gml of increased student success. In this challenge, all of
the aspects of the general model fOr organization development
would be operating. One series of workshops would be developed to
assist in planning change processes, another series woulddeal with
changing the attitude's and skills of individuals; and a third series
would deal with group climate. A fourth group would address
relationships between parts of the organization. It was envisioned
that these sets of targeted workshops would contribute to 'solving
day-to-day problems toward increasing tilt. success opportunities of
students. Since most of the colleges had committed to Option B, it
was clear/hat the training assistance n_ otion was valued by Consor-
tium members.

At the time that NISOD staff was biginning to develop train=_
ing products based on a macroanalysis of the consortium's
competency-goals,decisions, staff members wHhy worked with each
region of the consortium were-engaging in planning with institu-
tional presidents and staff developers regarding the planning and
orientation visit. A pervasive model brought the staff development
officer and the CDT (or a task force that ultimately. constituted;the
CDT) together with the regional coordinator from NISOD. (

In addition to the analysis of the needs assessment data, it was
typically the tole of this group to decide on the campus workshop
and to collectively plan, through the regional coordinator, for the
regiOnal workshops. Since regional coordinators also played a role
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in the development of workshops, they were rather persuasive in
assisting the institution to make choices. Two early workshop favor-
ites involved planning for change. They were "BuildingVmSTATI
Development Program" and "The Campus Developmb ent Team.".
Regional workshops tended to -focus on the individual change
notion and consisted of such workshops as "Analyzinl Teaching
Techniques," "Building Successful Communication in the Class-
room," or "Creating a Positive, Learning Environment." Other
workshops were designed: to affect the attitudes and values of a
particular element.of the college such as the student services division
or a curriculum department of the college: Workshops in, this series
included *1mproiing Developmental Studies," and "Persohalized
Cornpetency-Ba. sed Curriculum Development." A key set of work-
shops dealt with relationships between parts of the organization.,
Examples of these workshops were "Improving Student Retention"
and "The Student Development Model.," Another set of workshops
sought to deal with improving individual attitudes and skills bur
-vere generalized to the degree that a wide spectrum of participants
could interact; examples are "Communication Skills," and "Leader-
ship Styles, Locus of Control, Reality Therapy and Consulting
Skills." Two workshops were designed for mid- and top-level man-_
agers to improve the attitudes and skills of administrators in the
strategic arena. The fides of these workshops were "The Role of the
-Adriiiiiistrator in Managing Change" and ',,/Utilizing Human
Resources Effectively." While these workshops were designed for
campus and regional use, NISOD sought to develop strategies that
were more globll in nature; one such strategy was the 'annual
NISOD Summer tInstitute.

The Summer Institute. A unique training and information-
sharingopportunity offered by NISOD to its member institutiti
has been the annual Institute on Staff Development and Conference
of Presidents. Held at the University of Texas at Austincampus, the
concurrent programs of the institute and president's conference
provide opportunities for chief executive officers, staff developers,
and college facultx_ from all parts of the U.S. and Canada to come
toget tier and exchange the best and most recent information on staff
development issues and practices. Nationally recognized experts
and NISOD staff members address current and future trends and
technigue-Cperhaps of even more importance has_been the °ppm.-

' tunity far participants to esiafilish networks for information and
program concept sharing with- their counterparts from the broad
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cross section of the institution represented in the Kellogg
Consortium.

The 1981 Institute on Staff Development and Conference of
Piesidents, -field in May, was titled "Confronting Complexity:
Developing,Community Resources for the 80s" and focusedon,the
creation and expansion' of community resources to enlarge net=
works, strategiL-:-.. to mobilize college and communities to more
powerfully sertie tie,. educational needs of adults, and explorationof

-,..-.issues and trends affecting higher education in the 1980s.- Partici-
paritS were involved in skill- building sessions on staff management
programs, planning, and developm,ental tasks-as well as hearing the
thoughts of reco'grifiedeiperts in the community college field dis-
cuss their-perceptions of forces affecting community college devel
opment inthe next several years. The 1981institie,.0and.tonference
were cosponsor, d with the Texas Association for Commu ySer--
vice and-ContindingEduCatiortArhe addition of continuing educa-
tiori and community resource- developMent personnel from various

. .Texas colleges enhanced both the program opportunitiesavailable
'during the Instlitite arid the.-networking possibilities available to

our own,NISOD consortium niembers. .

Developing Quality Products

- The third major goal of the Kellogg Foundation was.to
develop quality products for in-service training and infoimation
sharing. NISOD's p oduct development fforts iesulted in two
information service publications.

The Creative Teaching Series. An importanocomponent of
NISOD's communication with Kellogg Consortium member
leges has been the deVelopment and d'ssemirialion _of a series of

4, self-paced instructional modules _for' community college fogey
'members., The Creative TeaChing aeries modules, funded by the
Fund fokhelinprOvement of Po'stsecondary Education, were to be
deyelopedirom research results and from theories that had proved .
beneficial to the teaching/learning process. The modules were to
translate theory into practice, to be as free of jargon as possible, and
to provide enough theoretical background for understanding'the
concepts contained in each modulethe "why" lirehind the "how."
Most of the material involves _practical, skill-building exercises
designed to prOvide instructors With new tools to use with nontradi-
tional learners. Theciiiiidules, were develofed by members of the ,

NISOD staff as well as experts in Community college development
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and research and expert.practitioners in the field. An agreement
with ,Media -Systems Corporation in New York, a subsidiary of
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, resulted in the publication of a pol-

,,ished; professional product.
Although the printed materials available to Kellogg Consor-

tium members were originally viewed as supplemental to on-site
training activities and training .teleplione consultations, the
modules and other printed services offered consortium members
have groWnin popularity and importance in the past several years.--
Inflationary costs affecting college employees' andconsultant:s"
travel expenses and the growing recognition of the need for a con-
drilling availability of staff development information have in-
creased the impact of these publications and the total package of
printed. services_ to our members.

To date, over'ff,ACreative Teaching Series modules have
been distributed to community colleges in the 1.'.S. and Canada. It is
anticipated that the number of users will continue to grow as addi-

tional modules become available and more extensive use of the
modules is encouraged on individual college campuses. Originally,
these bqoklets were designed to be used as supplements to training
activities; now however, the modules have become the basis for
many ongoing staff development experiences for college instructors.
The Creative Teaching Series modules constitute a continuing,
tangible legag:of the relationship between the NISOD s ff based in
Austirk,anifits member institutions across the U.S. and nada.

Innovation Abstracts. The other information p rtner has
been.the_ highly successful Innovation Abstracts series. 0 er the life
of the project, ,this series has continued' to be a centr I part of
NISOD's information services to consortium members. A Irey incen-
tive to the NISOD staff has been the series' excellent recejtion and
the increasing number of submissions from the field, which re-
inforces the sense that thelimovation Abstracts have now taken their
place as a relatively regular and roottine feature of the community
college landscape. !

Recently, a Surveir of abstracts authors was conducted to
determine the extent of follow ;up they have received from NISOD's
readership. The surveyors were amazed to discover that although
,several authors reported receiving no follow-up, a large number had
received anywhere from five to one hundred calls or comments.
Naturally, those people who in their abstract indicated that further
information was available, were the ones most likely to receive
requests for that information. One of the happy findings in this

(
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early stage of data- aalysis is-that program-levsLinn-oiations were
highly-represented among those that ed the most requests for
inforinatiOn.'

NISOD rec t received an additional grant from the Fund
for the I eraent of Postsegondary Education to develop a spe-

,sia elve-issue series of Innovation Abstracts called the "Federal
Project Series." This series will highlight exemplary practices that
have been funded at the federal level and that have particular interest
for educators in community colleges,

.

One final indication' f the response of member institutions
to the abstracts is the incredibly large percentage of consortium
members who renewed with NISOD in the past year in time to

'receive the boniii_of100 copies oteach issue. This response is _.een as
indicating the ongoing appeal of the abstracts to the Consortium.

Training Community College Staff

The fourth goal of thekellogg charge was to provide training
to community college staff members. Much of this effort has been
covered under change strategies; however, it is importantto timsider
how this change.strategy changed over the life of the project.

Education, renewal, and reialization comprise three key
elements of NISOD's major training goal for the nation'scommu-
nity college !A cuity and staff. Al thougli\i t is an established fact that
community college enrollees are characterized by learning deficien-
cies in the basic skills and bya broad range of self-defeating behavior
patterns) many educator's remain unprej*red to deal with the
demands of these students. During the project years 1977 to 1981,
NISOD:staff created (and continues to create) a variety of staff
development training programs and consulting services to meet the
nontraditional challenges facing community college perso..nel,

However, the staff development emphasis has been refocused.
Inflation and reduced operating budgets have plagued nearly all
member colleges. The cost of air transportation has nearly doubled
in one brief year. These financial factors have caused a dramatic
reduction in the number of staff development requests to NISOD.As
a result, 'NISOD moved to execute training through external re-
sources, expanding its training capabilities by using many people
who had attended NISOD workshops in the past and who also
desired to provide training, outside their own institutions. The
4djunct model has been in effect since the first year and seems to be
'orking satisfactorily.
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NISOD has provided 120 workshops during the past three
years to its network members and has trained more_ than'5,000...._,
participantsfaculty, counselors, and administrators. Workshop
evaluations indicate that acceptance continues to be high. Using a 1
to 6 rating scale, with six being the most positive score, the average is
well above five in composite scores, with the highest scores coming
under the categories of "relevancy of ideas and activities" and

_"effectiveness of Workshop_ leaders." Even with high workshop
evaiiiations, NISOD has sought ways to lower the cost of offering

Since 'there are not as many funds available for travel
expenses and training fees associated with putting together an effec,
tive workshop experience, NISOD has suggested the (1) sharing of

. .exRenses amongpstauinstitutions -in close proximity each other, and
(2) planning of Workshop schedules so that NISOD_trainers can lead
several workshops during one trip and institutions can share travel_
costs. As NISOD begat. the consortium, the basic service offered was
a training service. The realities of the 1980s dictate that training now
be seen as a support service,, important but no longer the main
enterprise of the staff development undertaking.

It is also clear that soak of the early workshop efforts are now
being modeled by various professional staff members in the field.
That which NISOD once provided is now being provided on a
district and regional basis by professionals who have followed its
lead. In searching for evidence of impact from the field, being
modeled is the most positive compliment the organization can
receive. .

Assessing Program Impact

The final Kellogg goal was.to assess program impact in the
field. The Kellogg Project is currently evaluating long-term effects
of its staff development efforts in selected consortium colleges. By
identifying specific behaviors or activities advocated by Kellogg
consultants in earlier staff development workshops and assessing
their current use by workshop participants, the goal is to trace the
"staying power"- of theiraining.

A questionnaire has been developed for workshop partici-
pants to report their use of specific strategies to improve student
learning and retention. A parallel questionnaire for administrators
who did not participate in the training workshOps has also been
designed. The administrative questionnaire seeks to elicit four types
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of information:' (1) the administration's perception of the frequency
of use of certain activities by faculty and staff, (2) his or her percep-
tion'of the length atime the faculty and staff have used the activi-
ties, (3) the type of involvement the administrator has with the,
activities, and (4) the kind(s) of experiences which have influenced
the administrator's 'involvement with the activities. The question-
naires will also offer an opportunity to analyze the impact of related
Kellogg materials in relationship to Staff development efforts in the
consortium by assessing the influence of Innovation Abstracts and
the Creative Teaching Series onaadministrator support and work-
shop participant behavior change:

It is not enough io sa.y.that NISOD will expedd major efforts
in its fifth year to determine its effectiveness. Existing patterns can
be examined to determine measures.of success. The first pattern is
the revolution of information services. Initially, the paper flow
efforts sponsored by NISOD for the consortium were designed tb
supplement a more intensiveltamirg program, but as the fourth r.

Year of thedetwork is completed, it is becoming more clear that the
reverse has occurred. NISOD has become a clearinghouse for infor-
mation about teaching and learning for adults, which it in turn
proiides to the consortium as its staple service. NISOD-sponsored
training has remained a healthy function used often by our member
schools but less frequently requested than during its first three years.,

A second pattern that has established itself is the staying
power of the consortium itself. It began as a pilot network of 53

. institutions; currently one hundred forty institutions are members,
forty-tWo of the charter institutions are still_members, sixty-two
institutions have been members for more than a year, and in_the last
ten months, thirty-six new institutions. have joined. Today,
NISOD's consortium is a healthy mix of new and old. However, the
most encouraging single fact of the membership pattern is that once .

an institution joins, in t'wo of three instances, it will remain for more
than a single membership year. A corollary benefit of staying power
is that NISOD is developing a community of educational innovators
who know each other and who know NISOD staff at the University
of Texas. Perhaps the most important imperative for the future is to
make sure that new member institutions joining the consortium are
quickly acclimated to the nature of the network.

What We Have Learned

Much has been learned from the NISOD effort about the
nature of building an effective development program-for educa-

.
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tional professionals. The movement is not exactly where it was
envisioned it would be, yet_the staff has learned what is important.
and .relevant for those who seek to make change from the outside.

-Looking back, what seemed to occur and that is now part of
the staff development model was the formation of a personal

mnetwork involving presidents, contact persons, key faculty members
. 4)-op thecampuses, and NISOD staff. At that vulnerable point, as work

,bean, professionals of power and influence lent credibility to the
training and consulting efforts. In. essense, NISOD formed a per-
sonal network and built reciprocal relationships based on face-to-
fate encounters. Forming such a net'work within a network has
served the organization well and, in fact, became a true foundation.

In the second year, the organization betalne the National
Institute for Staff and Organizational Developinent (NISOD) and
issued an open invitation to all, community colleges to join the
neiWork-: Within the year, the group doubled in size and then tripled
duringshe two years following the open invitation. As a fifth year
beginsi-tbere is every reason to believe such growth will continue.

NISOD's actions to adapt its services to meet the needs of this ,,
_

larger -group are very important..The organization was adapted in
''sizable,pdpervasiye ways. Analysts of change might werdesignate

the change agents",hthavior to have bi;etibigh rtik..p.actuality, it
was inevitaBre. PartlY, NISOD adapted in its second and third year
because money available for travel began to be severely limited and it
was impos4ible to schedule as many face-t6-face encounters. If' taff
members could not be present in person, at least their ideas could. It
was :difficult- to anticipate that something so simplCas frequent,
regular paper contact would bolster_ NISOD's efforts, perhaps more
than any other one' ngredient) after a firmly established foundation
based on face-to-face-encounters was in place. ,

In these efforts, something interesting was learned about the
effect of put;Tications. If they are carefully targeted, they tend to be
less threatening than frequent direct encounter and yet they keep
intereskalive. This is an unexpected outcome, but one the staff has
given Considerable thought to. The lesson is that a message delivered
in writing gives space and reaction time, especially,to the weary or

,wary professiotral, and yet has the potential to offer a muchIneeded
encouraging word.

Another concern was how to{oster such primary networking
within member institutions. Basically, the goal was to provide
era I different opportunities to nourish the process, Workshops were
developed that encouraged the formation of-small units within tbe
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college that would work toward common staff development goal's. If
the workshop went well, a bonding occurred among the group and
between the group and NISOD and all the tasks were simplified.
Another tactic was to encourage a 1141 of the professionals who were

-..especially interested in staff development to travel together under a
common purpose: to make a site visit at a college with an innovative
program, to participate in a regional conferenceor *orkshop where
kindred spirits gathered, or to attend the Staff Development Institute
held in the spring at the University of Texas.

SurpriSingly, even over long 'distances, it could be determined
rather easily whether these internal networks had either formed or
failed toorm. For one thing,, returning faces could be counted. For
example, dut'ing the three years of the Summer Institute, appioxi-
matelr50 percent of the professionals interested in !staff develop-
m6nt returned. In part; the internal networks had formed by an
interesting ripple effect that occurfed where one introduced another,
ivlio introduced another, to form groups of similarly included edu-
cators. This' patterned growth, like a chain -link fence, evidences
strength: .

This strength is at the heart of the organization develop-.

ment processthe central mass of the organizational essence that
must be moved. As the central mass moves, the strength increases.
These increases were incremental but foundatianal'Leaders were
involked from the beginning and strategies were oriented to chang-
ing the ways individuals treated one another. As individuals
chatiged groups began to change; as groups changed, th structure
began to change to support group expectations. Gradually, day-to-
day problems were faced with new energy and resolve.

Of course, therf is no means to. measure the extent to which
the external forces reshaped internal forces. Often the NISOD expe-.
rience was only one of the major forces that community colleges
chOSe'to react to Nevertheless, as the lav 1970s are examined in the

filture,,i.t,lyill be evident ,hat many community colleges began to
develop,unique personalities with the help of organizations dedi-
cated to producing measured change.
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SurVey feedback could be one of the most useful
and effective OD interventions available to
community college personnel.

.,Survey'Fefdbeick: An' .

Effective, OD Inierveiztion
. .

. Gordon. E. Watts

ol

Organization development, as ,we have, discovered, i§ a planned
change pnicess that has asits ultimategoal increased organizational
effectiveness. The methods, techniqbes, and structured activities
that constitute the process and in which members of the orgasniza-,
tion participate are canal OD interventions (French atulliell, 1979).
They are, in other words,`the tools of Ole trade. '

One of the most widely used OD interventions (Nadler, 1977)
is called "survey feidback, which has been described as follows: -

a

y 'A type of. data-batFd 4ntervention .which flows'
from snrveys of the member's of a system on some subject and
reports the results to the grbup!" [yarney, J977, p. 2211

. . A proess in which data is systematicallycollected (nor-
vaaily by questionnaires)rom members of an organization,
analyzed in summary fashion, and fed back selectively to or-
ganization members" [Friedlander imd Brown; 1974, p. 326

.
A procedure in which outside consultants and

members of a system collaboratively gather, analyze, and In-

a

J. Hammon CO Mery Ottawas for Communal Colltgag Organgation
DISAOPRitlf Chance Snalevah no. 37. San FranciscorrosserSats. March 1992.

.
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lerpret data that deal with various aspects of the system's
f6nctionitig, -atril its" members' professiOnal lives. -Using,.

..slic:h jamas a base, chi"! participants, with consultative bey,
begin problem-solving. fforts to improve ther e .: 'processes and the,working relationship among ML:mbeis"

v.." [Schmuck and Miles. 1971; p. 113]... .. .r

. -
.

. . .
. ... These deseriptionstaintain the essence of the three major compo- .

a ..
gents Of survey feedback: The first tWoannponeittsys illustrated by
the firSt two descriptions, are the use of a survey or questionnaire to
gathekinformation from members ofan organization and the feed-
back 4f surv,ep results t9 those who completed i... The thirdsompoi--. .. I.._nent involves discussing the results of the survey and planhing
action to overcome or alleviate Those factors identified as hilidering
group or organizational effectiveness.. .. 4

a
. Tile use of surveys or questionnaires ih tite communitytcol-

f
s.

lege is not uncommon, Howevtr, t herts,,-are distinct differences
between the- typical approach to the use of surveys and the approach
used%tn survey feedback. According to French ,fad -Pell (1978). the
.typica. I approach is to gatlierdatafroin only a certain segment of the
organization. iispzilly the lower.Vveisin the_hierarchy. The results,. .
are theivseen only by'the top administratorsNand perhaps by some

.. m id-levk administrators with no assurance or cominitment that the
results will be put to any practical- ge. In survey feedback, on -the
other hand, everyone il usually included in the sur'4ey and everyone ,,:r .' recewessthe results. Further, the results are dikcussed in work teams
tbaLinvolvg everyone,.and there a definite commitment to detr-l-

... ,

-oping-action-planS. ,- : :
. ..

.

Organization 'development, as Hammons polio obt in. an
earlier Chaptei, refers to changes in ihd technology anstructure of
an organization, in indivalualand the ways in which they interact

... with cene-ansyther, and in the organization's. interactidits with its.. .1.
enwonment. The surveys and questionnaires. utilized iri survey
feMback; therefore, focus on one or more...* spects of the ttindure,
pr?Cesses,z,and interactions, of theprginization and its members.
Sope 5urvejs coverione Rio* or aspect and others take a biultifac-
eted,approacli to measurement. Common fo"Cal points of surveys
arff the allocation of authority and resppnsibility, tile establiNnent
of clear goals and communication networks, effective decisiOn. mak,
ing, prolllemlolving techniques, methods of conflict ma7Vigement

; and resolution, generql organizational climate, leadership, trust and
e - .

-. .1 44 . ,..-

. A.
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openness, pianning, team work, cooperation versus competion, and _

-

motivation. ... c , $. .. - -

Typical examples of items fourid on surveys 66 as follow's:JP a

Statements generally, this institutionehas well-established formal., ..
- communication channels. .

.Scale: Don't know . - Unsure,probabay agree -
47,.

Not applicable - -Unsure, probably disagree'. ,-
Agree, Disagree . .

(Mnderson, 1981)
Statement: Are professions inyolved in decisions related to their -

-' work?, ilk
Scale Almost never i Generally consulted

Octasionally consulted Fully involved -, -
. . -. (Liken, 196-7). : .

.
Statement: Do you feel a responsibilitytohelp this institution meet

. . its goals? ,, _ .- 4

Scale:- Completely : to a little extent v.N.
. To a very great extent To a very little extent

To a great extent 4 Not :at all 4ii.
Tt some extent '

. (Hadley and Andrews, 1978)
..

The Advantages'of Survey Feedbacks\

'When I
and

the variety.of OD interventions available
t .

and the prOs nd cons of each, the popularityof. survey feedback.,
becomes appatent. For example, one of French alid Bell's (978)-
classifications of interventions indicates that sutiey feedback is one .
of only four interventions that can deal with both task( (what the
organization is doing) and processaiow it is doing it) of
groups within the organization, In addition, trench and;Iiell classi7
'fled interventions accordingtowhich of five different organiialion .. .Unitsindividuals, 'dyads/triads, `teams and groups, intergrpup-
relations, and the total organization they could expect to affect.
Stirvey feedback was the only intervention designed to improVe the
effactAreness of the last three units. The potential for survey feedback

. to Kaye .a positive, far4eaching effecvon the organization is thus
greater than for any of,theptherinterventions.greater

Survey feedback affords some other advantages. first, since
organizational members are usually involved in the choice of survey,

- c.
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instruments or in their 'design,. there ismore pers nal involvement .
,

in the.feedback '§essionssatid less perceiVed thre,a from the data..'
,Conseqpentlx, group members tend to be more committed to the ,
planning process, more motivated to cipnge, and more committed
-to implementing any changes that are Planned! In' adaiiitiii, by .'
establishing'. times for periodically eadminisiering the survey, the ''
organizatian can monitor the progress of change and a§sess.:the
change process. itself. Again, commitment to change is enhanced,

.- especially if group members know beforehand that follow-up is part ;
a'themc_ess.. , '4., . .. _,

- On the technical side, collecting data;thiough`sueveys is .
usually fist', easy, and.eccrifblnica and large. ndinbers of. partici-

, pants can' be surveyed withouf;slowing the process appreciably,
Fina/ly,,results from surveys lend emsdvpsoeasily.to statistical use

-
so that feedback is Tacilitatedand mparisons cawbe made not only
across groups.butalso with norm groups. :

- . , --

Some Shortcontings of SurveyTeedback
z

ti

.
, - One major ilisadyritageof survey feedback ixthe possibility
that it could be used improperly. An administrator with only self-

. . serving purposes in mind, for instance, could use information fr9m
( a survey as ammunition again?t somebne that he,or she wished to .

.
dismiSs.

%

own
Adrninisirators courd also

_

misuse surlt ey data to support 4,
. their owparticularpercepliths, issiies, or dintentimis to the exclu-

sion of anyone else's. Such misuse woulVearly promote adversary
'relationships within the organizition and Would be detrimental to

_.., suFyey feedback's intended:purpose ofeffectilig po4tive growtliand .

change, the organizatiOth . . ,, - Ii 4
' , ° Other disadvantages a' using,the survey feedback approach . '

.,are problems associated tfitit. the survey itself. FirstA.surveYs ale .
rather impersonal and as suChaye subject, to misinterpretation:
Further, since the questionareapiedetermined, theymay miss the ,.
crucial issues altogether. Surveys,,carlalso,elicit reactions from the

1,partitipants such as anger, feai;.tlying toputgues the survey, and
. answering in socially desirable way; thltyerid to cloud the validity

of the,restilts. Some of these reactions' may carry over into the
4,

reedbad sessions so..that excessivelturne is spenton surface issues
such as criticizing the instiumenyynd notiiii realiroblem-solving ..-

activities. On; the otherhand, the ttata could he ova-interpreted se. .
that group members ma'ke inferentes,and judgments that are not'
stpported by the data. ; '..

..,,/

, ;Ar 9,9
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' ° Results from Reseatili
ti

.."'.
-,.I., 4 ,The resorts of researc liconduqed on survey feedbacksuppow-----,

its widespread use as ail OD intervention. In one of ihem st notable
..

,
studies, Bowers (1973) .comParea the impact over time f four 013.
interventions on ayariety of variables in twenty-three or nizations. .
lki6 found thatonly survey feedback and interpersonal process cont /
sultation hada posi axe impact On a majority of the organizational . -.."

-measures being studied and survey feedback was the only' one that
:improved organizational climate. _ - ,

. 'Also; Friedlanderland Brown (1974),'who,conduct4 'a :tho- , L.

rough'review of the research literature on'OD, found research that
suggested That the, effeco:venes8 of survey feedback was increased -/

when grOup members were inyoltedin'the design andtollection of /
data, When ininagets of the groups Were 'actively involved in the_, ,......
ptOblem-solying/plannirig process, when an outlide-consultatir,
facilitated the pittets, and when decisions abOutiollow-up and

. . action steps were *specifie.-1 - . . a. .
. . ..

- . -,..to Use Survey Fseeilback Effectively
. . .,

..-.
-.. - , . A. : ,

. , !,
To use the survey feedback methodology effectively requires

mare than/simply administering a survey, returning the results, and
'planning action steps. Thisiection, tterefure, draWs 9n the works of
Bowers and Franklin (1977) Fordyce and -Veil (1971), French and
Bell.(1978), and Nader (19771 to,provi& a more in-depth vieiv of the
survey feedback pnkess. t -,

' Setting the Stage., Like any other change effort, survey feed-.
iv '-back sliould not be initiated unleis there are strong indications-that

change is needed. Once that need is acknowledged, the president of ...
the college (or apipropriate .top -level administrators) must_ be coin-,
initt&I tothe effort and willing to expend resources, bOth humaii

,- and material, to complete the project. The administration must also
realize that the entire 'Process 'sh-iiild be jtsintryplanne&and
designed by represerktives fromall levels of the organization that

. are to be included 'in the process... . 4 .:
; TheResource Person. Before proceeding furthe, a decfm ii-

shohld be made regarding the use of a resouiceperson-orcoilsultant.
Most proponents of survt, fee'clback suggeSi thata-resource person

.1 be utilized thtoughout die..entiVe process. the person could assistia-,--
defining the, pin:paler& tfie intervention, selecting,or designing a',

,survey instrument, andanalyzing the survey results. The personalso -I .,

.
.

A
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, . would play akey rolein feedback sessions which will be explained
---,-1,-----iiiiii-Ore detail later in this section. --, ,- -, ,

The roles andadivities that a resource person IsiCiV lyed in' ,

- . are Varied and range from facilitating group processes to pl nning , 0
to analyzing complex data. Selecting the right resource p rson, .
therefore, is an important decision and should be done with,care.

,, Briefly, the resource person should be skilled in ,op ancrhuman .
relations, Fie or she should also be flexit)e enough to.adapt to the
demands and characteristics of the situation and be cognizant of tM
need to. keep the process moving at a steady pace. The interested tlf,

. reader an referto IIammons and Hunter (1977) or Bell aiid-Nadler
(1979) for furttier inforrnation.on.the role and selectiOn of consul- .

tants.andresourCe persons: :: . . .

', ... it-Determining the Purp&se. The next part of the process.isto-
, ' determine a clear purpose for the ,survty, Data shouldi not- be

' gathered just for the.sakeof gathering data nor to accommodate, the
self-serving purpdges of some misguided administrator. Rather, the
purpose should be to improve the effectiveness -of those areas *her
siirvey lfe'edbac is hest suited as an intervention; i.e.; teatns and.. .

groups, intergroup relations, and/or the total organization. The
factors and conditions that created the impetus for changewould
then give` ise to amore specific definitioreof the purpose: . -

Selecting a survey instrument. Once the purposes are set and
the topics oroareas of concern selected on which data are to be

... gathered (such as4leader, hip, problem solving, communications,
.

climate, etc.}, the appropriate, survey instrument can be '-
selected.,The alternatives available at this point are to Select an
existing survey-and use it without modification, modify an'existing

. suryeyor generate a new survey liAtrument.
-If an existing survey is selected, it is important to-,certain

' that the survey.measures wl4t yOu wanuteasur&I.Aieview of the
survey 1,ril I estallitits.validityarida review of my available dam-
atsor other supporting docunierits will help deteriarle if the type of,
esults expected from the survey will be useful. The,rfit is necessary

I/ to dete jne, ilpossible, the stability of the suwey, Pfeiffer, and
011ie-n:(1976) suggest that any instrument.should,have a reliability.
coefficient of .85 or higher. to provide assurance that the results will
be accurate. - , ;

. Selecling an existing instrument and making modifications
(such as changing the Language 'to fit a community college setting)
'has the advantage of creating a more appropriate survey while re-
tainingtaining the 'same validity and.reliability as the original' instrument.

r.
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The main advantage of designingyour 'own instrument is, of

course, that it. can be -designed to meet 'specific needs and circum-
stances. It can be cbmprehetisive 'or specific, lgng or shizt; -and...
follow whafever format is best forthe.situation.On the other hand,
it takes more time and effort to deSign an instrument, and it should
be pilot- tested 'for reliability, Recently,. however, a self-designed
survey was successfully deyeloped at Los An#:les Southwest College
for their use pD (Hadley andAndrews, 197S). fn their paper, the
authors ciescribethe:prixess they used to desigimhe instrument and.

, determine its reliability, They indicate, too,..that for the most part,
the survey. can he. used 'in other 'community colleges. for other
outlines and descri ptionsbf how to d.esignN survey instrument, refer---
toyarney (1977) or Pfeiffeand oilers

`Other DeterminantsAnotheraSPect of selecting an.instru-'
men t,is t_o4t. ThetiaTraf-pocket, cost of the survey shotild be taken

accbtint as. 'well as the cost for scoring the. survey. A closely
related aspect is time. Thelength of time needed to complete and
score 'the-survey is a determining factor. Alsb, as noted above, time is
a factor if theinstrumen (is self- designed.

A further determining factor in selecting an instrument is' its
complexity'. It is necessau to determi ne- i i any backgrodnd
tion is reOired to complete the survey, that the instructionsaie ealk

foll9w, and thlt the reading level appropriate. Also it is itrrpor-,.
cant- to detellnine the,way iti which the results are reported and how -'t complicated-they are to interpret. Since all of .these factors can
influence the success of the remainder of the process, they should be *.

,given - careful attention.
Administering the Survey. Prior to admitiistering the survey,

the participants should be informed of the purpose of the surVey.
low the,data will be used, and how and when feedback of the results

twill be, made available. Then, the survey is-administered to all
members of the collegeor, for more limited use, to aisubiystem of the
institution such as all those who report to the dean or vice president
of studenvaffairs. .

. The survey should be administered in such a.way that as close
.to 100 percent participation as possitkle is obtained:"Onepossibi I ity
is to administer it, at a time when all' participants are a captive
audience, such asat a staff, or facility meetih..Another possibility is
coding the instruments so that those persons who did hot clAipirte

' one can'be sent reminders. Regardless of the methdd used, however,
the participants should be assured that their responies will be totally
anbuyinot(s. Having the completed sent to.a neutral party,

4,9
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Perhaps the resource person- or consultant,-, will further assure
, - .anonymity. . ., . *

4Fiedback $ession4. In generaloberesultlo(the survey are fed. .
back in functionat work groups. French and Bell (1978) suggest thlt

receive. the first work group to receive the results be that of the chief execu-
tive ()Meer. But; before the group sees the data, a resource person
should kip the workgmuRleader alone interpret the data and also
.prep_are hinybr her to lead the work group feedback meeting. The

-' work grolip leader then shares the data with his'of heir team, with the
resource person in attendance tolielp facilitate the process. During .

. ! the rreefing, the results of the survey are analyzed and discussed with

4 %
special. attention Paid. to those 'areas where discrepancies exist .
between present conditiOns and desired conditionsjally, tased
on their, analysis; the group proceed_s_to devise-constructive plans to
reduce thOse discrepaheies-r---- . °

_ Th-erreearmck session is the single most important element in
the survey feedback process. Without it, of coarse, there would be no
change, groWth,pr improvement. 5o, in view of its critical nature, .4

.there are a few considerations to keep in mind: The climate created i .
-

;for' the Meetings, must be positive in orav to promote trust and
openness among the group members. The sessions should ideally
take glace when there will be no interruptions such a's telephone ,
calls. If there is no good place on campus, then consider having the
meetings at an off-campus location.,Whatever the cirairnstanies,
the feedback meting must be clearly planned, organized, ,and

DOrchestrated. ' . e
a '

The final task for the work group during the feedimck/plan-
ning session is to make 'plans for introducing the data t6 1he next
lovier level of work groups. The team members then 'beeome she

, 'leaders of the work groups at that next level, and they repeat the
AeedbacI/planning pros with that work group.The process`c-on-
iinues irr (hat manner until all levels who.participated in the survey
have gone through a feedliack/planning session.

To illustrate, the first feedback session is held with the coin -
munitq college president and those who answer directly to him or
her, such as vice-presidents or deans. When their session is' finished,
the dean of instruction becomes the leader for his or her workgroup, °4

which ?night be made up of divisionshairpersorm.They then hiVe a
feedback/planning,5ession and make plans to share the data_with
the next lower level.. The division chairpersons who Are team
members become team leaders for work groups that might consist of

4, w
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. /department chairpersons. As stated "above, the, same process cori-,..

tinues until all leVels have partieipatedlri a feedback session. .

, . ,Folloth-up. 'Someone, in tile institution' should be. made;
_responsible for making sttre that ti*action plans developed in...the .

feedback sessiongere earried out. This shaild be-done dining The
early stages planning 'the entire..survey-tie-aback process io that,

. follow-up becomes.an-integral part ott he process. . .

_-s.Effettiv---e follow-up should be -conducted in two different 4
-----, ways. The first assumes that time Idles are a pkrt of each set of action

plans If so, the activities can be Monitored for progresson or shortly ,
-after the time specified in the planthe second type of follow-uptb
activity should be a readministration of) the original survey:to
determine if the desired changes actually. took place. This becomes.
somewhat of a pre/post atessinent.activity and.ca nb_e readminis-.

,
tered more than once. The essence, then, of thelollow-up activities is

' to determine 'WA if the action' Olans,haye been carried out and -
second; if they.hao ve had the desiTed' effect. , e. -

.....

Aiailable.Survq- histruments . 64
A , 1.1

*-
. .

There is a wide Variety of surveys, questionnaires, and .
instruments available for diagnosing and analyzing various a§pects

' of the otanizatiOn. A few of theM are and written especially
. s

for usein the community college, some can be used in the common- ,. ,
1 .,. .

icy college exactly as they are written, and the remainder hM",e to be .- \
adapted to eliminate, for example, language that is most frequently .

i used Only in business settingi. Many oithe surveys focus on speaie ,,

topics or concerns such as those diScuissed earlier in this chapter.
Others, esPecially those that deal witWasSessingorganizationaLch,-

* Imaie,cOntain indicA that cover several 'of those toptcs.
1 .

- T.heie is,' however, another broad category of surveys an&
instrinnents.available that tonchAn some.of the same concerns and_

., topics that occur' in OD, liut Any 're- best used in groups in which ,,
the focus is on individual.learnirig and insight. the results of Such/ surveys are frequently seen only by -the individual .and are not
group-tabulated. There is, therefore, no group feedback, and.----

4 planned change is not usually a part of The, group outcomes:
The sources listed below are groug9cf into (hose ihatsontain

surveys that are designedopecifically for the community college,
s. those that contain surveys that are appropriate for the community

---- collegeivith Iittl,p or no modification, those books or companies that, .,
offer multiple instrurnentS, and those packaged approaches that
'ban the surveys and meetings preplanned and programmed.

.
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.'K* 4-tzational Development Questionnatre . (.
urCi:-Hadley; 0'. B.,, and Andrews% J. ,'The Development of a
Questionnairfor an Ofganiza' tional Development Progiam at
Lbs Angeles Sotithwest c011ege.7 (ED167 219). . .

', This qileitionnaire, containing 79 items, measures attitnde.sj-
in several' OD concept areas institutional climate, stipervisoh
relations, work department's relatiims, thejOb setting, institutional
iirocesseg and. results: and 'goal s g.. . .. .

N-,

.'.2.- Surveyof Comrpiinity college Organizational Fin:dim:14 .,...

Soure --?vtitre10. G. Graduate frogradi- in Human Resource

-,,,,,,
Syse19prnent, EDB 406, The University of Texas at Austin,

Austin, Texas 7_81712;
. The focus of this survey is organizational climate. It is an

adaptation ()tithe survey of organizations that w,as developed by the
Institution of Social Restarch'.:It is based-on pkett's-Syiiern4 model .

,.:b organizational efrectiVerieSs.
, .. , . t

"3,* 4.

3.'. Organizational,Grauth Stages . . .

Source: `Mink, 0: G. Graduate*Program in ,Human itesouice
Develdpment, EDB 406, The University of Texas at-Auktint
Austin, Texas 78712.

_,.
Based on an original surveyfrom Gordo_n Lippites -Organi- .

zatiOnal Renewal materials, this survey helps institutions identify,..
what stage off organizational growth they are in with respect
to several _key .ireas- of concern, such as physical and financial'
r&outees, ilmoimtism and creativity, productivity, and social
responsibility.

\
.,

-.
Surveys Appropriate for CoMmunity Colleges. -

P

.TORI Group Self-Diagnalis Scale
. Source; Jones, J. E.,'And Pfeiffer; J. VV. 1977 Annual Handbook

for Group Facilitatars. San piego: university Associates, 1977.
. .

The theory; behind this survey is that trust is a determinant of
. effectiveness and productivity in groups. The surrey provides scales, .

for four leiels of trust; trust, openness, realization, and interdepend-
erbce. Ample suggestions for using the scale are provided-

9
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2. Group Effectiveness Survey g ,._---.-"---.'-
.

*,.

Source: Nadler, D. A. Feedback and Organizaeon DevItopment:
Using bala-BaSid Methods. Reading, Mass.-. Addison-Wesley;
1977. .. . .

.. ,..:.
This survey focuies ott the functioning of workgroups. Indi-

ces include group task ana composition, itow group mem'be'rs work
together,; group effectiveness, and strengths'and woeakilesses of the
,group. 1 -

sl .044
..
13. trcrup*xpeciationSurve;, .

Source: Bergquist, W. H., and 'llillips, S. R. A Handbook for
.

jractilry pevilopinent, Vol. 1. Washington, D.C.:*CounCil for
./ Advancement of Small,Colleges, 1975. . ..-'-- Group norms ale assessed in this survey_ so that groups can ...,_

analy4e tlfe.eitent to which they shareinformation about and rear
.,:' ' tions,tOtgioup activities. It is also useful In analyzing expectations ..

. that in have ortheir own and others' grout) behavior. ..:
Z-

4. Diagnosing Organization ideology ,, ..

'Source: Jones, j., and Pfeiffe$, J. W . 1975 Annual Nandbookfor ,*
- . ..Qrotfp Facilitators. San Dither: Univer.,:sity,,Associates-,-,1975.

This instrument is designed so that individuals can compir.
- - their patterns of behavior in art organization with the general

pattem Col behaviors 'that characterize an Organization. Four
orierita4i0a=pOwer, role, task, apd selfare assessed so that
iniiividuals'can determine the ftt.betw,een their values and thosoe of $
the or aniiation., '

44
, , ..

.5. Organzatonal Climate Questionnaire l.'i i
.,

Source: Litwin, G., and Striiigef,R.jr. Motivaaoh and Oreaniza- -
tional Climate. Boston: Division of Research, GraduateSchool L.
of Business Administration, Harvard Uniyersijy, 1968. .:',

.1:his survey asiessing organizational climate has nintindi-
,ces; structure, responsibility, rewards, risk, warmth, support, iland-, ards,.cOnflict,,vtd id4ntity.-3,

-----:,
a

.-,--------

_.6..,1)f-ofile of Orgikizal ional Characteristics , .

SourCe:- Fburrtgitn for Research on Humkn Behavior, Ann
Arbor, Michigan.

..
. .7. Survey of Organizations .. . : .

., Source: SarrDi%o: University Associates.

.166

. .
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,,, i :`.:4e1Yrofile, was tlietoriginfil survey devcitoped-by theinstitutd
fox Sp,cia1, Research, in _I946. The Survey of Organizations is the ..
. revistd hiiiiiiniproved version developed by David Solvers. Both'are
based, on Likert's System 4 model al organizational development.
An tidded feature 9f this survey is thai it was designed specifically for

.
use ifi a sufvey.-fgedback intervention.. 4 ..

8. Evaluating Your Organization '''''' .
.

Stnirce:prganizatiOnal Renewal, Inc., 5605 Lamar Road, Wash--, . .
kngton,"D.C. 2001^6 " ..

. Thk is L'ile 'survey (aim which the Organizational Growth
.

, Stages ey by Mink was adapted, ' t -a
.

p
I.

-. . .
9. OrganizatiOnal Climate Description Questionnaire . .

-`Source:' Halpin, A. Theory and*Research in Administration.
Tors:346'mi, Canada:MacMillan; 1966.,

This survey on organizailonal climate has eight mUin -varia-
bles: disengagement, hindranCe, esprit, itimacy, aloofness, produc-
tion, trusf,'Ifild.consideration. -''

.. , ..-, ..- .,.
Companies orilooks- Providing Surveys

. ,
,

1. _Fox, R. S.;et al. Diagnosing Professional Climates of Schools.. ,
Fairfai, Va.: NTL Learning Resources Corporation, 1975. 4, .4-

. Although it is designed ;or a public school audience, tis
," book does provide a large number of climfue-oileMeasurveys't at

could be adapted to the tommunity_college.
..

. .
2. Francis, D., and Young, P. Improving Work Groups: 21 Practical t

Manual fOr Team Bulfldiug. San Diego: University Associates,..
1979.

.
. 4 -, . .

This book contains a variety of instruments that can-be used
in twelve different areas of tea92 development such as appropriate
leadership commitment to the team, effective work- methods, ind

-\ positive mielgroup.relations.-Whjle settle would need to be modie
\ fled for community college use, many could be used without modifi-

cation. Instructions are provided for the best utilization of the
.. ::

6%

instruments. .. ,
,... .. , .

. .. ,
. 3.

,
Pfeiffer, J. W.:Heslin, R., and Jones; J. E. Instrumentation in
HymanR'elations Training. San Diego: Uniyersity Associates, .
1976..

'
I
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This handy compendium 'contains least forty_insur
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ments on Organizational climate, leaders 11 managemeni
supervisol-subordinate ielotions, and gr up dynamics. The authors
provide a description ,of each survey ogether with information on

' administering, storing, and inierp ling the instrument.

Packaged-Aroaches

1. Grid Organization DtvelopMeni
Source: Blake, 'II, and Mouton, J: Building fi Dynamic

Corporation "Through Grid Organization Development.
Reading, Mas,s..: Addison-Wesley, 1969.

This Xppro-ach has as its basis the managerial gricla matrix
for assessing leadership style. The program has six phases designed
to thrill managersat all levels of We organization.

2. ITORPImplementing the Organizational,Reneuml Process
Source: Lippitt. G. Organizatidnal Renewal, Inc., 5605 Lamar

Road, Washington, D:C. 20016.
,

ITORP is a five -phase program complete with numerous
surveys and group meetings designed in general to improve organi-
zational effectiveness.

ti
Conclusions

... v
N

outIn an earlier chapter, Woodman and Muse point ut that
survey feedback may be the singli. most frequently used .01Iiiiiter-
vendor!. This is a view shared by others, including Nadler.(1977) and
French and Bell (1978, p. 156), who conclude that ". t . survey
feedback is a cost-effective means of implementing a compreheinlive.

it
.. ...

program:. thus making jt a highly desirable change technique."
Cost-effectiveness, however, is not the rely reason for the

popularity of gurvey feedback. Greiner (1967), i comparing eight-
een studies of organization change efforts, -found three features that
were common, to those efforts judged as successful. They were a ;

strong need for change to occur, the involvement of many organiza-
. donal levels in plitnning change, and shared dec. jail making

regarding change as opposed to unilateral o delegated decision
making. All of these features, but especia the last two, are charac- .
teristic of survey feedback and 1 ula seem to indicate is utility..,

. Further, Nailer (1977) po' t out that theuse of a data -based inter-
vention ?such `as su .ve .feedback influences the behavior' Change

4
4 1 , ....

i 1 '
$ , - . 7 -.
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process idtw6inain ways. Fiat, it energizes behavalor by arousing ,*'- , - .
sfeelings andlorces thaf icreate an mpetus forchan-gefThen, once the
mpettis'is ,created, the data analysis -helps to direct behavior by .
indicating those area's in which/change should take place. So, the
coinbinfirtion ordata, data feedback, analysis, problem solving, and
planning-found ff survey feedback creates a powerful force for

.. ..change.. ,-.-- ,-
. _ .

.
, 1

.
From the..discussiops above and the avAable,irearch, it is,

_apparent that 'survq feedback,.if pfoperly used, hai'-the potential
,,, for being. one of the most influential OD activities in whiA a

tominunitY' college an participate. Any Community college that is
seriously interested in ,iniproving its effectiveness and overa
organizational` fucti ning should give survey- feedback seri&
consideration. ,.
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ow can one expect a consultant to-accorAplish
something apresident is tinuiilling or unable .
to do.?Thepresiden t shoutd lie the leader in N ,sorganization develdpm- ent.

-
- 11111r. .

- _

N

.

Organizaion Development:
A President's

Brion N. McClenney
-

" ----
..----- . .../. ° ,

No oth r person in.an institution of higher education has more
riding on thecdevelopment of that institution than does the chief

"executive. -ifisil interests alone should be enough to compel-a-
person tO-do--everjihingposiible to produce posiat developments.

-, - Ira person_beliees ileeply-iii the Mission of the institutionAlten he
or she works with heightened motivation to create a healthy
organization,t___.,.-- ,---, -
Thellig Picture -,.,

. \
. .

There are some key characteristics of healthy organizations
i that should be purstietl by a president who wishes to proddce-posi-
.. -tive deVelopmeass, These desirable 'Characteristics areas follows.

I. ,A clear sense of mission. This is a prerequisite for efforts to'.
develop an organization. : .. ',

1

2. Goal orientation. A sense of priority about the ends to-
ward whith an organizatiOn'WOricsli crucial. ,

, 3, Climate of trust. Absence of this .characteristic. will
ihortcircuit even the most, creative plans for oig'aization.. ,

0 , development. .
. , -,. 0 -:. t, ., s 4.' C.. 1. . .. . '.. ..., ,-* 01

2 , 1..
.

,
- -4J. liammons (Ed.) Nou'Dottisorufor Cismmuniry Colkges: Oronnenioss .1

DirelopmentChgnge Strategies, no. 37. San Francisco: JoscyItats, Mach 1982. 107
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4. Expectations of excellence. Who Iv-ants to work for an
organization without siandards and self-respect?High expectations.
for individual and group Performance provide a springboard for_
organization developMent. -

.4. .',...__, ,
-5. ,C dborative relationships-, Units of the organization-

_,recognizes t irtterdependence required to achieve efficiency and
effectivenestfoi the totaforganization. #.

.. 6. Rei-ognition of realities. Heal*, organizations continu-
allyastess the environment and face the difficult choices. required in'
order -to avoid stagnation or retrenchment. .... . .
The significance of leadership behavior, the needs of _persons,_the
analysis of the forces at wiirkin_anyaltuarioncrassment of the .

isks in-propose rses of action can now be discussed in terms of
how:to producydesirable outcomes. .:.

Leadership fin Organization Develophent..
.., . , f4 - ... v.

b

-
A press nt ca ot escape the fact thage or she sets the tone .

for the way work is cpmplished. in t e organization. A tone Or
'climate is esiablis ed by the way a resident plans, organizes,_,___.---
directs, coordinates, and controls instil tional processes. A healthy -

.organization.will result in proportion t the extent to which a leader
able taprovidg for the participation of people at all levels of the

organization. Peo le support the things they help to create, and a
president who feels the need to tightly control all processes is miss-
ing an opportunity to unleash a positive force within the organiza-
tion. Delegitiod of responsibility and authority, a Willingness to
provide fol' Open and honest problem solving,and decision making,
and open communication help create the climate or atmosphere in

.which positive organization development can take place,

Needs of people

Whether one talks about studentg, faculty, staff or adminis-
trators, there are some common needs of peop10 which should be

',kept in mind by those who hope to develop an organization. Com-
mon 'needs are: (I) to feelimportant, (2) to be'respected, (a) to be
iitfoimed, (4) t6. receive recognition and rewards, (5) to know the
expectations held forperformance, and (6) to have influence. Failure
to recognize these c ?mmon needs will lead. to failure kn.efforts to
irtitiate positive changes in the organization.,,

so
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What a"leader a ssumes about people also will have a
earn impact. lif,theadministratot assumes that people are basically
lazy, then he pr-she is more likely to aisuoe a very directive pOsture

--in most processes..Conversely, if the administrator assumes that
people"are basidlty purposive, then he or she is more likely to favor
participative practices. Participative practices are, more likely_ to
create the conditions conducive forpositiyeprganization :develop-
ment. .

Educators should beariiong the first leaders to recognize that
positiVeleedbackap_d rewards are better than punishment anctsanc-

, dons as motivators4tor improved perforrnance.-.1tecogriction of that
belief will lead to a balance between ca of goals and
the needi.of-peoplE-People must be seen as,..the keys to achieving ,

---riu-I-Poses if one hopes to see personnel' share a conimitmeneto help-
. the organizatibnaccAplish its purposes.

The Situation..

_

-Theie is a tz.nderoy among many in higher ,education to
think about improving people through staff development or manit,
agement development when tikre is a perceived need to improve an
organization. Others place great faith in systems and forget about
the needs of people. What is needed is an Understanding regarding .

the iriterrelationshipot-people andstructures in a specific situatrOn.
A gdod strategy for organization develOpment in on,e setting Might

.1 have a negative impact in another setting.
a .

Basic to effective organization de,veloPment is an understand-, _

4ng of the 'following: . .

1'. Structural problems produce many behavioral.Probiems.
2. Structural changes may lead to additional behavioral

- problems like resistance o change or frustration.J

3. Many behavioral proble s resultitigkOm persorial prob-
.

lemsr lack of skills, an personaliq conflicts aye not
. related to stnicttiral problems,
%;, 4. Behavioral changes without attention 16-44.0derlying

structural problems may lead to frustfation. '-
Selection of an approach to changing structuresorpeople,.or both,
must be based bn a careful analysis of the needs of peopleand the
organization. The process chosen through which td make a change,
based in large measure on leadership style will be crucial.,

A,s has been suggested, people want to be involved in deter- .

mining changes With a major impact on iheit work. Recognition of

I.
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the need fOr skillbuilding and involv'ementin the processes leading
. . A

tO ,stt ti c tura I changes help people accept and contribute to positive
_change in an .organization. In ,other words; the right structural
change can be made.throug,h-tfic;wicing process and prod:uceteriou's
heilayipral-problenisTOn the Other hand, the right process can lead

----..-i to positive behavioral changes'w4ile at the.same time' solving struc.-
tural problem .

.. . . ..

Critical Stiuctu es ..
. , ..

...._______ ,,,.......-- ----.---

There a e a number of_structural elements which must. be
7

c1earjasonablèancI understood by all persons in the orgadization ,
if oiganization development is- 63 reach its potential. Among the...---

mokriMportant elements ate: --"'
.

.
N.A.. .

,

°:
.-. 1. :Role of inditsquals andgroups in gover.. nance: Who shall .....-

be involved in decision making and how shall they be involved? ,._..

, ; Who has authority to make committee appointments?. Who makes
final decisions? . .

Z. Performance reviezi, eviluation: How shall performance
kludged? For whafpUrposes is evaluation' undertaken? Who shall
be involved in assessingperformance? . ti . -

3. Position descriptions: Do people have a clear understand-
.ing of their roles in the organization? : ...

4., Salary schedules classification stru cture: How are4evels of .
. . . ....

compensation to be determined? How are positions to be cateaorized.
. -

and related to each other? , .
5. Grievance procedurei: How are differences between peo-

ple to be resolved? Is,a peer committee to be invedved? .

6.:ProinotiO.n revil: What criteria are to be utilized?Who, --

shall be involved in the review? - .

. . 7. Leave_poticies: Under what circumstances can one be
absent from assigned duties? Who shall *approve requests-for leave?

. . ....

8. Salary administration: How are salary increases to be dis-
tribured?-4-merit to have a place in the determinatton?

9. Selection of,persorknel: Who is to be involved? What is the
: role of affirmative action? . o. t

40. Budgeting:. Who is to . be involved: How are priorities
. A

,Z , e,S t ai)i iS h Eld ?:
I - .

Thtlit Could be expanded, but he point is not to create an
exhaustive list. These structural elements are examples of areas in
which many institutions have problems that, create barriers to. .
orghnization development. Sc4ne.problems can be solved by helping

114
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**administrators develop ot'sharpen'skills, some can be alleviated by

invoPing the right peopl,e.in.a process to create a new polky, and ..

'Others will require a'combination of strategies. Awareness of the
problems nd the ability to attach a measureof importance to them
is critical

I
or a tierson_desiring to provide leadership for Organiia-

__,.. tioit develarmient. -.-, .
-

.1
Asessment .. c.' , ., - .

, .

',The need facingng a leader' is toiccurately assess the forces,
whether political or structural, and determine .the appropriate,
action or actions to stimulate positive development of the organiza-
tion. Implicit in that thought is the notion that clarity exists regard-
ing the mission. and goals of the organization. Assessment of ,the
extent to which clarity exists may be determined through'survays,
the mirk of a task foree, a series of hearings, or same other technique,

. - but it is important to know if there isa collective vision of desirable
' directions for the future of the instiiution.'PUrther, it is important to'

obtain feedback from various constituent groups and,p tential stu- .t
dents: Again, surveys, advisory conwlittees, and .hear ngs can be
Useful in discovering gaps in service or evidence of dissatisfaction.- .t Given an understanding of how people perceive the'organi-
iation, it is 'possible to,begin a process of identifying the barriers or
probleins which seem to prevent p6sitive development of thinstitu- ,

,ion; For,example, it the institutiondoes not haveclearly stated arid- -
understood poliCies and procedures, and people see that as aprob-
lent,-tfien it will be important to addfess devetopnient of policies and
protedurgs as a. part'of the effort to develop the organization. On
another front, if supervisors do 0 t know how to conduct the process .-

of performance 'review, thenwork lops or ieminars, may be needed ..
to- equip' them 'for what 'shogld be a process ib help individuals ., .improveperformance, - . , _

Since presidents often hear only what others think they want
to hear, the element of assessment is critical, ilthepresident is to have

- the information he or she needs to lead organization development.
There are' times when it' might be mast_praductive tof.bring an
outside agent or consultantin to ilie proceii to provide an objective
view. In fact, evaluation teams from the regional accrediting associ-
ations can fill the role if they are allowed to an_ d if their advice and
observation's are utilized.iri a forward-looking program to improve

:the institution. All too ofteri, however, administrators get defensive.
, and fail to reap the potential benefits. The point is, every organiza-%

41
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,tion, can be better if it assesses its current status and develops an
approach to move towards a higher level of operation. The president
needs to lead the effort to formulate due, plan for institutional
phpioi,,ement. -.

---).

, - &.aetting the ample .

Using his or her knowledge of the current statui,,a president
who wants to provide leadership for del,eopment will do a checkup

N., on the extento which he or she is providing the example fix. good
management. The president.should, in fact, be. in helead.role in
answering the following questions: (1) What are we -aiming to
accomplish? (2) How shall we function? (3) Who will do the wont?'
(4) Who must be kept informed? (5) How shall we evaluate results? - ..

6 .These 'qUe4ions focus on the functions of planning, orgahizing, s
directing, coordinating, and controlling that are's° vital if an orga

s' ization is to be healthy: Planning, in particular, offers an opportun- .

ity mom annual basis to assess the status, crea
e
plaliCand then

allocate resources to encourage time em solving and new
approaches to providing,Services. - _

. apeople in the organization can profit froth skill building in
areas like time management; conducting meetings, team

1
Mg, then a president would be wise to provide the learning oppor-
tunities. He.or she cannot escape the need, however, to _set an
exarriPle.-A president who demonstrates a willingness to learn new
skills can inspire others to improve. Apresident also needs terecog-

3: nize the. hazard of Sending a staff meinhef.'to A workshop to.get
,.:,!..... _. inspired, to.try something new when theorganization has not been'

prepared to ahs'orb the new approach.. / . . 9

A-The president in 'essence', must constantly see the "big pic-
- . ture," initiate action, .coordinate structural changes and staff or

nitahagement development progrAns, and,communi
,

cate in an open ,.

faihion so that people understand:the ghangemaking.place in the
. organization, In effect:the_piesideint 'should manage the change

process: __ ,7-
-!.. ,

..
.. , .

":004' 'Summary 4 ., . -
Ni

The -president has primary responsibility for creating the
elfinate Or tone within the organization. He or she would do well to
understand the impact of leadership style. It is also important to
WOrk con'stantly to understand the needs of the people who do the,

6 )
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work of the rsimization: Assessing the forces in the environment of
the instituti shOuld provide a fouhdation for delerminMg needed
changes and eighing the risks. Causing positive things 40 happen
is the task, ana 'rivolving people in the process is tile way to achieve
poisitive.outco es.
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Additional references ort.organiqttion q

dev' 40f-trent from the ERIC Clearinghoka,'
on jiMiof Golleges:

Sources and Infoinswtion,i,
,Organization Deverophje.h,t..
al. the ,Community :College

Anita Cd,lby " .

fame.i,C. Palmer,

`.{ t

ik.. s ." ' \

41%

P'This concluding chapter' provide,s an Annotated bibliograpIry of
recent _ERIC documents and journal ankles dealing with organiza-
tion development in educational settings. The ERIC docnentg-

`included in the bibliography were selected from additions to the
%ERIC database since 1976. Because of the greater volume of journal
literatmis, only article's written in'thepast two rears were considered
for inclusion. While the literature on organization development is
elipanding, the number of articles and documents dealing specifi-

'cally, with two-yeai colleges remains relatively small. The articles
and papers included in this bibliography do not All deal directly
with the community college; however, all were selected because of
their relevance and applicability to the two-year college setting.

t The bibliography is organized in seven sections. The first of
(thek cites additional winces of information about organization
development theory and the conditions that are requisite far .OD
success. The second section cleats with specific organization devel-

, Hanundtns (Ed.) New Directions for Community Colkges: orsanirarion
DevelopmentChstose Strolesits no. 37. San Francisco:Jo...I-Bass. March 1982..

1:1
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6pruent techniques and their application in educational setiings.
The third section cites docwents and articles focusing on the role,
training, and activities hMesorganizational development consul-
tant. The fourth section prOvidescitations 'to materials dealing with
the application of organization development theory td staff and'
management development programs. Methocks of evaluating OD

....efforts are covered in the fifth section, while the next section presents
numerous case studies of the application of organization devlop-'
mein programs and interventions in postsecondary4Askitutions and

'departments. Finally,severahresources that may be used in planning
or impleinenting Organization develop-I:lent programs are cited.

The ERIC documents' (ED numbers) listed here, unless
otherwise indicated, are available 'cm microfiche or in ,paper copy
from the ERIC DOcument Reproduction Service (EDRS); Computer
Microfilm International Corporation, P.O. 1107C 190, Arlington, VA
22210.-The microfiche ptice for docUments under 481pagas is $0.91..

'prices for paper copies arer1-25 pages, $2.00; 26-50 pages, $3.65;
51-75 pages, $5.30; and_ 76-100 pages $6,95; for each additional 25

. pages add $1.65. Thege pikes are subjectio change. Postage must be
gadded to all orders. Abstracts 451' these and other documents in the
juniorcollege collection are availableopOngrequest from the ERIC
Clearinghouse for Juniorco9eges, 96 Powell Librry, University0of
Califorpia, Lo Angeles, CA-90024. .
.

Organization Development Theoryk,
and General Infamation

41"..'.
ifaldridge, J.V. (Ed.), and Deal, T. E. (Ed.). Managing Change in

Educational Organizations: Sociological Perspectives, Strategies,
1., and Cate Studies. Berkeley, Calif.: McCutchan Pitblithing Corp.,

`1975.(grailable,from McCutchan Publishing Corporation, 2526

Or"

Greve Street, Berkeley, Calif. 94704, $13.75):
Presents twenty -six articles that draw from social science

research to investigate change processes in 'educational organiza-
tions at all levels. Major themes include organizational subsystemi
and processes involved in innovation,.strategies tbat-can be used to
foster change in educational orgardiations, and the, dynamics of
educational change as revealed in case stirdy analyses:

3

Bennis,-W., and iltmieson, D. "Organikation Developrhent at the
Crossroads." Training gra Development Journal, April 1981,
35 (4), 1846.

11
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- . . ....
Examines the current state of organization development in,

terms of applications, unresolbed problems, and OD's plobable
,,.;ftpnre role. . . .

. :. . .
C_ 011in, W. J. "Staff Developmeht: An Organizational Skill for Sur-

vival."Paper presented'at the International Institute on the Corn-
munity College, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, June 1978. 35 tip.
.0 172 8661. b. ..

- Defines staff development in terms of institutional renewal
theory andpresents a model for planning, orga,nizipg, animpalyz- .
ing staff development activities, programs,. and processes in the

. comrriunity.colleges. Reviews the literature on staff and orginiza:
4 i tional development. ,

, , :: - -- -.
Cope,..R Towarcra Natural.Systems Theory of OrganizationalEf-

fectivenesS: Intpgrating Geopolitical, Darwinistic and,Strategic
Planning Perspectives." -Paper presented at the Annual Meeting

-t- 'of the Associa non foi the Study of Higher Education, Washington' DC., March 1981.28 pp. (ED 203 803).
Proposes -itheory of 'organizational development based on

tinnofthe -,century geopolitical studies:and reviews the work of
turrent organizational thebrists to identify six strategic characteris-
tics of effective organizations. Three of these pertain to competitive
advantage and three to the capaci,y to adapt. . ...- '40

Gixiclu; R. framework for Analysis and Insightful Action in Orga-
nizations. Durham, N. H.; New England Program in Teacher
Education, 1975. 8pp. (ED 114 370):

Defines Stages of organization development as a means of
providing a framework within which individuals can assess where
an organization is, whit might be 14pening to it next, and what ,
actions can be taken to influence its future development.

L

Jones,: J.,F., and ocikers. "OD in the Eighties: Preliminary yrojec-,
s tions `and Comilatisons.'! Grtsup and Organization Studies,

.-

March 1980, 5 (1),
-, Examines prelimin y results of a Delphi study conducted to

predict trends and i)roblerp in the field of organization develop-
ment during the 1980s. Comrtares en'TITtiivith data from a group of
OD practitioners. Iii

.
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Jung; C. C. Organ. izationallb evelopmela in Educatiqp. Preparing .... .

.

. 6 .Educational Training Consultants: Organizationizaleyelopment
. ...

. (PET.C-111).Portlarid, Or.: N'arthwest Regional. Educational
. . (Lab:197.7. 263.pp. (ED 144 191ayailable id microfiche only).

. 0 Provideg the theoretical framework fQr the PETC III pro-
. gram, In instructional system for training school system organiia- .

tional dev.elOpmenil consultants. More specifically, presents a r

framework lathe application of organization developmeift ii111.1U-
. .cations' settings. - ,

. r.
4 1 t . T

kur, C. E. "OD: Perspectites; yrocesses and Prospects." Training
avd DezIloPment Journal, April 1981, 345 (45 28-30, 32-34.

Reviews thelistory of organization development since 1969
and desc!ibes the emerging values and historical perspectives of the
'field. Prov.ities a cross:section of proetsses and theories and clarifies. .
the changing relationship between organization development and

thuman-resource developmen .

Oro

A Procedyre for Strengqtening Organizational Effectiveness.
Cleveland, Ohio: Midyest Organization Development Network,
1974. 18 pp. (ED 119 342). . .sr

_ Provides a general introductioh to organization develop-
ment. Includirs a 12-step process for beginning iin.01) program, an
outline of seven major assumptions about organizations, an exami-

of the profeSsional D specialist, and a description Of the
Midwest Organization Deve opinenttNetwork.

.
. Rpwan, H. "Some Key Factors in Policy Implemeptalion.' Paper .
. presented at the Annual Meeting of the,American 'Educational

Researth Association, San Franciscd, Calif., April 19-23, 1976.
j6 pp. (ED 122 381).

'Examines nrgunizational factors that affect policy imple-
men tation in public "agencies, including the organization's mission,
the degree of consensus on actions take by the organization, the '
limitations imposed by external agEncies, and the incentives of
indivi4uals working within the organization; .

Warrick, D. D.'"Managingthe, Stress of Cir.ganizationI1 Develop -

ment." Training and Development Journal,"April 1981, 34 (4):
36-41.

Emphasizes the importanc9of recognizing and managing the
stress pr'crduced by organization development and innpurages prac-

.

X21..
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:_ titioliets-tai4tin*, 0 tress management as an important ortan-
,.; nation deVelppine4., .

. . . .... .., . ..
Organization Development Techniques
and Applications . ,.

'- . .

Arm; M. il:."Useof the Community College Goals Inventory
(CCGI). as an Impetus far Change in a Rural Community Col-

_. lege." Paper.presented at the Annual Conference of the Califnc-
1.1- nia AssoCiation of Inititutional ResealchtSan Francisco, Calif.,

February 1981_23 -pp: (ED 198 861):.
-Describes the effortipf Palp Verde College in California-to

es*tblish.priorities for long- and short-range planning based on the
result!. of a survey of collegefaculty and administrators,community
members, trustees, and students. Reports on areas'where the CCGI
revgaleddiscxePancies between existing and ideal conditions. . 4.

d "sr

/.

Beatty, P. T. "A Case forInstrtictional Improvement Programs in,
Community Services." Community College Review, Fall 1980, 8.
(2); 45-49.

Addresses questions to deans of comsnunityservices related to
faculty, instructional, and organizational development. Recom-
mends eleven strategies for improving instruction through faculty
orientations, faculty cask forces, teacher resource centers, faculty
survival guides, student service centers, mission and management
councils, division newsletters, annual commencements, and small
grant funds. t,

.1

Blaesser, W. W. "Organization Change Strategic acilitate Stu-
dent Development Models." Paper presented at the Annual Meet-
intiof the American College PersonnelAssociatioh, Chicago, Ill.,

41 April 1976.2'1 pp. (ED 131 367).
Discusses hoaithe principles and practices of organizational

developmenr.can be successfully applied to the studentneveloprdent
situation, Traces the history of such an approach!

,

Derr; C. B. Major Causes of Organizational Conflict: Diagnosisfor
Action. Working Paper. 'Monterey, Calif.: Naval Postgraduate

' _School, 1975.84 pp.'(ED 12ae06).-
Examines factors that cause conflict within an organization'

and discusses alternative conflict management strategies. Details a

22
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paradigm tabe used in selecting appropriate managemen t strategies
for differin&' onflict sitnation4.

. r
or, 'Dyer,. W. G. "Selecting an Intervenpon Tor Organization Change."

Trainingand Development Journal, April 1981,35 (4), 62-66, 68.

.. , Discusses theRrocess of selectingan appropriate intervention
.--strategy fallowing-an organizational diagnosis.-

e

Hadley, 0. B.,, and Andrews, J. "The Development of a Question-
- naire foi- an Organizational Development Program at Los Ange-

"les Southwest College." Ed. D. Practicum, Nava University, 1978.
44p.,(Eti 167 219)

Describes the creation of an organizational development
questionnaire covering institutional climate; supervisory, work
department, job, and institutional process indices; institutional
results;-and goal-setting*comparisons between current and ideal
situations. Includes a questionnaire, bibliography, and literature'

--revieiv'on organization development.
: .

. Herzog, F. L. "Improving Productivity via Organization Develop-
mem.", Training and Development Journal, April 1980,,34 (4),
a6-39;.; -t.,--

Details a six-part process for productivity improvement
-;,, thrOugh OD intervention, covering awareness of needs, entry of

specialiff, data collection, problem identification, action planning
-' and implementation of solutions.

, .

kindouist,j:Strategies for-Cbange.Berkeley Calif.: P;cific'Sound-
- ings Press, 1978... (ED 200 113avaifablein microfiche only). -

r- Offal strategies for change in higher education 'in sections
..,,covering: planned change theory and research, case histories' of

planned chinge, and innovation, as an adaptive development.
::. Includesaiibliographies. - . . ,,

. , .
. .

,

4

,-Martorana, S. V., and Kuhns, E. "Analyzing a Force for Change: Dis-
crepaney betiveen. Aspiration and Achievement of Institutio'nat
Goals." Paperpresented at the Annual AssoCiation of Institution-
al Researcti Forum, Houston, Texas, 1978. 18 pp. (ED 161836).'

Analyzes the discrepancy betwden aspiration and achieve-
ment of institutional goals as an important variable in monitoring
the life cycle of an innaviation through exploration to insinutionali-

,t3 12,

I
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`, 1 1,
nation. Explains the use of a magnitude estimation scaling as,a step -,toward determining goal hiatus. .

_ ,

.
..'Powell, G. N., and Posner, B. Z. "Managing Change: Attitudes, Tar-

. ts, Problems, and Strategies." Group' and Organization
clie. September 198095(3), 310-23. ..--

D-iiiiTs- a m el ,.to be-used by managers in selecting an-
appropriate change strategy following an educaural diagnosis.

.

Randolph, W. A., and others. "-Nri Experientialgar belign.forTraining,
OD." Training andPevelopment JoumagNovember 1979,33 (11),...

76-78,80, 8287: ** s

Presents an orenization training model that is eclectic,
inexpensive, and ipplical;le toparti8pants with yarying degrees of
experience. Examines the desigic of an OD training laboratory.

2
Rogers, D. " `General SystemsTheory,"ModemOrganizational Theory,'

andOrganizational Communication." Paper prepared for a course
iri Speech Communication, SUNY at Buffalo, October 1973
16 pp. (ED 117 758).

Describes the use of an open systems approach in the investi-
gation of, information diffusion whin an organization. Maintains
that the use of this approach yields a better understanding of the
communicative processes controlling an organization's activities.

Toomb, k., and others 4'A Systems Model for Assessment and Dif-
fusion." Paper pilsented at the Annual, Meeting of the Inteina-
tional Communication Association, Chicago, April 1975..
58 pp. (ED 120 885)

Examines the use f the Florida Assessment and Diffusion
System (FADS) as t tool for effecting organizational change. Dis-
cusses five major FADS components: initiation, prob-
lem solving, diffusion, evaluation, and documentati n.

'Walker;..P. D. "Developing a ileafiby Climato for Educational
Change and administrative approach." Community College
Review, Spring 1981;8 (4), 22 -27. r

Finds three areas of faculty/administrator interaction to have -

the greatest impact on organizational climate: goal setting and
internal goVernance,ipplicatiOn of resources; and organizational
and personal development,. Suggests strategies under each area for
promoting a positive climate.,

124



Organizational Development C.Onaultants
.

Bell, W., and others. Report oldie Annual Conference for Facilita-
tors-of -Organizational Development in Education/2nd, Eugene, -

- --Oregon, February 1979.'40 pg. (ED 185 701): '" -
Includes -presentations and summaries Of discussion-Sit:6e

Conference, . . .
,CamnTann,.C: "Diagnosis and Change or Change and Diagnosis."

Paper presentedat the_Annual Corii-ention of the American Psy-
chological Association, Montreal, Quebec, Canada, September ;
1980. 17, pp, (ED 201 947). -r-

RecOgnizes a preparatory dimeRsion to the work of organiz
tional consultants, adding the preparation of organizations to-con-

` duct diagnosis and change to the traditiOnal view of the consultant's
role. Suggests conditions under which significant intervention and
changere_required before diagnosis can be conducted.

0

a

CharnberWn, V. C. "Improving Organizational Performance: The
Kt), Variables tor Ingtitritiops of Higher Education." Improving
Hitnian PerfarmarfeeQuarterly,Winter 1979, 8 (4), 234-41.

Details a set of variables to be considered by the change
interventionist while working with higher education institutions.

P.k and others. Repots of the Annual Conference for Eacili-
_talon' of Organization Development in Education,-Srd; Eugene;
Oregon, January 31-February 2; 1980.36, pp. (ED 185 702) :

Describes the format and.Proceedings of the conference, .

Kurp- ius, D. J. "OD-; A Theory andyrocesS for Influencing Human
-and Organization Development." Improiling Human Perfor--
inance Quarterly, Winter 1979, 8 (4), 21.7726.

Offer/a conceptual framework for organization development
consultatio'n in business and,higher education settings,

.
Lowman, R. L. "Constructing Relationships from which to Change

Organizations." Paper presented at the.Annual Convention of the
American Psychological Association; Montreal, Quebec, Canada,
September -1980: 12 pp,., (ED 201 937)[ .

Provides 'Suggestions for organizational consultants in their .

role as change agents for organizations. Identifies three primary ,
tasks of consuliaticin: (1) establishirig a trust relationship; (2) mak:

4
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ing an assessment of the client's system; and (3) sharinia futuristic
view- of the organization. ReconiThends' areas for consultant
training.

Varney, G. 11. "Developing OD .CcImpetencies." Training and Iie"
velopment Journal, April .1980, 34 (4)130.,35, . '.

Defines the organization professional in terms, of personal
traits and reqtliSite competencies. Outlines a learning sequence for
OD' skills development?-and presents a skills asiessment; scale for
self - evaluation.

Staff and Management Development
. _

Claxton, C: S. "ComPrehensiKStaff Development in the Commu-
nityCollege:Implications for the Office of Institutional-Research,
and Planning." Paper presented ai the Annual Meeting of the

- American Educational Research Association,- New York, KY:,
April 1977;19 pp. (ED 116-85 71 -

=Outlines areaswherethe Off1 _-e:_eof Institutional R ch and
.P_Ianning (OIRP) can use its expertiseitO_Laff arid organsza ion

-development. SfigiOsts that the OIRP serve as a-key resource in
assessing staff development needs, estahlishingprograutgoals,t-and
evaluating-goalat-tainment,

. ,

Dillon-Peterson, B. (ED.), and others. Staff Deve.lopment/Organi7
nation Development. Alexandria, Va.: Association for Stipervi-z..,
sin and Curriculuin Development, 1981. 150 pp. (Ep 196 919-r,
availablein microfiche only). ."

('overs in six chaptersf (SY staff and organization Ilevelop-:-
menrfrom a ) 981 perspective, (2) -haft development from theipersp,ec-
the of individual change, (3) organizational develoPment as a tail;
for ekcational change, (4) models for designingeffective staff
developm--erit_prokrams, A5) method of evaluating staff dev.elop-

,,mef3t, and (6) aitaffdevelopment scenario, for the future. t

flainmons, J. 0. "Staff D6velopment Is Not Enough." Paper pre-
sented at the Annual Meeting of the Nation0-.-Council f Staff,
Program, and Organizational Development, Dallas, Texas,.Sum-
mer 1978..17 pp. (BD 194144),

--Ariuet\ffiat. staff development activities that affect profet-
sional ability must be coupled with organizational development
efforts if employee motivation And organizational climate are to be

x26
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improved., LooksLooks at ways 4:of promoting change and factors that., _ , _ .

,irlipede organizational, developmept. . -----1.
: .;?: - c-. "' .%

. - r
HOuston, W. R..

:
(Ed.), and OthetS:' Staff* Development and Educa:

:- Ilona' Changes Washington, D. q.: As%ociation of Teacher Eck-
cators; aud-Orialia: Center for Urban Education, Univerihr of

-Neliiiika,4980,.1.56, pp. (ED 193 227available in microfiche
' ''-only)._ -;=. . ° .

Considers the long-range goal's of stiff- cleVelopmenta-the:
. behaviors of participants, the interface of existing organizational,

. structuse;, and the mechanisms fora program planning and _

development.,- .
: , ,.

,..

Kololl, C. E.; and Moore, D. E., Jr.
.

"Professional Growticvs. Fis-
cal Restraint.'`' Community College Frontiem Summer 1979,
7 (4), 18-22. . i

--,-

developmentKeynotes the probleins of organization and staff m -
t . programs during times of, fiscal scarcity. Spggests a four-phase

process to unify staff and, organization development...Offers plan-
ning and evaluation criteria to facilitate decision Making and_con-.
so141ate money for high-impact_piograinming. -,

... : ,, 4 .
.: Managertient .Development and l'raini ng .Program for Cptleges

andUn iversities: Program Handbook, May 1978. Coconut rove,_
'Eta.:. Higher Education Management Institute,74978: 93 pp.
QED 159 946): .

Outlines the packground and activities of amanagement
training, and development program implemented- in five phases:,
introduction, needs assessment, action planning, implementation,

Komi', C. and others. and Organizational Develop:
-menu An Analysis of Their Interaction in a Community, College
Setting and Resulting Changes." Paper prepared foethe Adult -
Edueation Research Conference,._San Antonio, Texas; April

(ED152
developDescribes a prop& tundertaken by a university -to

m.service staff development programs for &00 part-time,tatulty
members at three cdmmunity, colleges. The university project'
staff functioned as process consultants. A major project outcome
WaStherecOgnitimi of the link between staff and orginizationaf
development:
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an&evaluation. A biblicigtaphy, survey data, and sample modules

Whitcoinb, D. B.:- and Bede, L. (1..4 "Institutional Mission and
FaCtilty .Development;" -Pape'rpresented-ar-the An'n'uat-Meeting- I-
Of the National Gonda', for'or Soaal Studies, New Orleans, Louisi-
ana, Decitrither 1980. 1 e(pp.:(E1:0195 198).

ConsiltrS ficulty development in relation to student needs--
throughinstructionatdevelopment, faculty needs through personal
andlprofetsional development, and institutional needs through a

a,focits on organizatidnal development.

Evaluation of Organization -Development
,

Barry; J. R. "Evaluating Organizational Consultation in a Cllang-
irig Papei presented at the AnnuaT'ConVention of the
AmericanPsycbologicalAssociption, Montreal; QuebecCanada,
September 1980: 13 pp,- (ED 1 8 437).

Suggests criteria for eva acing orgabizational consultation
and identifies the factors whic Make these efforts difficult to assess.
Diseussei criteria indudin client satisfaction and participant
flexibility,

King,,D. C., and Sherwo d, J. J. Monitoring the Process and
Evaluating the Result of _Organization Development. Paper
No. 452. Lafayettf, Ind, Herman C. Krannert Graduate School of
Industrial- Adininistra ion Purdue University, 1974: 28 pp.
(ED 114 932). "1

Describes five alte natives for evaluatingiirganizition devel-
opment projects: Exami es advantages and disadvantages of each
method and discusses Oracles piesented by vari "es to the
evaluation effort.

ISt. John, E. P., and Weathersby, G. B. Institutional Development
in_ Higher 1 Conceptual Frameworkfor_Evaliiation:
Appendix .B. The DedeflOppient of lns,litutions of Higher Educa-
tion: Theory and Assessment of Itripact of FQ1.0 Possible Areasof

' Federal intervention. Cambiidge, Mass.: Graduate School of Edu-
. cation, Harvard University, 1977:4ED 148 243).

Applies theories of economic and organizational develop:.
ment to the creatio'fi of a conceptual framework for the evaluation
of the impact of institutional improvement ,programs. Suggests
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bibliography.

Case Studies

tte&ri of development can be used to disk-
curren state of development. Provides a

g

*.
Barnette, J. I. "The Role:of Evaluation, in Organization Detre OP.

ment:Evaluation in Support of the Pennsylvania ABEImprove-
mein Program." Paper presented ai the Annual Meeting of the

t- American Educational Research Association; New- York, NY.,
April -1977:22 pp. (ED 152 824available in microfiche only).

Defines organizational development and describes the
text, input, process, and product (CIPP) evaluation paradigm used

the Planning Studies in Continuint Education Division of the
Penniylvania State_ University in support of the organiiational
develoPment of the Penniylvania Adult Basic Education Program.

Booth, D. The Making of a Good Department. Structure and Process
in' Departmental Development. Paper 'presentecrat the Annual
Meeting of the Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Associa-
tion-Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, 1978. 27 pp. (ED 203 821).

eviews the process used by the sociology department at the
Univers' of Windsor, Ontario to resolve conflict and polarization
problems., iscusses the strategies used and the new departmental
structures desceloped.

IiiCarlo, R. Institutional Goals/ Objectives for the Academic Year
1980-1181: Report of the Retreat/Plartning Session (June 25-27,
1980). Greenfield, Mass.: Greenfield Community College, 980:
50 pp. (ED 196 495).

Describes Creenfield's planning retreat, whi
faculty, administration and staff,in the development of in
goals and objectives. Includes results of the evaluation of t
by 'participants. .

I*

z

CCC Institutional Dezi,e1op-
ment Program: Oiganizational ange from the Chief Execu-
five's Perspective. Cleveland, Ohio: Cuyahoga Community Cols

involved- --
itutional
e retreat

lege, 1978; 33 pp. (ED 179 256).
Describes Cuyahoga Community College's three-phase insu-

tntional development program that sought to provide systematic
,
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and uniform college planning and management procedures., Major
'accomplishments are detailed and suggestions' are provided.

;P)t)dwin, N. L., and DiCarlo, R7b..- The Greenfield Plan': An Ap-
r proach to Organizational Development. Greenfield, Mass.:

_ nflold-eorruntinity:C011eger 1979:-7- pp.-(ED- 196-493). Q---
Describes Greenfield Community College's' participatory

management process, which incorporates a reorganized lovernance
structtne,data collection, a mechanism for establishing and imple-

it menting institutional goals, and,ari evaluatim component.

McGarry, N. S. "Counselors and aculty: Synthesis of SeAicefor
Holistic Education. A commun y College Action Program for
Organizational Developnient." E . D.Piacticum, Nova Univer-
sity,.1975, 273 pp. (ED 138 901). -

Discusses a community col _ge action program in which a
modified Delphi technique was used to create within faculty and

-_counselors an awareness of the need to break down the artificial
barrie&between the two groups and to focus attention on the
corningnality.of their perceptions and goals.

McIntyre, M. "Orgtization Development: A Cast Study in Block-
Journal,Of Physical Education and Recreation);March

,19,0, 52 (3), 71-74.
ExamiRes standard procedures in organizatioli development.

Pesuth, F. X. "A Survey of The Management System at St. Peters-
burg Junior College Using Liken's Profile." Ed. D. Practicum,
Nova University, 1976. 47 pp.IED 129 342).

Describes a study conducted atSt. Petershurg Junior Co
of current perceptions and future expectationi of organizatio
climate held by faCulty, professional personnel, .and upper-le 1

mariagemeN.Recoinmends a number of organizational develop-
. mentinterVentions to reduce the discrepancy among the groups.

)

Price, R.' D. 'Managing the Instructional Development Process."
'Paper presented at the Association forEducationaI Communica-

.% dorm and Technology Annual Conference; Anaheim, California,
1976: 23 pp. (ED 125 529).

Describes the efforts of the Office of ealth-SeivittsEiltica-
,tionndResearch at MichiganState University toclarify the func-

":
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tiO011100. planning, organization, coordination, monitoring, and
assessing instructional developinent projects.

Priest,- B: J., and Pickelman, J. E. Increasing Productivity in fhe
commonly College: An Action-Oriented Approach. Washink
ton, D.C.: American Association of Community and Juniodol-
legesr-1976-40-pp.-(ED-125

Defines and discusses the concept of educational productivity_
and descrilies the. step-by-step prdc. edure used at the Dallas County .
Community College District to identify ways of increasing
cost - effectiveness:

Rose, C., and others. Organizational Development Project U.C.V
School of Dentistry. Summary Report. Los Angeles, Calif.: Eval-
uation and Training Institu, 1979. 10 pp. (ED 175 354).

Describes a two-part orOnizational development effortcar-
ried out at the School of Dentistry of the,University of California,
San Francisco. The needs assessment phase identified critical organ-
izational and curricular problems, recommended appropriate
points for intervention, and designed an ongong program for
planned change and institutional renewal. Vie second phase
focused on defining curricular goals and objectives.

Resouttes---.-

CressWelf, A., and others. School Business Management. Techni-
flues: A Compendium. Albany: New York State Association of
School Business Officials; and Albany: State University of New
York,-140. 96 pp. (ED 182.826- available in microfiche only):

Describes approximately thirty management science and
organizational behavioral techniques in terms of the mechanics Of
,using the technique, specific applications, and requirements and
constraints. Includes - general management techniques, data.analy-
sis techniques; decision-making techniques, planning techniques,

.,
and management and organizational development techniques. _

Ehly, S. and Eliason, M. "Organizational Development: A
Collection of References from Education, Psychology, and
Business ; " -Unpublished-. bibliography, May 1980. 25 pp.

:(ED .190 940).
Bibliography frocusing On organizational deielopment in

edhcational settings, and on organizational development theory and
practiCal applications. Citations are not annotated.
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GA, it. Handbook for Suptrvision of Persotznel in Performance
- . . .

.Based Management Organizations. Dur4ham, N.H. New England
Programin Teacher Education, 1975.21 pp. (ED 111 790). .

_-_ ProVides rating scales, performance analysis karmg-, and other
materials that cari, be used in specifying organization objectives,
tetailing the individual employee's able in supportilig these objec-

and identifying performance evaluation, rteria in terms of '... .
organization requirements, Discusses the use of these materials in
negotiating writtenperfor'mance contracts between employees and

,129

supervisors. ,
, .. . .

1

Willman, C. K. A Catalogue of Products That Can Aict Schools in
Doiizg Organizational Development and Needs Assessment. Tal-__:--
lahassee: Florida State Department of Education, 1979.. 40 pp.
(ED 181 561). ;. .

RevieWS products and publications designed to help schools
understand and become more skilled in group process, interper-

, sonal commpnication, group problem solving, planning for
change, andmproving relationships in complex school brganiza-
tions. Additionally, reviews needs.assessment products and informa-
tion. Annot4tions provide inforMatiorion typesof faculty activities,
personnel requiremeins, lime, 'needs, expected outcomes, and

7=7-, sources=of furtherinforniation,- . ...
. c.

. Organizational Development Workbook. Volum' 1. Walhington,
D.C.: Aurora Associates, 1980. 174 pp. (ED 188.030).

Provides instructions, and practice instruments for imple-
menting four phases of organizational development: (1) initiation
of the.change process; (2) development pf organizational change/in-
teryention plans; (3) impleinentation of _planned organization
improvement; and (4) evaluation of the effort. ap-`

Organizational Development Workbook. Volume II. Washiiigton,
D.C.: Aurora Associates, 1980. 180 Pp';(ED 188 031). .

Presents a hypothetical example of the organizational devel-
opment process designed to help the user understand the utility of
the organizational development model.

Pino, R. F. and Emory, R. P. Instructional Strategies. preparing
Educational Train ibg Consultants: Organizational Development
(PETC-III). Portland, Oregon: Northwest Regional Educational
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Laboratory;1977. 144 pp4ED 144 192available in microfiche
onlyj.. -

An instructional manual fdPuse by senior trainers in charge
PETC-III programs. 'Outlines instructiOnahstrategies and

includes samples of memos, work dssignments, and additional
resources.

,

Pim: R. F., and Emory, R. P. Part ipant Materials. Preparing Edu-
cationdl Training consultants: OrganizationalsDevelopment
(PETC-III): 410 pp. (ED 144 193--- available in microfiche only).

Presents pioceduril guidelines, instructional, materials, and
relevant background information and theoretical data for use by the
p4iticipants in the PETC-III program. Corresponds to the instruc-
tional strategies suggested in the trainers' manual (EIS 144 192).

'; Ward, W., and others. Providing, Organiz,ational Development
Skills (PODS): A _Combined Training Program,Portland,
Ore.: Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory, 1976.-221 pp.
AD 144..190). -

.Describes the PODS prOgram, a series of" eight instructional
systems that together are intended, provide educators with the

. knowledge, 'skills, and sensitivitief to 'organize and manage educz
don?' systems in a more-relevant, humane, effective, and efficient
way. Reviews organizational,, development theory, presents case
studieg, and proposes an implementation strategy.

Anita Colby ii\documents coordinator at the _

ERIC Clearinghouse for Jukior Colleges, University of
California at Los Angeles.

James Palmeris User Services Librarian at the
ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges; University
of California at Los Angeles.
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Action planning. stage of, 16, 62
. Action research, concept, of."

Alderfer, C. P., 15, 20, 35, 38, 42 .
American Council on Educatioir.
American Society of Traipsing and

Development, 5; Organization De-
, velopMent Division ofk 7.20, 54
Anderson. B. R.. 93, 104
Andrews, J., 93. 97, roo. IN. 120

- Armes, N.. 69n
119 .

AT&T, job redesign at, 39
Attitude surveys, shift from, 26
Averch, V. R., 43

Baker: G. A.,411, 2. 19; 69-90
--Baldridge0. V., U6
-Barnette, J. J., 126
Barry. J. R..125
Beatty, P. T., 119

- Beck. L. L.. 125 ,
Beckhkrd. R.. 12. 13, 20, 49, 54
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